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            Questions Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, answered orally.

19/09/2019WRA00400World Heritage Sites

19/09/2019WRA005006. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
number of applications received requesting to be included on the 2020 tentative list for nomina-
tion as a UNESCO world heritage site; the number of applications which were successful; her 
plans to assist the successful applicants in their attempt to achieve world heritage status; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [37912/19]

19/09/2019WRA00600Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): In Janu-
ary, my Department launched a call for applications to Ireland’s Tentative List of World Heri-
tage Sites. The closing date is 26 June 2020 and, given the amount of preparatory work in-
volved, I would not expect to see formal applications coming until nearer that deadline. 

Inclusion on the Tentative List is the first step towards nomination for World Heritage status. 
Immediately after the June 2020 closing date, my Department will conduct an initial screen-
ing of all proposals received before transmitting them to an expert advisory group, which will 
make recommendations as to which sites should be included on the new Tentative List. The 
Department acts as Focal Point for Ireland, as State party to the World Heritage Convention, 
and therefore makes the final decision in relation to the Tentative List.

My Department’s National Monuments Service actively assists and advises applicants 
wishing to have sites put on the Tentative List. A number of meetings have already taken place 
with local authorities under this new round and information events are planned for communi-
ties with potential Tentative List sites in their areas.  My Department’s policy is for applica-
tions to be sponsored by the relevant local authority or other statutory body in order to ensure 
continuity throughout the process. Individuals or other organisations are encouraged to apply 
in collaboration with the relevant local authority. The role of the local authority is crucial in 
order to facilitate public consultation and wider stakeholder engagement, particularly in light 
of the requirement under the UNESCO Operational Guidelines for participatory planning and 
stakeholder consultation.

The most critical element when determining whether a site should be included on the Tenta-
tive List is the potential of the property to demonstrate Outstanding Universal Value, meaning 
that its significance is so exceptional as to transcend national boundaries and to be of common 
importance for present and future generations. The property must also meet relevant conditions 
of authenticity and integrity, and there must be mechanisms in place to provide for its long-term 
protection and management. 
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I look forward to seeing the new Tentative List beginning to take shape in the months ahead.

  Question No. 7 answered orally.

19/09/2019WRA00800Architectural Heritage

19/09/2019WRA009008. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if her 
Department has held discussions with Dublin City Council or other bodies in respect of the de-
cayed state of a market (details supplied); her plans to provide funding for the preservation and 
restoration of the market; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37910/19]

19/09/2019WRA01000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): My role 
with regard to the protection and management of our architectural heritage is set out in the 
provisions of relevant legislation, as are the roles of local authorities and the responsibilities of 
owners.  

Part IV of the Planning and Development Act gives primary responsibility to planning au-
thorities to identify and protect the architectural heritage by including particular structures on 
their Record of Protected Structures.  Inclusion on the Record of Protected Structures places 
a duty of care on the owners and occupiers of protected structures and also gives planning au-
thorities powers to deal with development proposals affecting them and to seek to safeguard 
their future.  

The building mentioned by the Deputy is in the ownership of the local authority, and is, in 
the first instance a matter for it. It is recorded in my Department’s National Inventory of Archi-
tectural Heritage and is rated there as of Regional Importance. As such it was recommended to 
the local authority for inclusion in its Record of Protected Structures. 

As the owner of this protected structure, the local authority has a duty under the Acts to 
ensure the structure does not become endangered. My role in relation to protected structures is 
mainly advisory, officials of my Department have, however, contacted Dublin City Council to 
ascertain its plans and remain available to advise the Council in any future efforts to restore the 
building.

My Department also provides financial support for the protection of heritage buildings and 
historic structures through the Historic Structures Fund (HSF) and the Built Heritage Invest-
ment Scheme (BHIS), which are administered by local authorities. On Thursday 28 March, I 
announced funding of €4.3m for 478 projects under these schemes in 2019. Details of these 
projects are available on my Department’s website and local authority websites. I understand, 
however, that the scale of investment needed for the structure mentioned would mean that the 
levels of grant funding available under these schemes would not be sufficient.

I fully understand and appreciate the value of our built heritage at a local level and I have 
asked officials in my Department to remain in contact with Dublin City Council on this matter.

  Questions Nos. 9 to 11, inclusive, answered orally.

19/09/2019WRA01200European Capital of Culture

19/09/2019WRA0130012. Deputy Catherine Connolly asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the number of times the legacy committee of Galway 2020 has met; the membership of the 
committee; the terms of reference of the committee; the reports published to date; the engage-
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ment her Department has had to date with the committee; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter. [37931/19]

19/09/2019WRA01400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I  would 
like to thank the Deputy for her Question.   I was delighted to be in Eyre Square in Galway 
yesterday evening to officiate at the launch of the detailed programme for Galway 2020. The 
Programme which is built around the ancient Irish calendar will commence with a spectacular 
opening ceremony on 8 February and will be a year-long celebration of street spectacle, exhi-
bitions, readings, classical concerts, dance, schools’ projects, children’s events, the Irish lan-
guage, musical performances, digital encounters, live art, theatre, circus, funambulism, public 
art, heritage, food, sports, sheep, folklore, our islands, our people, imagination and creativity.

The Performance Development Agreement under which Government support was granted 
to Galway 2020 provides for the development of legacy themes which are to be delivered ac-
cording to agreed milestones and discussed at quarterly report and monitoring meetings.

The legacy sub-committee of the board of Galway 2020 European Capital of Culture was 
proposed and set-up at a board meeting in July 2019.  The terms of reference of the commit-
tee is to advise the board on the best model to deliver on legacy of Galway 2020. I have been 
advised that the legacy sub-committee of the Board of Galway 2020 has met once since being 
established and has reported back to the most recent meeting of the Board. No formal reports 
have been published as of yet

The current membership of the sub-committee is as follows. This may be supplemented 
with other expertise in due course.

- Chair of Board of Galway 2020, Arthur Lappin- Galway 2020 board member, Mayor 
Mike Cubbard- Galway 2020 board member, Chief Executive of Galway City Council, Bren-
dan McGrath- Galway 2020 board member, Chief Executive of Galway County Council, Kev-
in Kelly- Galway 2020 board member, Ivonka Kwiek- Galway 2020 board member, Chris 
Greene- Galway 2020 board member, Claire McColgan- Galway 2020 board member, Cath-
erine Cullen- Galway 2020 board member, Caroline Loughnane.

On 11 September last, senior officials from my Department met with the Chair and Chief 
Executive of Galway 2020 for a general update on the project in advance of the launch of the 
Cultural Programme on 18 September, and to complete the quarter two monitoring meeting 
for this year. Legacy plans and the work of the legacy sub-committee was one of the items dis-
cussed at the meeting, and my Department and Galway 2020 agreed to engage further on the 
work of the legacy sub-committee as it progresses.

It should be noted that legacy plans have been, and will continue to be part of the normal 
quarterly monitoring meetings between the Department and Galway 2020, as well as an agenda 
item at regular meetings between the Department and the Chief Executives of Galway City 
Council and Galway County Council.

  Question No. 13 answered orally.

19/09/2019WRA01600Cultural Policy

19/09/2019WRA0170014. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
details of the expansion of the creative schools programme; and the status of the programme in 
counties Longford and Westmeath. [37422/19]
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19/09/2019WRA01800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Cre-
ative Schools pilot is one of the flagship projects of the Creative Youth Plan, which seeks to 
enable the creative potential of every child and young person. This Plan is led by my Depart-
ment, with the Departments of Education and Skills, and Children and Youth Affairs and the 
Arts Council, all working in partnership.

Creative Schools aims to understand, develop and celebrate the arts and creativity as a core 
aspect of school life. It strives to foster children and young people’s creativity, potential and 
participation in the arts as an integral part of their education. The initiative recognises that the 
arts are a powerful means through which children and young people can explore communica-
tion and collaboration, stimulate their imaginations to be inventive, and harness their boundless 
curiosity.

Schools selected to participate in the programme do so on a two-year cycle - the first to sup-
port them in developing a feasible creative plan for the school, and the second to enable them to 
implement this plan.  Each participating school is provided with access to a Creative Associate, 
who are essential in embedding inspirational and sustainable creative practices in teaching and 
learning.  Creative Associates are a mixture of practising artists and teachers with an under-
standing of creativity and its potential to transform the lives of children and young people. In 
addition, each school is allocated an annual grant of €2,000 to implement their plans.

There was significant interest in the pilot when launched in 2018 - with some 400 schools 
applying for 150 places.  Given this level of interest, and the positive feedback from partici-
pants, total investment in the initiative for 2019 has increased to €2.36m - funded by my own 
Department as well as the Department of Education and Skills and the Arts Council. A second 
round of applications was opened in 2019 and just last week, the Minister for Education and 
Skills and I announced the details of a further 150 schools which have been selected to partici-
pate from this month. 

The participating schools in Creative Schools from County Longford are:

- Gaelscoil an Longfoirt, Fearann Uí Dhuagáin, Co Longfoirt

- St Dominic’s National School,Kenagh, Co Longford

- Scoil Naomh Micheal, St. Mel’s Road, Longford, Co Longford

The participating schools in Creative Schools from County Westmeath are:

- Ard na gCrath National School, Ard na gCraith, Walderstown, Athlone, Co Westmeath

- Naomh Mhuire, South Hill, Delvin, Co Westmeath

- SN An Cusan, An Cuasan, Castlequarter,Coosan, Athlone, Co Westmeath

- Scoil na gCeithre Máistrí, Lios Uí Mhulláin, Ath Luain, Co na hIarmhí

The Creative Youth Plan is ambitious and ever developing, and I hope that by 2022 it will 
have touched the lives of every child and young person in Ireland.

19/09/2019WRA01900Environmental Policy

19/09/2019WRA0200015. Deputy Marcella Corcoran Kennedy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and 
the Gaeltacht the progress being made on protecting biodiversity in view of the publication by 
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the National Parks and Wildlife Service of Ireland’s third assessment on the status of EU-listed 
habitats and species here; the initiatives being undertaken in County Offaly; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [37767/19]

19/09/2019WRA02100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Ireland’s 
3rd assessment on the status of listed habitats and species was submitted by my Department to 
the European Commission in April 2019. 

In Ireland, 85% of habitats are reported as being in Unfavourable status. The main drivers 
are agricultural practices which negatively impact over 70% of habitats, particularly ecologi-
cally unsuitable grazing, abandonment and pollution. The Unfavourable status of many habitats 
is not surprising as this is the reason they have been listed on the Directive.

My Department is engaged in a range of targeted activities to address these issues at region-
al, national and EU level, and also liaises with other departments, particularly the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, to implement policy and practices which will help tackle 
the drivers of biodiversity loss. 

The status of species is somewhat better: 57% assessed as Favourable and 30% assessed as 
being in Unfavourable status, with 72% demonstrating stable or improving trends while just 
15% demonstrated on-going declining trends. Progress is being made and a number of species 
such as bats, otter, pine marten and grey seal are doing well. 

I recently visited Boora in Co. Offaly and saw first-hand the conservation work being done 
by the NPWS. The Grey Partridge was on the verge of extinction in the late 1990s but following 
an intense programme of habitat management and nest protection, the population in the project 
area is now estimated to be around 800 birds today.

This is a remarkable story of hands-on   conservation in action and demonstrates how a 
strong partnership between the NPWS and the local community can lead to the reversal of loss 
and to species recovery.  

As part of the ongoing implementation of the National Biodiversity Action Plan 2017-2021, 
in 2018 I launched a grant scheme to assist local authorities with biodiversity projects in their 
areas that support actions in the Plan. A grant of €16,000 was made to  Offaly County Council 
to support a range of local authority-led biodiversity projects.  

Recognising the need for a coherent cross-sectoral response to the biodiversity crisis, earlier 
this year I announced our ‘Seeds for Nature’  , a range of commitments to be undertaken by 
public authorities and other stakeholders to drive implementation of actions in the Plan.

  Question No. 16 answered orally.

19/09/2019WRA02300Natural Heritage Areas

19/09/2019WRA0240017. Deputy Marcella Corcoran Kennedy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the 
Gaeltacht the details of the awarding of funding for the 2019 peatlands community engagement 
scheme; the recipients of same in County Offaly; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[37768/19]

19/09/2019WRA02500Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The 
Peatlands Community Engagement Scheme, which is administered by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service of my Department, aims to encourage local communities, groups, schools and 
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interested parties to engage with my Department in relation to the conservation of raised bog 
special areas of conservation, natural heritage areas and other raised bog areas and to promote 
public engagement and awareness of our natural heritage. 

Following on from a successful pilot scheme in 2018, on 24 April this year, I announced 
a call for applications for the 2019 Peatlands Community Engagement Scheme. The scheme 
provides for grant funding of 75% of the total cost of a project. This year, I introduced a phased 
payment option of the total grant. To facilitate start-up, 30% of the funding for a project may be  
payable on acceptance of the grant and meeting start up conditions. 

The 2019 scheme was advertised on the website of the Department of Culture, Heritage 
and the Gaeltacht (www.chg.gov.ie), on the website of the National Parks and Wildlife Service 
of my Department (www.npws.ie) and through social media and media outlets. Advertisements 
were placed in a number of regional papers, predominately where raised bogs are a feature of 
that community and its landscape and . Applications were accepted for the scheme up to the 
end of May 2019.

Eligible applications received were assessed by a panel established by my Department based 
on the information submitted and under the criteria of the scheme. Recommendations were then 
made to me, as Minister, for funding of a number of these projects. In July 2019, I approved 
grant funding of just under €131,000 to thirteen local community groups and organisations, 
with €16,245 in pre-funding to be provided to seven of these groups as start-up funding. 

Funding of €1,500 was awarded to one local group in County Offaly,   Kilclonfert Commu-
nity Hall Committee, to have a display and information on Raheenmore Bog, a raised bog spe-
cial area of conservation, set up in the local community centre and to have directional signage 
put in place for anyone wishing to visit the bog.

19/09/2019WRA02600Maoiniú d’Eagrais Ghaeilge

19/09/2019WRA0270018. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh den Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gael-
tachta cén céimeanna atá á nglacadh chun a bheith cinnte de go bhfuil an maoiniú cuí ann 
d’fhoilsitheoirí leabhar Gaeilge amach anseo agus ceann de na foilsitheoirí Gaeilge móra (Cois 
Life) dúnta ina iomláine, agus deacrachtaí ina measc siúd atá fágtha de thairbhe ar laghdú sa 
tacaíocht atá ann dóibh le blianta anuas. [37934/19]

19/09/2019WRA02800Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): I dtosach báire, ba mhaith liom a mhíniú go mbaineann saincheisteanna maidir 
le foilsitheoirí leabhar Gaeilge le gnóthaí oibríochtúla Fhoras na Gaeilge agus níl ról sonrach 
agam féin mar Aire Stáit ina leith.

É sin ráite, tuigim ó Fhoras na Gaeilge, go bhfuil €3,295,303, curtha ar fáil ag Foras na 
Gaeilge go díreach d’fhoilsitheoirí na Gaeilge, trí Scéim na Foilsitheoireachta - Chlár na Leab-
har Gaeilge, le cúig bliana anuas.  Tá €674,574 curtha ar fáil tríd an Scéim chéanna do 2019.  

Tuigtear dom go raibh cruinniú foirmiúil ag an eagraíocht le Cois Life nuair a fógraíodh go 
raibh rún acu éirí as gnó na foilsitheoireachta, agus tugadh le fios nach cúrsaí airgid go príomha 
ba chúis lena gcinneadh.

Tá trí scéim faoi leith ó thaobh na foilsitheoireachta trína bhfuil tacaíocht maoinithe dá chur 
ar fáil ag Foras na Gaeilge ina leith:

(1) do Nuachtán ar líne,
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(2) d’Iris Ghaeilge chlóite agus

(3) d’Iris stílmhaireachtála ar líne

agus tá athbhreithniú ar siúl acu faoi láthair ar chistíochta na hearnála seo.  Tá gach eolas ina 
leith ar fáil ar https://www.forasnagaeilge.ie/nuacht/comhairliuchan.

19/09/2019WRA02900Hare Coursing Regulation

19/09/2019WRA0300019. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht if she will maintain a ban on hare netting which was imposed since 9 August 2019 in re-
sponse to the RHD2 disease; if her attention has been drawn to the importance of the Irish hare 
and its survival; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37891/19]

19/09/2019WRA03100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I made 
the decision last month to suspend the licences issued to the Irish Coursing Club on behalf of its 
affiliated clubs to capture and tag hares for the 2019/20 hare coursing season which were due to 
come into effect on 10 August until a clearer understanding of the extent, spread and implica-
tions of the RHD2 virus emerges.   Based on what we have been able to establish over the last 7 
weeks, RHD2 appears to be widespread in Ireland. The virus is known to be highly contagious 
and easily spread and environmental contamination presents significant difficulties in terms of 
any biosecurity responses.

Netting and collecting hares for coursing meetings has been identified as a significant risk 
factor in spreading the disease. Accordingly, I have decided to maintain the suspension of the 
licences issued to the Irish Coursing Club to capture and tag hares for the 2019/20 hare coursing 
season. This decision will be reviewed on an ongoing basis.

The disease was first reported in Ireland from domestic rabbits in 2018 and was first re-
ported in the wild in early August this year.  The virus has now been confirmed in Counties 
Clare, Cork, Leitrim, Offaly, Wicklow and Wexford with some other animals still awaiting 
testing.  My Department officials will continue to work closely with colleagues in the regional 
laboratories and virology unit of Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine to gain a fuller 
understanding of the extent and impact of the disease in Ireland. All post-mortems and RHD2 
testing to date has been done in DAFM’s labs and I would like to acknowledge their ongoing 
support and cooperation in our efforts to date.

While most of the confirmed reports to date have been in rabbits, the disease has also been 
recorded in two Irish hares.  Further hares await testing. While all locations continue to sup-
port apparently healthy wild populations, unlike the situation in the UK where mass mortalities 
have been reported, officials from the National Parks and Wildlife Service of my Department 
continue to monitor the situation.

The cooperation of farming groups, hunters, the coursing clubs and other rural land-users 
will be essential to ensure that a full picture of the disease’s extent and spread are achieved.

19/09/2019WRB00200Aerfoirt Réigiúnacha

19/09/2019WRB0030020. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Catherine Connolly den Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gael-
tachta maidir le hAerfort na Mine i gContae na Gaillimhe, an bhfuil an cás gnó réitithe; cad 
iad na céimeanna eile atá tógtha maidir ceannach an Aerfoirt; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas ina 
thaobh. [37929/19]
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19/09/2019WRB00400Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Tá an próiseas maidir le ceannach Aerfort na Mine ag leanúint ar aghaidh. Is féidir 
liom a dheimhniú don Teachta go bhfuil luach an aerfoirt aontaithe idir na páirtithe. Fostaíodh 
comhlacht le saineolas san earnáil eitlíochta chun an cás gnó a ullmhú i ndáil le riachtanais 
an Chóid Chaiteachais Poiblí.  Tá an cás gnó sin faighte ag mo Roinn agus tá sé á mheas faoi 
láthair, tá súil na céad céimeanna eile sa phroiséas a thógáil go luath.

19/09/2019WRB00500Tax Exemptions

19/09/2019WRB0060021. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if she 
has taken steps to extend the artists tax exemption scheme in advance of Budget 2020; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [37881/19]

19/09/2019WRB00700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Art-
ists Tax Exemption Scheme was first introduced in 1969.  Under the scheme, the profits or gains 
arising to a writer, composer, visual artist or sculptor from the publication, production or sale of 
his or her work is exempt from income tax.   Section 195 of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 
empowers Revenue to make a determination that certain artistic works are original and creative 
works generally recognised as having cultural or artistic merit. Where a determination is not 
made in effect the application is rejected. There is a right of appeal to an independent appeal 
body where the Revenue declines to issue a determination. 

The scheme provides that Revenue can make determinations in respect of artistic works in 
the following categories only:

1. a book or other writing

2. a play

3. a musical composition

4. a painting or other like picture

5. a sculpture.

Where a determination is made by Revenue in respect of a work, income arising from that 
work, up to a maximum of €50,000 per annum, is exempt from income tax.

Any proposals to extend the Artists Tax Exemption Scheme are a matter for the Minister for 
Finance and while there are no plans at this point to extend the scheme, I can assure the Dep-
uty that this Government will continue to be proactive in seeking ways to support artists. We 
recognise the crucial role that the arts and culture play in our nation and have made significant 
progress on our public commitment to double funding for culture, heritage and the Gaeltacht by 
2025. In Budget 2019, funding for arts and culture increased by €22.6m to almost €190m, an 
increase of 14% on 2018. Initiatives such as the review of the Percent for Arts Scheme, and So-
cial Welfare for Self-Employed Artists which I announced earlier this year, are also providing 
tangible support to our valued artistic community. The latter initiative  recognises the unique 
creative circumstances of artists in receipt of Jobseekers Allowance and gives them special as-
sistance in their first year out of work, allowing them to focus on their creative output.  From 
this month, self-employed artists in receipt of Jobseekers Allowance for the first year that they 
are out of work can focus on their artistic work and developing their portfolio, rather than hav-
ing to participate in the normal labour market activation activities. Artists eligible to apply to 
the scheme include actors, theatre and film directors, dancers, opera singers, set, costume and 
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lighting designers, musicians, composers, choreographers, architects and street performers.

19/09/2019WRB00800Animal Disease Controls

19/09/2019WRB0090022. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the steps she has taken in conjunction with the National Parks and Wildlife Service to address 
the deadly rabbit haemorrhagic disease which originated in China and has now been found in 
some animals in the wild in counties Wicklow, Clare and Wexford; and if it is a threat to the 
native hare population here [37937/19]

19/09/2019WRB01000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Rabbit 
haemorrhagic disease (RHD) was first reported in domestic (farmed) rabbits in China in 1984. 
By 1986 the disease had been found in continental Europe and has since spread globally leading 
to significant mortality in wild populations of rabbits. 

In 2010, a new more virulent strain of this virus (RHD2) emerged in France. Unlike the 
original virus RHD2 has been shown to infect hares as well as rabbits.

RHD2 was first reported in the wild in Ireland in early August 2019. In response, I immedi-
ately suspended the licenses allowing the capture of hares for coursing meetings. The National 
Parks and Wildlife Service of my Department also began a programme of surveillance across 
the country for diseased animals. A request for public help was also issued and the disease has 
now been confirmed in six counties - Cork, Clare, Leitrim, Offaly, Wicklow and Wexford. 

Biosecurity measures have been put in place where the disease has been discovered on state 
land – to date that includes the Wexford Slobs visitor centre and Scattery Island in Clare.

We have yet to establish the full extent of the disease nationally. I have issued a renewed call 
for the public to report any suspicious mortality in rabbits and hares. The cooperation of farm-
ing groups, hunters, the coursing clubs and other rural land-users will be essential to ensure that 
a full picture of the disease’s extent and spread are achieved.

My Department is working closely with regional laboratories and the virology unit of De-
partment of Agriculture, Food and Marine. 

RHD associated mortality in rabbits and hares can vary from 10-70%. Significant local de-
clines have been seen in Brown hares in the UK, but little is known about how this disease may 
play out in Irish hares.

Although the majority of confirmed cases to date have been in rabbits, the disease has also 
been found in hares. The virus is highly contagious and easily spread and environmental con-
tamination presents significant difficulties in terms of biosecurity responses.

My ban on the capture of hares remains in place and will be kept under ongoing review.

19/09/2019WRB01100Artists’ Remuneration

19/09/2019WRB0120023. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht her 
plans to ensure a fair and equitable working wage for persons working in the arts, culture and 
heritage sector; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37911/19]

19/09/2019WRB01300Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan)(Deputy 
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Josepha Madigan): My Department supports a broad range of programmes and initiatives 
across its remit to preserve, protect, promote and develop Ireland’s rich cultural, language and 
heritage resources. In 2019, funding of €339 million was allocated for developing culture, heri-
tage and the Irish language.  This is an increase of €36 million, or 12%, on the previous year.  
This compares with a 5% increase in overall voted public expenditure in 2019.

The Government’s priorities in relation to arts expenditure are evident with the following 
initiatives:

- The Taoiseach’s commitment to double funding over a ten year period;

- The 13% increase in funding for my Department in this year’s Estimates;

- The €6.8 million 10% increase in funding for the Arts Council;

- An increase of €1.15m for Creative Ireland;

- Funding of €4.6m for Culture Ireland;

- The €1.2bn in capital funding for culture, heritage and the Gaeltacht over the ten years 
2028 announced as part of the National Development Plan; including:

- The €460m investment programme in our National Cultural Institutions; and

- A €200m Audio-visual Action plan by me launched last summer.

In addition to these funding increases, I recently announced an increase in the Percent for 
Arts Scheme in which many artists have received high profile commissions for public art works.

My Department and I will continue to work rigorously with all of my Government col-
leagues towards delivering on the commitment to increase Government spending in the arts and 
culture sector.  In this context, I am already delivering additional supports to the arts and culture 
sector, building on the €1.2 billion earmarked for culture, heritage and the Irish language under 
Project Ireland 2040, thus leading to increased activity and employment across all sectors under 
the remit of my Department.

Artists deserve our full support particularly given the significant income challenges they can 
face. With regards to artists’ pay and conditions, I would like to draw the Deputy’s attention 
to the recent announcement by Minister O’ Doherty and myself to extend the Social Welfare 
Scheme for Self-Employed Artists on Jobseeker’s Allowance on a permanent basis to other 
self-employed professional artists such as those working in theatre and music. This scheme 
recognises the unique creative circumstances of professional artists in receipt of Jobseeker’s 
Allowance and gives them special assistance in their first year out of work, allowing them to 
focus on their creative output.

In addition to this, my Department has also worked to address conditions and employment 
rights in the performing arts and screen industry in conjunction with the relevant agencies un-
der its remit. Central to this is the Arts Council policies on the remuneration of artists which 
strives to ensure that organisations in receipt of Arts Council funding offer fair and equitable 
remuneration to artists.

The Government will continue to give consideration to measures to further deliver on its 
commitments but will balance supports to ensure that they are felt across the sector.

19/09/2019WRB01400Scéim na mBóithre Áise
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19/09/2019WRB0150024. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher den  Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus 
Gaeltachta an ndeimhneoidh sí go mbeidh allúntas á chur ar fáil i mbliana do thograí bóithre 
Gaeltachta; an ndeimhneoidh sí freisin an mbeidh allúntas ar fáil do bhóithre ar na hoileáin sa 
bhliain airgeadais reatha agus cén scála ama a bheadh i gceist lena leithéid d’allúntas a cheadú, 
ag cur san áireamh gurb é seo an 9ú mí den bhliain; an gcuirfidh sí san áireamh maoiniú a chur 
ar fáil do Bhóithre Áise i meastacháin na bliana seo le haghaidh Bhuiséad 2020; agus an ndéan-
faidh sí ráiteas ina thaobh. [37661/19]

19/09/2019WRB01600Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Tá Scéimeanna na mBóithre Straitéiseach agus Áise faoi seach, faoina mbíodh 
cúnamh airgid á chur ar fáil ag an Roinn do na húdaráis áitiúla ábhartha den chuid is mó, 
chun athchóiriú a dhéanamh ar bhóithre Gaeltachta ar fionraí le tamall de bhlianta anois.  Is i 
gcomhthéacs fhorfheidhmiú na Straitéise 20-Bliain don Ghaeilge 2010-2030, a ndéanfaí aon 
chinneadh maidir le hathnuachan na Scéimeanna sin – rud nach bhfuil beartaithe a dhéanamh ag 
an bpointe ama seo. Ach an oiread leis an gcuid eile den tír, is faoi na húdaráis áitiúla ábhartha 
a bhaineann an fhreagracht maidir le cothabháil bhóithre na gceantar Gaeltachta. 

Maidir le bóithre ar na hoileáin, tá an cheist i dtaca le Clár Mionoibreacha 2019 á scrúdú 
ag oifigigh mo Roinne faoi láthair i gcomhthéacs an tsoláthair airgid atá ar fáil le caitheamh ar 
thograí oileánda i mbliana agus na n-éileamh éagsúil ar an soláthar sin. 

19/09/2019WRB01700Commemorative Events

19/09/2019WRB0180025. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
when the programme for a State-run decade of centenary commemorative events and legacy 
projects for 2020 and 2021 will be announced; and the funding set aside for same. [37938/19]

19/09/2019WRB01900Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): One of 
my key priorities for the remainder of this year is to continue to progress plans for the Decade 
of Centenaries commemorative programme, with a particular focus on 1) developing specific 
initiatives for 2020; and 2) continuing to support collaborative relationships with key stake-
holders, with a particular focus on local authority engagement.

This year, I allocated €1.1 million to support the Decade of Centenaries programme in 2019, 
which is a funding increase of €250,000 above the 2018 allocation.  I will seek to continue to 
appropriately resource the programme over the coming period through the annual budgetary 
estimates process.

Building on the success of the commemorative programme to date, local authorities, our 
national cultural institutions, trade unions, the media, institutions of learning, and custodians 
of records, together with creative communities, will all have a leading role in supporting the 
national conversation about the events of this period and encouraging respectful and authentic 
engagement, debate and analysis. 

I am mindful of the challenges that we face in remembering, in a historically authentic, 
respectful, measured and inclusive way, the difficult and often deeply personal events that took 
place on the road to the foundation of the State and in remembering all of those who suffered 
and who lost their lives during this time.  

My objective is to ensure that in remembering this complex period in our history, which in-
cludes the Struggle for Independence, the Civil War, the Foundation of the State and Partition, 
we promote a deeper understanding of the significance of these events, which accepts that the 
shared historical experience of those years gave rise to very different narratives and memories.  
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It will also take account of sensitivities across communities in Northern Ireland and will con-
tinue to recognise that very different perspectives persist on many of these events.

My Department is currently developing specific proposals for a co-ordinated, cross-gov-
ernmental commemorative programme for 2020 and indicative plans for the remainder of the 
Decade of Centenaries.  This work will continue to be informed and supported by the Expert 
Advisory Group on Centenary Commemorations and developed in consultation with the All-
Party Consultation Group on Commemorations.  I hope to be in a position to give further details 
on the programme in due course. 

19/09/2019WRB02000Budget 2020

19/09/2019WRB0210026. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
priorities for her Department for budget 2020; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[37877/19]

19/09/2019WRB02200Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I refer 
the Deputy to my earlier reply to her Priority Question.

The overall spending allocations for my Department for 2020 will be announced as part of 
Budget Estimates 2020 which is due to be published on Tuesday, 8th October. As budgetary 
negotiations are ongoing I am not in a position to comment in detail on my Department’s 2020 
budget allocation.

My colleague, the Minister for Finance and Public Expenditure and Reform has recently 
announced that Budget 2020 will be based on the assumption of a no-deal Brexit. Against that 
background, my Department will, within the resources available in 2020, continue to place em-
phasis on core functions and services, including measures to:

- maintain the momentum created across the arts and culture sphere by initiatives funded by, 
or through, my Department, consistent with the Taoiseach’s commitment to double the funding 
to the sector by 2025 allowing my Department to build on the increased funding received in the 
2019 Budget of 10% in respect of the Arts Council, 11% in respect of Screen Ireland, 19% in 
respect of Creative Ireland as well as over €2 million additional funding secured in respect of 
our National Cultural Institutions who welcome more than 3.5 million visitors annually;

- to conserve and manage our heritage as a support to economic renewal and sustainable 
employment, in compliance with legal obligations and to conserve and restore biodiversity and 
ecosystems in Ireland to focus on the environment;

- further advance the statutory demand-led Language Planning Process and ensure contin-
ued access to our islands;

- promote North-South co-operation, particularly in the context of An Foras Teanga and 
Waterways Ireland; and

- deliver on Project Ireland 2040 which gave explicit recognition to the importance of our 
culture, language and heritage to our sustainable development over the next decade and beyond. 
This recognition is underpinned by the commitment by Government to invest almost €1.2 bil-
lion in our culture, language and heritage over the 10-year implementation of the NDP. Project 
Ireland 2040   provides for an investment of €460 million in the National Cultural Institutions, 
€265 million for a culture and creativity investment programme, €285 million in our natural and 
built heritage and €178 million to support and protect the Irish language, Gaeltacht communi-
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ties and communities on our offshore islands.

19/09/2019WRB02300Community Development Projects Funding

19/09/2019WRB0240027. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht her 
plans to create a specific funding scheme for community groups to assist them in the conserva-
tion and promotion of biodiversity; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37913/19]

19/09/2019WRB02500Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): On the 
3rd September, I announced a contribution of €100,000 towards The Community Foundation 
for Ireland’s Biodiversity Fund - one of our Seeds for Nature. The total grant allocation this year 
through the fund will be €370,000. It will be awarded to 56 organisations covering each county 
in Ireland to tackle biodiversity loss within their community.

I am delighted that my Department was able to participate in such a scheme which provides 
grants to help communities develop local biodiversity plans. Biodiversity loss is a pressing is-
sue and it is important that every sector of society plays its role. The fund is an example of how 
Government, communities and philanthropy have come together to create real, on the ground 
impact. 

Successful applicants are awarded grants from €5,000 to €10,000 to conduct local biodiver-
sity studies with a trained ecologist and to engage others in the area, including farmers, to get a 
clear picture of the biodiversity needs in their communities. Future involvement in this scheme 
will be considered by my Department as part of its normal budgetary estimates process.  

In addition, as part of the Seeds for Nature which I announced earlier this year at the Nation-
al Biodiversity Conference, my Department has expanded on the existing scheme of National 
Biodiversity Action Plan grants to local authorities to assist them in funding locally led biodi-
versity projects and to raise awareness of biodiversity issues at local level. A total of €500,000 
has been made available to 28 local authorities who applied in 2019. 

My Department also provides funding each year to An Taisce to support the biodiversity 
component of their successful Green Schools programme. I place great value on this programme 
and its importance in introducing young people to engagement with biodiversity at an early age.

Biodiversity Week takes place annually in May, to coincide with the UN International Day 
for Biological Diversity. My Department provides funding each year to the Irish Environmental 
Network to run a series of events and activities at a local level, aiming to engage citizens in 
biodiversity and raise awareness across communities.   

I will continue to look at ways in which targeted funding can be made available to promote 
and assist biodiversity awareness and locally-led projects in the context of resources available 
to my Department and the demands on those resources.

19/09/2019WRB02600EU Directives

19/09/2019WRB0270028. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
her views on the recent European Commission six-yearly habitats directive article 17 report on 
Ireland (details supplied); and the steps she has taken to ensure that the next report will have a 
more positive outlook. [37935/19]

19/09/2019WRB02800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Ireland’s 
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Article 17 Report was submitted by my Department to the European Commission in April 2019. 

In Ireland, 85% of habitats are reported as being in Unfavourable status. The main drivers 
are agricultural practices which negatively impact over 70% of habitats, particularly ecologi-
cally unsuitable grazing, abandonment and pollution. The Unfavourable status of many habitats 
is not surprising as this is the reason they have been listed on the Directive.

My Department is engaged in a range of targeted activities to address these issues at region-
al, national and EU level, and also liaises with other departments, particularly the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, to implement policy and practices which will help tackle 
the drivers of biodiversity loss. 

The status of species is somewhat better: 57% assessed as Favourable and 30% assessed as 
being in Unfavourable status, with 72% demonstrating stable or improving trends while just 
15% demonstrated on-going declining trends. Progress is being made and a number of species 
such as bats, otter, pine marten and grey seal are doing well. 

As part of the ongoing implementation of the National Biodiversity Action Plan 2017-2021, 
in 2018 I launched a grant scheme to assist local authorities with biodiversity projects in their 
areas that support actions in the Plan and this scheme has been expanded in 2019 with an in-
creased level of funding.  

Recognising the need for a coherent cross-sectoral response to the biodiversity crisis, earlier 
this year I announced our ‘Seeds for Nature’  , a range of commitments to be undertaken by 
public authorities and other stakeholders to drive implementation of actions in the Plan.

Climate and biodiversity are inexorably linked and climate change will exacerbate the im-
pact of pressures with peatland, coastal and freshwater systems. My Department is currently 
finalising  a sectorial Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Biodiversity as part of the Govern-
ment’s overall climate change adaptation strategy. 

Biodiversity underpins all aspects of our lives and society. Halting biodiversity loss is not 
simply a matter for a single agency or department. However, my Department is the lead for 
implementation of biodiversity policy in Ireland and takes this responsibility very seriously and 
will continue to work across a range of areas, engaging across sectors, to tackle biodiversity 
loss.

19/09/2019WRB02900Cultural Policy

19/09/2019WRB0300029. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the measures she plans to take to ensure greater income and employment security and full 
entitlement to employment rights in the arts, film and creative industries; and if she will make 
a statement on the matter. [37927/19]

19/09/2019WRB03100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I am 
aware of the challenges referred to in the question and I am continuing to deliver additional 
supports to the arts and culture sectors including the film sector in line with Government com-
mitments, as evidenced in Budget 2019. The cumulative impact of these funding increases is 
testament to the commitment to double Government spending in the arts, culture and heritage 
sector. 

My Department and I will continue to work rigorously with all of my Government col-
leagues towards delivering on the commitment to increase Government spending in the arts 
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and culture sector.  I am already delivering additional supports to the arts and culture sector, 
building on the €1.2 billion earmarked for culture, heritage and the Irish language under Project 
Ireland 2040, thus leading to increased activity and employment across all sectors under the 
remit of my Department.

Primary support for the arts is delivered through the Arts Council. Funding for the Arts 
Council has increased in recent years and now stands at €75 million in 2019, and increase of 
some €6.8m or 10% over 2018. The Arts Council operates within a published 10 year strategic 
framework entitled Making Great Art Work   which prioritises support for artists throughout 
their careers. 

The remit of Culture Ireland, a division of my Department, is to promote and advance Irish 
arts worldwide thus strengthening Ireland’s cultural profile and global. The work of Culture 
Ireland is focused not just on promoting Ireland but also increasing career opportunities for 
Irish artists.

In tandem with securing additional funding, my Department has also worked to address 
conditions and employment rights in the performing arts and screen industry in conjunction 
with the relevant agencies under its remit.  In that context, the Deputy may be aware that the 
Workplace Relations Commission (WRC) is undertaking an audit of the independent film and 
television drama production sector with a view to examining industrial relations generally, 
employment practices and procedures, assessing issues arising (if any), and making recommen-
dations for their improvement where appropriate.  In this regard, the WRC has invited submis-
sions on these matters by 31 October, 2019.

19/09/2019WRB03200Brexit Supports

19/09/2019WRB0330030. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
provisions her Department has put in place to protect the film and television industry in the 
event of a no-deal Brexit; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37880/19]

19/09/2019WRB03400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Many of 
the key concerns for the arts and culture sector, encompassing the film and television industry 
arising from a no-deal Brexit are not sector specific - they relate to the implications of exchange 
rate movements and free movement of people, goods and services on the island of Ireland and 
between Ireland and the UK. As the Deputy will be aware, the Government published a Contin-
gency Action Plan in December 2018 setting out its approach to dealing with a no-deal Brexit 
with an updated report launched in July 2019.  In addition, in May this year, the Irish and UK 
Governments signed a Memorandum of Understanding reaffirming a joint commitment to the 
Common Travel Area (CTA), and to maintaining the associated rights and privileges of Irish 
and British citizens under this long-standing arrangement. However, Brexit is a major strategic 
challenge to Ireland as a whole and there remains a range of potential outcomes that depend on 
the exact nature of the future relationship between the UK and Europe. With 6 weeks to go until 
a possible no deal Brexit, it is vital that the film and television industry, like all others, step up 
preparations. 

In relation specifically to the cultural sector, the Government has increased investment in 
arts and culture in recent years in part as a mitigation measure against Brexit. This includes 
funding of over €20m for Screen Ireland in 2019 as part of a €200m Audiovisual Action Plan. A 
key recommendation of the Audiovisual Action Plan was that Ireland should sign up the revised 
European Convention on Cinematographic Co-Production which would allow a straightfor-
ward mechanism of facilitating potential co-productions which would otherwise not be fea-
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sible. In May this year, Ireland signed and ratified the treaty which has also been signed by 
the UK. While it has not yet ratified the revised Convention, the decision by the UK to sign 
it has been regarded by some as symbolic of its determination to continued cooperation with 
European countries, and other international territories, on a multilateral basis in the audiovisual 
sector, regardless of the outcome of Brexit. The UK will still remain members of the Council 
of Europe and will therefore still be parties to the European Convention on Cinematographic 
Coproduction, the treaty under which most European Co-productions involving Screen Ireland 
funding are made. 

It is possible the Brexit will offer opportunities to Ireland as the only major English-lan-
guage market that will remain in the EU and, in that regard, my Department, through its role 
in implementing the Audiovisual Action Plan, continues its work to support the Government’s 
ambition to enable Ireland to become a global hub for the production of film, TV drama and 
animation.

19/09/2019WRB03500Heritage Sites

19/09/2019WRB0360031. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the extent to which she plans the development of various historical and heritage sites or build-
ings nationally with a view to maximising public interest in the context of both the domestic 
population and tourists; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37723/19]

19/09/2019WRB03700266. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the extent to which preservation or restoration works under her aegis have been undertaken at 
various historical sites and buildings by county nationally; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter. [38007/19]

19/09/2019WRB03800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 31 and 266 together.

I am grateful to the Deputy for his enduring personal interest in my Department’s efforts to 
conserve, present and promote the unique range of cultural and heritage assets, both natural and 
built, that Ireland is fortunate enough to possess and that do so much to provide enjoyment and 
amenities for our people, to sustain and create identities for our communities and to generate 
tourism interest in our country throughout the world.

My replies to the Deputy’s previous Question No. 65 on 16 January 2019 and Questions 
Nos. 216, 217 and 220 on 10 April 2019 provide a good insight into the  work being done by 
my Department in this area and especially in relation to National Monuments.

I would also refer the Deputy to the reply Question No. 37433/19 for answer today as this 
emphasises the work I’m doing in relation to our National Parks, and I know that this too will 
interest the Deputy.

In July of last year, as part of this partnership, we published Experiencing the Wild heart 
of Ireland – A Tourism Interpretative Masterplan for the National Parks and Nature Reserves.

The plan recommends a suite of capital projects of varying sizes. The first such project, a 
€2.1m investment in Wild Nephin- Ballycroy National Park was announced on the 31st of Au-
gust, 2018 to develop a continuous 53km walking cycling trail from Newport to Ballycastle on 
the Wild Atlantic Way through the National Park.

The second project, is an investment of some €1.9m in  Connemara National Park.  This 
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project will also improve the visitor experience at the Park and focuses on the enhancement of 
the existing Recreational Trail Network as well as the construction of a new car park, the pro-
vision of toilet facilities, the development of an additional 10.5 Km of new trails, a children’s 
natural play area, and a new Lime Kiln Trail to enhance access to more areas of the National 
Park. Development works have begun on site and will be completed by the end of 2020.

Under the Rural Regeneration Fund (RRF) 32 projects, dispersed nationally, are being re-
sourced with the total investment relating to the projects at €7,175,000. The projects are cur-
rently underway and funding will go towards the upgrading and development of trails across 
the Parks and Reserves network, increased visitor facilities and improved signage and brand-
ing. Hybrid buses in selected National Parks will be purchased to assist in lowering the carbon 
footprint of visitor activities.

19/09/2019WRB03900Natural Heritage Areas

19/09/2019WRB0400032. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the de-
tails of the awarding of funding under the peatland community engagement scheme 2019; and 
the number of recipients in counties Longford and Westmeath. [37423/19]

19/09/2019WRB04100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The 
Peatlands Community Engagement Scheme aims to encourage local communities, groups, 
schools and interested parties to engage with my Department in relation to the conservation of 
raised bog special areas of conservation, natural heritage areas and other raised bog areas and 
to promote public engagement and awareness of our natural heritage. 

On 24 April this year, I announced a call for applications for the 2019 peatlands commu-
nity engagement scheme. The scheme provides for grant funding of 75% of the total cost of a 
project. This year, I introduced a phased payment option of the total grant. To facilitate start-up, 
30% of the funding for a project may be  payable on acceptance of the grant and meeting start 
up conditions. 

Applications were accepted for the scheme up to the end of May 2019.

In July 2019, I approved grant funding of just under €131,000 to thirteen local community 
groups and organisations, with €16,245 to be provided to seven of these groups through the 
phased payment option. 

Funding was awarded to two local groups in County Westmeath

1. Ethos (Everything Tyrrellspass has on show),   Co. Westmeath was awarded funding of 
€1,500 to photograph species of night flying moths found on local raised bogs and display the 
images. To run a bog plant identification workshop with emphasis on sphagnum mosses present 
at Cloncrow Bog natural heritage area, to hold public lectures and talks on the value of raised 
bogs as carbon sinks and to organise a community bog walk on Cloncrow Bog highlighting the 
unique habitat during heritage week.

2. Meath Westmeath Peatland Heritage   (Coolronan Bog part of the Bracklyn Bogs Com-
plex) was awarded funding of €1,000 towards a proposed bog week comprised of a raised bog 
education programme for three primary schools and one secondary school, with events includ-
ing talks, activities, a bog art exhibition and a raised bog fact sheet publication

No applications were received from local groups / organisations from County Longford.
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19/09/2019WRB04200National Parks

19/09/2019WRB0430033. Deputy Hildegarde Naughton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the progress being achieved on the development of national parks and reserves, including 
Connemara National Park, and improving the visitor experience; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [37433/19]

19/09/2019WRB04400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): In Janu-
ary 2017, my Department entered into Strategic Investment Partnership with Fáílte Ireland, 
aimed at enhancing and promoting the tourism offering at Ireland’s National Parks and also 
conserving and protecting the natural environments of the National Parks for the enjoyment 
of future generations. In July of last year, as part of this partnership, we published Experienc-
ing the Wild heart of Ireland – A Tourism Interpretative Masterplan for the National Parks and 
Nature Reserves.  

The plan recommends a suite of capital projects of varying size (from smaller scale inter-
ventions such as installation of viewing platforms to larger projects such as the development 
of new boardwalks and trails, to the construction of new visitor centres). The first such project, 
a €2.1m investment in Wild Nephin- Ballycroy National Park was announced on the 31st of 
August, 2018 to develop a continuous 53km walking cycling trail from Newport to Ballycastle 
on the Wild Atlantic Way through the National Park. The outcome of this project will be an off 
road continuous cycling and walking trail in challenging terrain which will link the popular 
Great Western Greenway with the Wild Atlantic Way. 

The second project, is an investment of some €1.9m in  Connemara National Park.  This 
project will also improve the visitor experience at the Park and focuses on the enhancement of 
the existing Recreational Trail Network as well as on infrastructure development at Mweelin, 
including the construction of a new car park, the provision of toilet facilities and the develop-
ment of a new walking trail. The project includes the development of an additional 10.5 Km of 
new trails, a children’s natural play area, and a new Lime Kiln Trail to enhance access to more 
areas of the National Park. Development works have now begun on site. It is envisaged that the 
project will be completed by the end of 2020. 

Under the Rural Regeneration Fund (RRF) 32 projects, dispersed nationally, are being re-
sourced with the total investment relating to the projects at €7,175,000 (75% co-funding from 
the  RRF, with my Department and Fáilte Ireland providing the remaining 25%). The projects 
are currently underway and funding will go towards the upgrading and development of trails 
across the Parks and Reserves network, increased visitor facilities and improved signage and 
branding. Hybrid buses in selected National Parks will be purchased to assist in lowering the 
carbon footprint of visitor activities.

19/09/2019WRB04500Cultural Policy

19/09/2019WRB0460034. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the details of the expansion of the creative schools programme; the status of the programme in 
County Sligo; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37430/19]

19/09/2019WRB04700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Cre-
ative Schools pilot is one of the flagship projects of the Creative Youth Plan, which seeks to 
enable the creative potential of every child and young person. This Plan is led by my Depart-
ment, with the Departments of Education and Skills, and Children and Youth Affairs and the 
Arts Council, all working in partnership.
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Creative Schools aims to understand, develop and celebrate the arts and creativity as a core 
aspect of school life. It strives to foster children and young people’s creativity, potential and 
participation in the arts as an integral part of their education. The initiative recognises that the 
arts are a powerful means through which children and young people can explore communica-
tion and collaboration, stimulate their imaginations to be inventive, and harness their boundless 
curiosity.

Schools selected to participate in the programme do so on a two-year cycle - the first to sup-
port them in developing a feasible creative plan for the school, and the second to enable them to 
implement this plan.  Each participating school is provided with access to a Creative Associate, 
who are essential in embedding inspirational and sustainable creative practices in teaching and 
learning.  Creative Associates are a mixture of practising artists and teachers with an under-
standing of creativity and its potential to transform the lives of children and young people. In 
addition, each school is allocated an annual grant of €2,000 to implement their plans.

There was significant interest in the pilot when launched in 2018 - with some 400 schools 
applying for 150 places.  Given this level of interest, and the positive feedback from partici-
pants, total investment in the initiative for 2019 has increased to €2.36m - funded by my own 
Department as well as the Department of Education and Skills and the Arts Council. A second 
round of applications was opened in 2019 and just last week, the Minister for Education and 
Skills and I announced the details of a further 150 schools which have been selected to partici-
pate from this month. 

 The participating schools in Creative Schools from County Sligo are:

Carraroe National School, An Ceathru Rua, Sligeach

Killaville National School, Killavil, Ballymote, Co Sligo

St. Cecilia’s School, Cregg, Co Sligo.

19/09/2019WRB04800Inland Waterways Maintenance

19/09/2019WRB0490035. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
capital funding allocated for the restoration of the Ulster Canal in 2019; the expenditure to date 
and the works undertaken; the funding proposed for further development in 2020 and the resto-
ration works that will be undertaken; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37922/19]

19/09/2019WRB05000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): In July 
2007, the North South Ministerial Council agreed to a proposal to restore a 13km section of the 
Ulster Canal from Upper Lough Erne to Clones. This project is important for the border region 
with potential to stimulate economic activity, giving a much needed boost to job creation and 
with the growth in water based tourism helping to attract significant numbers of visitors to the 
area.  This is increasingly significant in the context of Brexit. 

Government approval for Phase 1 of this project, to restore a 2.5 km stretch of the Ulster 
Canal from Upper Lough Erne in County Fermanagh to the International Scout Centre at Castle 
Saunderson near Belturbet in Co. Cavan, was secured in February 2015.

In relation to Phase 1, work is nearing completion and includes dredging works to the River 
Finn, construction of a new navigation arch at Derrykerrib Bridge and installation of a new 
mooring facility at Castlesaunderson.
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Funding of €260,000 has been allocated towards the restoration of the Ulster Canal in 2019.

Waterways Ireland anticipates expenditure of €160,000 to complete payment for works at 
Derrykerrib and €100,000 for construction works for Castlesaunderson public moorings. 

The expenditure to date, including commitments amounts to €3,960,000 which is fully 
funded by my Department.

Waterways Ireland is also working with Cavan County Council in relation to the develop-
ment of recreational amenities at Castlesaunderson, including a new moorings facility. The con-
tract for this project has been awarded with completion of the works expected in October 2019.

In relation to the Ulster Canal Phase II, Restoration of Ulster Canal Lough Erne to Clones 
– The Clones Terminus Project is under development with an anticipated cost of €433,000 of 
which 75% is funded from the Rural Regeneration and Development Fund, with 25% funded 
by my Department. 

This project is currently in preparation for planning if required, with a tender under assess-
ment for a feasibility study relating to a sustainable water supply and a tender under preparation 
for a study relating to a master development plan for the proposed site.

Waterways Ireland is also continuing work with the partners Monaghan County Council, 
Armagh City Banbridge and Craigavon Borough Council, East Border Region Ltd. and Mid 
Ulster District Council to develop 22km of greenway along the Ulster Canal towpath from 
Smithborough, Co. Monaghan to Middletown, Co. Armagh, funded through the successful ap-
plication to the Interreg VA sustainable transport measure (circa €5.0m).

Design work is ongoing in preparation for planning and the group have also completed de-
velopment proposals for a Greenway strategy exploring how the Ulster Canal Greenway could 
form the spine of a network of off road Greenways across this rural border region.

19/09/2019WRB05100Natural Heritage Areas

19/09/2019WRB0520036. Deputy Hildegarde Naughton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the details of the awarding of funding under the peatlands community engagement scheme 
2019;  the number of recipients in counties Galway and Mayo; and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [37434/19]

19/09/2019WRB05300Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The 
Peatlands Community Engagement Scheme aims to encourage local communities, groups, 
schools and interested parties to engage with my Department in relation to the conservation of 
raised bog special areas of conservation, natural heritage areas and other raised bog areas and 
to promote public engagement and awareness of our natural heritage. 

On 24 April this year, I announced a call for applications for the 2019 peatlands commu-
nity engagement scheme. The scheme provides for grant funding of 75% of the total cost of a 
project. This year, I introduced a phased payment option of the total grant. To facilitate start-up, 
30% of the funding for a project may be  payable on acceptance of the grant and meeting start 
up conditions. 

Applications were accepted for the scheme up to the end of May 2019.

In July 2019, I approved grant funding of just under €131,000 to thirteen local community 
groups and organisations, with €16,245 to be provided to seven of these groups through the 
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phased payment option. 

Funding was awarded to three local groups in County Galway:

1. Galway Telework Co-op Society Ltd.  , Mountbellew, County Galway was awarded fund-
ing of €12,500 for outdoor information panels, indoor display columns for its Visitor Centre, 
outdoor seating and to undertake a bird survey and report for Carrownagappul Bog special area 
of conservation.

2. Looscaun Shannonside Rural Development  , County Galway was awarded funding of 
€25,000 to assist in the development of a national walking and cycling trail through Clonmoylan 
Bog/ Barroughter Bog special areas of conservation. Funding is being provided to engage the 
services of a project manager and carry out a number of environmental surveys.

3. Glenamaddy Tidy Towns,   County Galway was awarded funding of €15,000 for the pro-
posed upgrade of two walking trail loops around Frass Clooncon Bog, part of the Lisnageeragh 
Bog and Ballinstack Turlough special area of conservation, including the installation of inter-
pretive signage, to establish a link return to the start point via a bog bridge ad improve/extend 
the current parking area. 

No applications were received from local groups / organisations from County Mayo.

19/09/2019WRB05400EU Directives

19/09/2019WRB0550037. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if 
her attention has been drawn to the concerns of an organisation (details supplied) on a proposed 
EU-wide ban on lead shot; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37895/19]

19/09/2019WRB05600Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The 
Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA) was de-
veloped under the UN Convention on Migratory Species.   Ireland signed up to the Agreement 
in 2003.   The agreement includes a commitment that “Parties shall endeavour to phase out the 
use of lead shot for hunting in wetlands as soon as possible in accordance with self-imposed and 
published timetables.”  This is because there is slow accumulation of lead from shot in wetlands 
where hunting occurs.  The lead is generally harmful in the environment and can also be con-
sumed by wildfowl which often swallow small pieces of hard materials such as gravel and the 
like, to assist the maceration of vegetable matter in their gizzard.  My Department’s position is 
to support the AEWA commitment to phase out the use of lead shot over wetlands.  

The European Commission have published an initial draft Regulation for consideration by 
Member States on the use of lead shot in wetlands following a report on the matter by the Euro-
pean Chemicals Agency (ECHA).   It is my understanding that the proposal, should it ultimately 
progress into law, would make provision for a lead-in time to facilitate the making of arrange-
ments to source alternatives to lead shot.  It is Ireland’s understanding the majority of Member 
States currently have some restrictions on the use of lead shot over wetlands.

The Department is aware that the ban on using lead in gunshot would provide a range of 
difficulties to transition to new guns/gunshot for many gun owners in Ireland, including farmers 
and hunters.  In those Member States which do have some restrictions, many gun owners would 
already have guns with non-lead shot ammunition.  This would not be the case in Ireland where 
a considerable number of gun owners would have to make alternative arrangements, in many 
cases to purchase new guns.  
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Discussions with the REACH Committee (which is within the remit of the ECHA), are on-
going.   Ireland is represented on the Committee by the Health and Safety Authority (HSA), and 
will be requesting a lead-in time of sufficient length for the implementation of the Regulation.

19/09/2019WRB05700Calafoirt agus Céanna

19/09/2019WRB0580038. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher den an Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus 
Gaeltachta an dtabharfaidh sí cuntas ar an dul chun cinn go dáta ar an iarratas chun uasghrádú 
agus cóiriú a dhéanamh ar ché na Reannaí ar Oileán Árainn Mhór i gContae Dhún na nGall; 
an dtabharfaidh sí cuntas freisin ar an scála ama leis an obair seo a dhéanamh ar an gcé, a ra-
chaidh go mór chun tairbhe do phobal an oileáin;  an bhfuil meastachán déanta ag a Roinn ar 
na costais a d’fhéadfadh a bheith bainteach leis an togra oibre seo; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas 
ina thaobh. [37660/19]

19/09/2019WRB05900Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Is féidir liom a dheimhniú don Teachta go bhfuair mo Roinn iarratas ó Chom-
hairle Chontae Dhún na nGall maidir le forbairt a dhéanamh ar Ché Reannaí, Árainn Mhóir ar 
17 Meitheamh 2019.  Tá iarrtha agam ar mo chuid feidhmeannaigh breathnú ar an iarratas agus 
déanfar cinneadh ina leith amach anseo.  

Tá sé tábhachtach a athrá go gcaithfear gach iarratas a scrúdú, Cé an Reannaí san áireamh,  
faoi réir forálacha an Chóid um Chaiteachais Poiblí agus i gcomhthéacs an tsoláthair airgid atá 
ar fáil le caitheamh ar thograí oileánda agus na n-éileamh ar an soláthar sin.

19/09/2019WRB06000EU Directives

19/09/2019WRB0610039. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht her 
plans to tackle the loss of biodiversity; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37879/19]

19/09/2019WRB06200Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I refer 
the Deputy to my response to Question No. 37935/19. 

Ireland’s Article 17 Report was submitted by my Department to the European Commission 
in April 2019. 

In Ireland, 85% of habitats are reported as being in Unfavourable status. The main drivers 
are agricultural practices which negatively impact over 70% of habitats, particularly ecologi-
cally unsuitable grazing, abandonment and pollution. The Unfavourable status of many habitats 
is not surprising as this is the reason they have been listed on the Directive.

My Department is engaged in a range of targeted activities to address these issues at region-
al, national and EU level, and also liaises with other departments, particularly the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, to implement policy and practices which will help tackle 
the drivers of biodiversity loss. 

The status of species is somewhat better: 57% assessed as Favourable and 30% assessed as 
being in Unfavourable status, with 72% demonstrating stable or improving trends while just 
15% demonstrated on-going declining trends. Progress is being made and a number of species 
such as bats, otter, pine marten and grey seal are doing well. 

As part of the ongoing implementation of the National Biodiversity Action Plan 2017-2021, 
in 2018 I launched a grant scheme to assist local authorities with biodiversity projects in their 
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areas that support actions in the Plan and this scheme has been expanded in 2019 with an in-
creased level of funding.   

Recognising the need for a coherent cross-sectoral response to the biodiversity crisis, earlier 
this year I announced our ‘Seeds for Nature’  , a range of commitments to be undertaken by 
public authorities and other stakeholders to drive implementation of actions in the Plan.

Climate and biodiversity are inexorably linked and climate change will exacerbate the im-
pact of pressures with peatland, coastal and freshwater systems. My Department is currently 
finalising  a sectoral Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Biodiversity as part of the Govern-
ment’s overall climate change adaptation strategy. 

Biodiversity underpins all aspects of our lives and society. Halting biodiversity loss is not 
simply a matter for a single agency or department. However, my Department is the lead for 
implementation of biodiversity policy in Ireland and takes this responsibility very seriously and 
will continue to work across a range of areas, engaging across sectors, to tackle biodiversity 
loss.

19/09/2019WRB06300EU Directives

19/09/2019WRB0640040. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the findings of the recent Irish Habitats and Species Report prepared by her Department 
and submitted to the EU which revealed a worrying deterioration in habitats here; and if she 
will make a statement on the matter. [35806/19]

19/09/2019WRB06500Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Ireland’s 
3rd assessment on the status of listed habitats and species was submitted by my Department 
to the European Commission in April 2019. A summary report has also been published and is 
available on the NPWS website (https://www.npws.ie/publications/article-17-reports). In addi-
tion, detailed reports have been published, exceeding 2000 pages of assessments. These assess-
ments were undertaken by over 40 scientific experts.

The aim of the EU Habitats Directive is to contribute towards the conservation of biodiver-
sity by requiring Member States to take measures to maintain or restore natural habitats and 
wild species listed on the Directive. They have been listed because they are considered vulner-
able at a Union level. Ireland has 59 habitats and 68 species listed on the Directive.

The habitats that occur in Ireland are a good representation of Ireland’s semi-natural and 
natural habitats covering marine, freshwater, peatland, grassland and woodland habitats. The 
species listed on the Directive include whale and dolphin species, bats species, other mam-
mals such as otter, hare and pine marten; as well as  plants, invertebrates, fish, amphibians and 
reptiles. Many are important indicators of wider ecosystem health. Birds are not listed on this 
Directive as they are covered separately by the EU Birds Directive. 

In Ireland, 85% of habitats are reported as being in Unfavourable status  with 46% demon-
strating ongoing declines. The main drivers are agricultural practices which negatively impact 
over 70% of habitats, particularly ecologically unsuitable grazing, abandonment and pollution. 
The Unfavourable status of many habitats is not surprising as this is the reason they have been 
listed on the Directive; however the ongoing declines are of particular concern.

The status of species is somewhat better with 57% assessed as Favourable and 30% of as-
sessed as being in Unfavourable status, with 72% demonstrating stable or improving trends 
while15% demonstrating on-going declining trends.
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Generally, bats, otter, pine marten and grey seal are doing well. Losses are noted in species 
reliant on ecological suitable grazing regimes (whorl snails for instance) and high water quality 
(pearl mussel and several fish species).

Climate and biodiversity are inexorably linked and climate change will exacerbate the im-
pact of pressures with peatland, coastal and freshwater systems. My Department is currently 
finalising a sectoral Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Biodiversity as part of the Govern-
ment’s overall climate change adaptation strategy. 

Biodiversity underpins all aspects of our lives and society. Halting biodiversity loss is not 
simply a matter for a single agency or department. However, my Department is the lead for 
implementation of biodiversity policy in Ireland and takes this responsibility very seriously and 
will continue to work across a range of areas, engaging across sectors, to tackle biodiversity 
loss.

19/09/2019WRB06600An Teanga Gaeilge

19/09/2019WRB0670041. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Catherine Connolly den an Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gael-
tachta cén dul chun cinn atá déanta maidir le hanailís bhreise a dhéanamh chun teacht ar bhun-
líne maidir le líon reatha na gcainteoirí Gaeilge sa Ghaeltacht ionas gur féidir gníomhú chun é 
seo a mhéadú de 25% faoi 2030; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas ina thaobh. [37933/19]

19/09/2019WRB06800Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Ós rud é go bhfuil tábhacht faoi leith leis an bpróiseas pleanála teanga tá bearta 
luaite ina leith sa Phlean Gníomhaíochta 2018-2022 a d’fhoilsigh mo Roinn anuraidh chun dlús 
a chur le cur chun feidhme an Straitéis 20 Bliain don Ghaeilge 2010-2030.

Tá tábhacht faoi leith sa phróiseas pleanála teanga ar úsáid a bheith á baint as faisnsé-
is chainníochtúil agus cáilíochtúil maidir le staid na Gaeilge sna Limistéir Pleanála Teanga 
Ghaeltachta, sna Bailte Seirbhíse Gaeltachta agus sna Líonraí Gaeilge araon. Chun go mbeidh 
úsáid chuí á baint as an gcineál seo faisnéise ar leas an phróisis trí chéile, iarrtar ar gach cean-
neagraíocht pleanála teanga atá i bhfeighil pleananna a ullmhú agus a fheidhmiú faisnéis den 
chineál seo a bhailiú ag an tús mar chuid den obair. Leagtar amach go sonrach cad is gá do 
cheanneagraíochtaí a dhéanamh ina leith seo uile sna Treoirlínte Pleanála Teanga   atá foilsithe 
ag mo Roinn. Ní call a rá  go seastar pé costas a bhaineann lena leithéid d’eolas a bhailiú agus 
a scagadh  as an allúntas a chuirtear ar fáil dóibh faoin bpróiseas. 

Ar bhonn lárnach is fiú a nótáil go bhfuil Córas Faisnéise Geografaí   (GIS) forbartha ag an 
Roinn faoina gcuirtear eolas ar fáil ar bhonn físiúil ag úsáid amharcóir mapa, chun staid reatha 
na Gaeilge a chur i láthair ar bhonn Limistéir Pleanála Teanga Ghaeltachta, Bailte Seirbhíse 
Gaeltachta agus ar bhonn Líonraí Gaeilge.  Faoin gcóras seo tugtar léargas soiléir ar staid na 
Gaeilge sa Ghaeltacht bunaithe ar thorthaí Daonáireamh 2011 agus 2016 faoi seach. Ní call a rá 
go gcuirfear torthaí Daonáireamh 2021 ar fáil faoin gcóras seo in am trátha. Tuigtear go deim-
hin go bhfuil sé beartaithe ag an CSO ceist bhreise a chur i nDaonáireamh 2021 faoin nGaeilge.

Maidir lena bhfuil ar bun agus beartaithe i ndáil leis an bpróiseas pleanála teanga agus clár 
oibre mo Roinne trí chéile ar leas na Gaeltachta,  is féidir leis an Teachta a bheith cinnte go lean-
far, ar thaobh amháin, ag féachaint chuige  go mbaintear úsáid chuí as foinsí reatha faisnéise ar 
nós an Daonáireamh chomh maith le faisnéis cháilíochtúil a bhailítear go logánta agus, ar an 
taobh eile, ag féachaint chuige go bhfuil an bhéim chuí ar bhearta praiticiúla a thugann aghaidh 
ar staid na Gaeilge a fheabhsú.
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19/09/2019WRB06900National Monuments

19/09/2019WRB0700042. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht her plans to progress the recommendations of the Moore Street report: Securing History 2 
(31 July 2019); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37890/19]

19/09/2019WRB07100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): As the 
Deputy is aware, the Moore Street Advisory Group (MSAG) was established in May 2017 to 
represent and work with all stakeholders (including the owner of the development site sur-
rounding the State owned National Monument at Nos. 14 - 17 Moore St) to help broker regen-
eration solutions that can be supported by all concerned.

I received the report of the MSAG in August and would like to sincerely thank the members 
of the Group for their invaluable contributions made over the last two and a half years.  I am 
conscious of the huge voluntary commitment by all concerned.  I would also like to take this 
opportunity to thank the Deputy herself for her genuine and unstinting dedication to the work 
of the Group and, in particular, her support for the traders on Moore Street. 

Among the recommendations in the MSAG’s report are that:

- there is an urgent need to secure the fabric of the national monument at Nos. 14 to 17 
Moore Street and that the MSAG confirms its support for the OPW to carry out this process as 
soon as possible;

- my Department should develop a scoping document on the potential for an increased State 
and State supported heritage and culture presence in the area;

- an expert group should be appointed by Dublin City Council to lead the urgent regenera-
tion of the Moore Street market; and

- the MSAG should be reconfigured to a smaller more focussed group in order to move the 
process forward as quickly as possible.

I would like to assure the Deputy that work is underway on all of these recommendations. In 
particular, I can confirm that I have written to Dublin City Council to ask it to act on the recom-
mendation for the expert group to lead the regeneration of the street market which I understand 
was discussed at the Council’s monthly meeting on Monday, 2 September.  

I look forward to the Advisory Group moving on to the next phase of its task and to seeing 
this part of the centre of our capital city restored to its former glory and in a manner which is 
sensitive to the memory and courage of the men and women and to the events of 1916.

19/09/2019WRC00200Military Medals

19/09/2019WRC0030043. Deputy Bríd Smith asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence if the medals that are 
being sought by the veterans and families of the siege of Jadotville will be awarded. [37993/19]

19/09/2019WRC00400Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): The siege of 
Jadotville was a prominent event that occurred during Ireland’s peacekeeping mission in the 
Congo in September 1961. “A” Company, 35th Infantry Battalion took responsibility for the 
UN post at Jadotville on 3rd September 1961. On the 9th September, a large force of Katangese 
Gendarmerie surrounded them and early on the morning of the 13th September “A” Company 
came under attack. From the 13th to the 17th September they endured almost continuous attack. 
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They were taken into captivity on the 17th September and remained in captivity until finally 
released on the 25th October 1961.

In accordance with Defence Forces regulations the award of medals for bravery is time 
bound. These may not be awarded in any case unless a recommendation is made through the 
usual channels to the Chief of Staff, not later than two years in the case of the Military Medal for 
Gallantry, and not later than four years in the case of the Distinguished Service Medal, after the 
performance of the act in respect of which the recommendation is made. Such awards are made 
on the recommendation of a Military Board appointed by the Chief of Staff for the purpose of 
examining and reporting on every recommendation for an award.  

The issue of the award of medals to the men of “A” Company, 35th Infantry Battalion was 
comprehensively addressed in 1965. A properly constituted Medals Board considered the vari-
ous cases presented. The board did not award any medals whose citations mention Jadotville. 
The Chief of Staff of the day considered the decision of the Board and was satisfied with the 
findings. Subsequently at that time, the question was raised again in a letter to a newly ap-
pointed Chief of Staff. He forwarded the letter to the original Medals Board and asked that they 
reconvene and review their decision. The Board indicated that the issues raised had received 
due consideration and that they were not prepared to alter their findings.  

Over the past number of years various representations have been received in my Department 
outlining the courage and bravery of “A” Company. All representations have been considered 
and responded to acknowledging their valiant actions while under siege in Jadotville.   

A review was conducted in 2004 by military officers for the purpose of a broader exami-
nation of the Jadotville case. This Board recommended that the events of Jadotville and the 
contribution of the 35th Battalion be given recognition. In this context, a number of measures 
have taken place to honour and to commemorate the events at Jadotville and the very significant 
contribution of “A” Company and of the 35th Battalion, as a whole, to the UN Peace Support 
Mission in the Congo.

Recognition of their contribution over the years include:

A. A presentation of scrolls to “A” Company in 2006.

B. Portraits of Lt Col McNamee (35th Battalion Commander) and Comdt Quinlan (Com-
pany Commander “A” Company) were commissioned in 2006.

C. In July of 2010 the 50th anniversary of the first deployment to the Congo was commemo-
rated in a highly publicised and well attended event in Casement Aerodrome, Baldonnel.

D. A nominal roll of “A” Company, printed in copper, was affixed to the monument in 
Costume Barracks and was unveiled as part of the 50th Anniversary of the Jadotville affair in 
September 2011.

E. On the occasion of the 55th anniversary of the Siege of Jadotville, I decided to issue a 
Unit Citation to honour the collective actions and bravery of the men of “A” Company. This 
was the first time a Unit Citation was awarded within the Defence Forces and I was delighted 
to be able to formally recognize the brave actions of these men.

Furthermore, on 13th June 2017, the Government decided, as an exceptional step, to award 
a medal known as “An Bonn Jadotville” or “The Jadotville Medal” to each member of “A” 
Company, 35th Infantry Battalion and to the family representatives of deceased members to 
give full and due recognition in honour of their courageous actions at the Siege of Jadotville.  
This medal presentation ceremony took place on 2nd December 2017 in Custume Barracks, 
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Athlone.  This location is considered the spiritual home of “A” Company and it is from here that 
“A” company assembled in advance of their fateful deployment to the Congo.   

I am satisfied that the events and happenings to date properly honour the collective bravery 
of the men of “A” Company and full and due recognition has been afforded to them in their 
honour.

19/09/2019WRC00500Naval Service Vessels

19/09/2019WRC0060044. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the stage the mari-
time patrol aircraft replacement project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when con-
struction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; 
the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38083/19]

19/09/2019WRC00700Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): My priority as 
Minister with Responsibility for Defence is to ensure that the operational capability of the De-
fence Forces is maintained to the greatest extent possible so as to enable the Defence Forces to 
carry out their roles as assigned by Government.

The White Paper on Defence provides for the replacement of the two CASA 235 Maritime 
Patrol Aircraft with consideration of their replacement with larger more capable aircraft, which 
would enhance maritime surveillance and provide a greater degree of utility for transport and 
cargo carrying tasks. 

A public tender competition for the replacement of the CASA Maritime Patrol Aircraft is un-
derway in my Department at present and is expected to be completed shortly. The tender com-
petition is being carried out as a two stage restricted procedure  in accordance with EU Direc-
tive 2009/81/EC, which is a specific Directive relating to the award of contracts in the field of 
defence and security. A Request for Proposals (Stage 1) was published on the Official Journal 
of the European Union (OJEU) in May 2018, and a Request for Tenders (Stage 2) issued in 
November 2018, followed by a detailed and comprehensive evaluation of tenders.

It would not be appropriate for me to comment further on at this stage or to divulge the es-
timated cost of the project pending the outcome of the tender competition as this information is 
commercially sensitive and the procurement process has not yet been completed.

In accordance with the National Development Plan, the capital allocation for Defence has 
been increased to €106 million for 2019, an increase of €29 million. The NDP provides for 
a total of €541 million over the period 2018 to 2022. This level of capital funding will allow 
the Defence Organisation to undertake a programme of sustained equipment replacement and 
infrastructural development across the Army, Air Corps and Naval Service as identified and pri-
oritised in the Defence White Paper and builds on the significant investment programme over 
recent years. The replacement of the Air Corps  CASA 235 Maritime Patrol Aircraft is among 
the projects included for funding. There will be no expenditure on the project until a contract 
is awarded.

19/09/2019WRC00800Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRC0090045. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the number 
of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were 
bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector 
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by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38149/19]

19/09/2019WRC0100046. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the number 
of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who 
were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private 
sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [38165/19]

19/09/2019WRC01100Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 45 and 46 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Section 22 of the Act provides that 
specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-
off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, 
or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific 
circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. A list 
of current DPOs is maintained on the website of my department.

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the ac-
ceptance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or re-
tirement (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers below Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Secretary 
General or Head of Office in which they are serving, or have last served before retirement or 
resignation. Officers at and above Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Outside Appoint-
ments Board.

All civil servants who resign or retire from my Department are informed in writing of their 
obligations under section 20 of the Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour, and the 
relevant legislation including the Official Secrets Act. 

Any application from a former civil servant must be made to the appropriate authority as 
outlined above and would be dealt with on an individual basis and would not be collated by my 
Department.
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19/09/2019WRC01300Defence Forces Data

19/09/2019WRC0140047. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence further to 
Parliamentary Question No. 34 of 13 June 2019, the basis within which the Department of 
Defence sees fit to undermine the decision of the courts in circumstances in which members of 
the Defence Forces have received compensation for injuries received while they were serving 
members of the Defence Forces by reducing their pension entitlements up to and beyond the 
extent of an award made by the courts on the basis of pain and suffering, injuries received and 
disability thereafter; if the cases referred to can be re-examined on the basis that the decision 
of the courts is final and binding and attempts to circumnavigate this are illegal; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38211/19]

19/09/2019WRC01500Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): The Army Pen-
sions Acts provide for the grant of pensions and gratuities to former members of the Permanent 
Defence Force (PDF) in respect of permanent disablement due to a wound or injury attributable 
to military service (whether at home or abroad) or due to disease attributable to or aggravated 
by overseas service with the United Nations. 

Section 13(2) of the Army Pensions Act, 1923, as amended, provides that any alternative 
compensation received for the same injury or medical condition for which an award is being 
made under the Army Pensions Acts, may be taken into consideration in fixing the level of dis-
ability pension or gratuity that might otherwise be awarded under the Army Pensions Acts.  

The underlying objective of Section 13(2) is to take into consideration compensation paid 
‘on the double’ for the same disablement.

All aspects of each such case, including, in particular, representations made by, or on behalf 
of, the individual, as well as the annuity value of the compensation received (which is based on 
an actuarial assessment) are fully considered and a bona fide decision is made in each individual 
case.  

The Deputy may also wish to note that the Courts have held (in a High Court judgement) 
that the Minister (for Defence) may take into consideration that part of the damages which can 
properly be regarded as general damages or that part which can properly be regarded as refer-
able to loss of earnings, or both these parts, as he considers proper. Alternatively, he may decide 
to take none of the compensation into account.

I am satisfied that my Department has acted in accordance with the relevant statutory pro-
visions and I do not consider it necessary or appropriate to carry out a re-examination of such 
cases. 

19/09/2019WRC01600Foreign Birth Registration

19/09/2019WRC0170048. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade if 
an application for foreign birth registration by a person (details supplied) was received; if same 
will be expedited; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37957/19]

19/09/2019WRC01800Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): For-
eign Births Registration, by its nature, can be a detailed and complex process, often involv-
ing official documentation related to three generations and issued by several jurisdictions. The 
establishment of the new Foreign Births Registration team at the beginning of this year has 
introduced a short delay in the processing of applications.
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Due to the complex nature of Foreign Births Registration, it takes on average between 6 to 
12 months to process an application.

With regard to the specific application the Deputy has enquired about, I can confirm that the 
application in question has been received. A member of the Foreign Births Registration Team 
has been in direct contact with the applicant regarding his application.

19/09/2019WRC01900Ministerial Travel

19/09/2019WRC0200049. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
if he will visit the United States of America before the end of 2019; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [37979/19]

19/09/2019WRC02100Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I am 
scheduled to travel to New York 22-25 September, in order to take part in high-level engage-
ments around the opening of the 74th session of the United Nations (UN) General Assembly. I 
will, in particular, be advocating on behalf of Ireland’s candidature for the UN Security Council 
and will take part in a number of bilateral meetings with key contacts. 

This will be the second time this year I have visited the US. I travelled there in February for 
a series of high-level political engagements at the UN, with the US Administration and with US 
Congressional figures. I also travelled to launch the Government’s new Strategy for the US and 
Canada. On that occasion, I visited New York and Washington, D.C.

In Ireland, I have also had a series of engagements with important US politicians throughout 
the year. In March, I met with Senator Chris Murphy, who serves on the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee. In April, I also met with Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Congressman Richard 
Neal and hosted them at a series of engagements, on the occasion of a visit of the congressional 
delegation that they were leading. Most recently, I met with Vice President Pence during his 
visit to Ireland earlier this month.

In all my engagements with senior US officials and politicians, I made the case for contin-
ued strong and mutually beneficial Irish-US trade. I also briefed on Brexit and the effect that it 
will have on Ireland, north and south. I reiterated Irish immigration concerns with US contacts, 
highlighting the Government’s twin priorities of securing legal pathways for Irish emigration to 
the US and seeking relief for the undocumented Irish in the US.

19/09/2019WRC02200Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRC0230050. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past 
ten years who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in 
the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38153/19]

19/09/2019WRC0240051. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past 
ten years who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [38169/19]

19/09/2019WRC02500Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I pro-
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pose to take Questions Nos. 50 and 51 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Section 22 of the Act provides that 
specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-
off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, 
or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific 
circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. 

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the ac-
ceptance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or re-
tirement (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers below Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Secretary 
General or Head of Office in which they are serving, or have last served before retirement or 
resignation. Officers at and above Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Outside Appoint-
ments Board.

Records are not maintained of officers who have applied to my Department for such ap-
proval.

19/09/2019WRC02700Passport Data

19/09/2019WRC0280052. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade the number of passports issued but subsequently revoked and or voided due to the fact 
they were obtained by fraud and or deception in the past ten years to date; the jurisdiction the 
offence occurred in each instance; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38182/19]

19/09/2019WRC02900Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The 
Passport Service takes its responsibility to protect the integrity of the Irish Passport very seri-
ously.

The Irish passport has a strong international reputation due to the strength of security fea-
tures within the book and the robust processes involved in its issuance.  

The Integrity Section of the Passport Service was established in 2015 to improve all aspects 
of fraud detection and prevention in order to protect the integrity of the passport. Staff numbers 
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in the Integrity Section have increased in recent years and new and improved systems have 
been put in place. This large investment in technology and structures has helped to improve our 
recording and detecting of Fraud. 

For operational and security reasons, it is not possible to disclose information concerning 
specific cases.  

Due to lack of records it is not possible to provide the figures requested prior to 2016. Since 
2016, the total number of Irish passports that were cancelled by the Passport Service because of 
suspected fraud are as follows:

Year Number of passports 
 2016  76 
 2017  82 
 2018  130 
 2019*  46* 
*to June 30 2019

19/09/2019WRC03000Tax Code

19/09/2019WRC0310053. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Finance the status of the betting tax 
review; when the review will be completed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37952/19]

19/09/2019WRC03200Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): During the course of the Finance Bill 
process last year, the betting sector raised concerns regarding the impact of the duty increases 
on their sector, especially on small independent bookmakers who might have difficulty compet-
ing with larger bookmakers with retail and/or online operations. 

The industry proposed that the current turnover based model be replaced with a gross profits 
model, based on the UK model of calculating gross profits. However, the critical difference to 
the UK model was that it proposed that different rates would apply for retail and online activi-
ties. The industry suggested a rate of 10% of gross profits for retail activities and 20% of gross 
profits for online activities. 

I agreed to review the proposal to apply differentiated rates to the retail and online sectors.  
My Department outlines the review in this year’s TSG General Excise Paper, as well as other 
elements of betting tax policy.  

In relation to the proposal to apply differentiated rates through a gross profits model, fol-
lowing consultation with the European Commission, my officials have advised that it is clear 
that there is insufficient legal certainty to proceed with any such proposal at this time. The key 
element of the proposal was the differentiated rates for the retail and online sectors and my De-
partment does not see any compelling case to change from the current model to a gross profits 
model at this point in time.

19/09/2019WRC03300Universal Social Charge

19/09/2019WRC0340054. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance his plans to address the sig-
nificant step effect (details supplied) in the application of the universal social charge for persons 
aged 70 years of age or over; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37960/19]
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19/09/2019WRC03500Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): When the USC was introduced in Bud-
get 2011, individuals aged 70 years and over and individuals holding a full medical card were 
not liable to the top rates of the charge. The maximum rate of charge for such individuals at 
that time was 4%, irrespective of the level of their income, unless they had non-PAYE income 
(such as investment or self-employment income) in excess of €100,000 for a tax year, in which 
case the maximum rate was increased to 7% on the amount of non-PAYE income in excess of 
€100,000.   

In Budget 2013, due to the prevailing budgetary constraints and the need to raise revenue, 
the Government decided that the reduced rates of USC for those aged 70 years and over and 
for medical card holders would be available only to those with annual income of up to €60,000, 
with effect from 1 January 2013. It is important to point out that this measure ensures equity 
between all citizens with incomes in excess of €60,000, while ensuring that those aged over 70 
and medical card holders on more modest incomes do not suffer the higher rates of USC. While 
step effects are never ideal, they are often a feature of tax systems with exemption thresholds, 
as the application of a tax on this basis allows those with incomes below the threshold to be 
supported by means of the exemption, while also achieving the required yield from the tax.

It is important to state that the State Contributory Pension and the State Non-Contributory 
Pension are not chargeable to Universal Social Charge (USC) or Pay Related Social Insurance 
(PRSI).  

Furthermore, other taxation supports for the over 65s may apply depending on the personal 
circumstances of the individual. They include the Age Tax Credit which is available to all in-
dividuals aged 65 or over who do not qualify for an exemption from income tax. This credit is 
currently set at €245 for single individuals or €490 for a married couple or civil partners.

In addition, as a result of changes in the last five Budgets, USC rates have been reduced to 
0.5%, 2% and 4.5%.  The income level at which taxpayers begin to pay the higher rate of tax 
has also been increased by €2,500 and there have been increases in both the Home Carer Tax 
Credit and the Earned Income Credit.  The impact of these changes is that the top marginal rate 
on incomes up to €70,000 has been reduced from 52% to 48.5%, with fewer people on incomes 
around the national average having any income subject to the 40% rate of income tax.

19/09/2019WRC03600Property Tax Administration

19/09/2019WRC0370055. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the penalty and surcharge 
arrangements that apply to self-employed persons who fail to make a local property tax return 
or pay their LPT; his plans to revise this policy; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37961/19]

19/09/2019WRC03800Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am advised by Revenue that the full 
range of its collection and enforcement options applies  in relation to the local property tax 
(LPT) as it does in relation to other taxes and duties under its care and management. As with 
other taxes and duties, penalties can be imposed for various offences such as failure to submit 
returns or other documentation or the provision of false information. Section 38 of the Finance 
(Local Property Tax) Act 2012 (as amended) provides for the imposition of surcharges for the 
late payment of Local Property Tax. 

In the normal course of events, a person is penalised for the late submission (or non-submis-
sion) of an income tax return by the imposition of a surcharge on his or her income tax liability. 
However, a person who has submitted his or her income tax return on time can also be liable to 
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an income tax surcharge in respect of the late submission of his or her LPT return or the failure 
to pay LPT.  Where a liable person has not submitted his or her LPT return by the time that he or 
she submits an income tax return, the income tax liability is increased by 10% up to a maximum 
increase of €63,485.  Where the LPT return is subsequently submitted and the associated LPT 
liability is paid, the income tax surcharge is capped at the amount of the LPT liability. 

Revenue can require employers and pension providers to mandatorily deduct LPT at source 
from a person’s wages or pension, where the person fails to comply with his or her LPT obliga-
tions. 

As such an enforcement option can apply in the case of PAYE taxpayers, it is considered 
that linking non-compliance with LPT by self-employed persons with a surcharge on their in-
come tax liabilities is both fair and proportionate. The challenge of compliance is particularly 
significant for LPT owing to the nature of the tax itself and the wide demographic liable for the 
tax, a significant proportion of which are not taxpayers to whom the standard collection and 
enforcement methods could be applied. 

Given the level of LPT liability for most property owners, the application of a 10% sur-
charge on a person’s LPT liability alone would be unlikely to act as an effective deterrent to 
non-compliance.  As I have already stated, having incurred a surcharge, a self-employed person 
has the opportunity to cap the surcharge at the amount of the LPT liability due by submitting an 
LPT return and/or paying the LPT liability.

19/09/2019WRC03900VAT Rate Application

19/09/2019WRC0400056. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Finance the status of the VAT propos-
als on food supplements in view of the publication of the tax strategy group papers in summer 
2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37965/19]

19/09/2019WRC0410057. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Finance if he or his officials received 
correspondence from an organisation (details supplied) on VAT on food supplements; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [37966/19]

19/09/2019WRC04200Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 56 
and 57 together.

My Department carried out a public consultation on the taxation of food supplement prod-
ucts, which sought input from a wide range of interested parties, including from health and nu-
trition experts, and the Minister for Health. Separately, correspondence has been received from 
several organisations on the subject of the matter, including the referred. 

The results of the public consultation were included in the recently published 2019 VAT Tax 
Strategy Group (TSG) paper as part of the Budget 2020 process. Several options have been set 
out on the VAT treatment of food supplement products in the TSG paper, available here:

https://assets.gov.ie/19123/083625ae43d948c88917c749a2ff6b57.pdf

The options outlined in the TSG paper will be considered in the normal way as part of the 
budgetary process.

19/09/2019WRC04400Vehicle Registration
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19/09/2019WRC0450058. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Finance the proposals in place for 
the motor industry and changing vehicle registration tax (details supplied); and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [37969/19]

19/09/2019WRC0460067. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Finance his plans to widen the VRT 
bands as recommended at EU level in view of the proposed introduction of a new CO2 test 
procedure for cars; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38195/19]

19/09/2019WRC04700Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 58 
and 67 together.

The European Commission did not recommend widening the CO2 bands within the VRT 
regime. It did state that it is for Member States to decide when and how to adjust national car 
taxation schemes in light of the introduction of the WLTP emissions test. It further stated that 
the introduction of WLTP does not necessarily result in higher car taxes, if the adjustment of 
national car taxation schemes takes account of the expected increase in CO2 emissions under 
WLTP.  

The Government’s Climate Action Plan calls for VRT to be recalibrated in light of recent 
emissions standards. That means that the environmental rationale which underpins the tax needs 
to be strengthened. 

Any changes to the VRT rates and bands structure will be subject to Budget decisions.

19/09/2019WRC04800Central Bank of Ireland

19/09/2019WRC0490059. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Finance if he will consider intro-
ducing legislation to rescind the autonomy of the Central Bank in view of the failure of the bank 
to create financial regulations to improve the ability of younger persons to purchase their own 
homes; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38001/19]

19/09/2019WRC05000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The independence of the Central Bank 
of Ireland is provided for in Section 6(1)(A) of the Central Bank Act 1942, as amended. It is 
also enshrined in European statute by the Rome Treaty and the ESCB Statute.  I view this inde-
pendence as vital in performing the Bank’s functions and also in terms of providing unbiased 
advice to Government and the Oireachtas.  

Given these national and EU statutes, I as Minister for Finance have no role in relation to 
the day to day functioning of the Central Bank.

19/09/2019WRC05100VAT Rate Reductions

19/09/2019WRC0520060. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Minister for Finance if he will consider re-eval-
uating the decision to increase the VAT rate for the restaurant and hospitality sector from 9% 
to 12% and instead consider a 10% VAT rate for 2020 in view of the difficulties faced by rural 
businesses due to this increase in addition to the problems caused by Brexit to the industry; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [38023/19]

19/09/2019WRC05300Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The 9% VAT rate was introduced as 
a temporary measure in 2011, due to cease at the end of 2013. This period was subsequently 
extended, but in 2017 a commitment was given to undertake a review of the 9% VAT rate. This 
review was published in July 2018 and the Budget decision to increase the VAT rate was made 
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following that analysis. 

This review assessed the relevance, cost, value-for-money and impact to date of the 9% 
VAT rate and also undertook an analysis of the estimated impact on the various tourism sectors 
of removing the VAT rate. The review found there is a lack of competitiveness in the sector 
and that if the 9% rate were to be increased, this would likely not materially impact demand or 
employment in the sector.

The review found that tourism expenditure is more sensitive to income growth and the eco-
nomic cycle than to price changes. The economy is currently performing well, with high levels 
of employment and strong demand in the tourism sector.  Growth is also expected to continue 
in the medium term. This positive economic outlook means that the income channel of demand 
is likely to ensure that economic activity within the sectors to which the 9% VAT rate applies 
remains strong.  

Furthermore, the Revenue Commissioners also published a report on the 9% VAT Rate in 
June 2018 which analyses the output and employment impact of the 9% VAT rate using Rev-
enue data. The analysis found an estimated increase in employment of on average 1.8 employ-
ees for each firm benefitting from the reduced rate in the accommodation and food sector in the 
year following the introduction of the reduced rate. However, beyond the short term, they were 
unable to distinguish the impact of the rate on employment from the impact of other factors in 
the economy.

Given the impact of an increase in the VAT rate on the hospitality sector has only recently 
been reviewed by my Department and the Revenue Commissioners, there does not seem to cur-
rently be a case for reviewing the impact of the increase. 

Finally, the Deputy will appreciate that any reduction in VAT rates incurs a cost to the ex-
chequer, which would necessitate recovery elsewhere.

19/09/2019WRC05400Banking Sector Regulation

19/09/2019WRC0550061. Deputy Noel Rock asked the Minister for Finance if his attention has been drawn to the 
fact that Irish banks implemented an illegal version of accounting standard IAS 39 in the period 
2005 to 2018 (details supplied); and if his attention has been further drawn to the fact that an 
organisation confirmed that its advice on IAS 39 as used by a company is inconsistent with the 
law. [38025/19]

19/09/2019WRC05600Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am aware that the Clerk of the Joint 
Committee on Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, and Taoiseach had written to the Sec-
retary General of the Department of Finance, drawing his attention to statements made to that 
Committee on 28 May 2019 relating to accounting standards and I understand that a reply has 
issued to the Committee.

Statutory requirements and international rules for accounting standards are the responsibil-
ity of my colleague, the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation. Her Department has 
policy responsibility for the transposition and implementation of the EU Audit Directive and 
Regulation, the Companies Acts, and also for the Irish Auditing and Accounting Supervisory 
Authority (IAASA). 

In relation to the accounting standards for banks, these have been changed by the introduc-
tion of International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 9 to replace International Accounting 
Standard (IAS) 39.  The adoption of IFRS in the EU requires the presentation of a true and fair 
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view of the financial position of the bank. IFRS 9 specifies how an entity should classify and 
measure financial assets, financial liabilities, and some contracts to buy or sell non-financial 
items. It introduces a new regime for impairment provisioning and imposes an Expected Credit 
Loss approach to provisioning as opposed to the incurred loss approach that was required by 
IAS 39. 

In relation to the cited legal opinions, I am not in a position to comment on UK legal opin-
ions of its statutes.

19/09/2019WRC05700Tax Reliefs Data

19/09/2019WRC0580062. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Finance the number of persons who 
have availed of the special assignee relief programme in each of the years 2016 to 2018 and to 
date in 2019, by salaries in ranges (details supplied). [38121/19]

19/09/2019WRC0590063. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Finance the number of persons who 
have availed of the special assignee relief Programme in each of the years 2013 to 2018 and to 
date in 2019; the cost of tax foregone from the programme in each year; the number of persons 
availing of the programme; the tax foregone from the programme disaggregated by year; the 
estimated savings that would be made by abolishing the programme in each of the years 2020 
to 2024; and the estimated cost of the programme in each of the years 2020 to 2024. [38122/19]

19/09/2019WRC06000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 62 
and 63 together.

I am informed by Revenue that the cost of the Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP) 
for years 2012-2016 (the latest year for which data are available), along with the number of 
claimants per year, broken down by income range, is available on the Revenue website at

https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-about-revenue/research/statistical-re-
ports/special-asignee-relief-programme.aspx. 

The following table sets out the information the Deputy asked for in bands approximating 
those set out in his question:

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
€75,000 to 
€150,000 

- 35 88 224 359

€150,001 to 
€225,000 

- 36 79 155 160

€225,001 to 
€300,000 

- 28 63 81 79

€300,001 to 
€375,000 

- 12 29 34 56

€375,001 to 
€675,000 

- 10 33 62 95

€675,001 to 
€1,000,000 

- - 8 22 26

€1,000,001 to 
€3,000,000 

- - 2 8 14
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 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
€3,000,001 to 
€10,000,000 

- - - - 4

The Exchequer cost of the programme has been as follows:

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
€0.1 million €1.9 million €5.9 million €9.5 million €18.1 million
I understand that figures for 2017 will be made available within the coming weeks. 

As I indicated in my reply to an earlier question from the Deputy, it is not possible to es-
timate with any degree of reliability the likely savings that would accrue to the Exchequer in 
2020 or in the years beyond that if the SARP were abolished.  Similarly, it is not possible to es-
timate accurately the cost of extending the programme out to 2024. The reason is that there are 
currently no data available that would enable such calculations to be made. The Deputy will be 
aware that in Finance Bill 2018 I re-imposed an upper salary ceiling of €1 million on the relief 
with effect of 1 January 2019 for new entrants and for existing beneficiaries of the programme 
from 1 January 2020. Such data as are available within the system relate to years before 2019 
(no cap existed between 2015 and 2019). It would therefore be necessary to assess the cost-
saving impact of the cap as well as taking account of evolution in the take up of the relief during 
the current year in order to begin to estimate the savings or costs that might arise in 2020 or 
subsequent years.  Also, the further ahead we seek to look, the more speculative such estimates 
are likely to be as assumptions for one year are placed on top of those for the preceding year.

In accordance with the Department of Finance Tax Expenditure Guidelines, SARP is cur-
rently the subject of an independent review, carried out by Indecon Economic Consultants. The 
review exercise affords an opportunity to look at all elements of the relief and it also includes 
consultation with stakeholders.  I understand that the report is currently being finalised and I 
expect that it will be submitted to me shortly. I hope to publish the report in the context of the 
forthcoming Budget and Finance Bill.

19/09/2019WRC06200Brexit Staff

19/09/2019WRC0630064. Deputy Lisa Chambers asked the Minister for Finance the number of new customs 
officials who will be hired to help deal with Brexit; the number hired and trained to date; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [38125/19]

19/09/2019WRC06400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Budget 2017 provided Revenue with 
resources for an additional 40 staff to prepare for Brexit.  These staff were recruited and trained 
in 2017 and 2018. In September 2018, the Government granted approval in principle for the 
phased recruitment of an additional 600 Revenue staff to meet the challenges posed by Brexit. 
I am advised by Revenue that 519 of these staff have already been  appointed and trained, with 
the remaining staff to be in place and trained by 31 October 2019.

19/09/2019WRC06500Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRC0660065. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Finance the number of civil servants 
who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were bound by a 
cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector by grade, year 
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and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38152/19]

19/09/2019WRC0670066. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Finance the number of civil servants 
that have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years that were not bound by a 
cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector by grade, year, 
and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38168/19]

19/09/2019WRC06800Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 65 
and 66 together.

I wish to inform the Deputy that the Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Sec-
tion 22 of the Act provides that specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are 
subject to a one-year “cooling-off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activi-
ties in specific circumstances, or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on 
lobbying activities in specific circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. A list 
of current DPOs is maintained on the website of my department.

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the ac-
ceptance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or re-
tirement (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers below Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Secretary 
General or Head of Office in which they are serving, or have last served before retirement or 
resignation. Officers at and above Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Outside Appoint-
ments Board.

I have had no request from Officers below Assistant Secretary level.

  Question No. 67 answered with Question No. 58.

19/09/2019WRD00200Heritage Centres Data

19/09/2019WRD0030068. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
extent to which the number of visitors visiting various national historic sites or buildings have 
been recorded in the past two years to date by county; the degree to which adequate visitor fa-
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cilities exist in such locations; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38005/19]

19/09/2019WRD00400Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Office of Public Works maintains admission records for all Heritage sites 
in its care where it provides guided visitor services and at certain other, unstaffed, locations 
where data is recorded by automatic means.  Visitor admissions for the sites managed by the 
OPW are recorded by reference to a number of methods:

- online ticketing systems;

- traditional countertop ticket sales;

- passive electronic counter.

There are approx 70  sites nationally in OPW care where Guide services are made avail-
able on either a seasonal or full-time basis.   A listing of these sites, broken down by County, 
together with visitor data records for the years 2017 & 2018 is provided in attached table in the 
link below.   This list also includes a number of sites which are not staffed by Guides but which 
are open sites available to visit and where footfall is recorded electronically.  Passive counter 
systems may be deployed either as the sole means of recording footfall or at staffed sites in 
combination with countertop ticket sales (this will occur where there are separate paid and free 
visitor offerings; for example a house and grounds; eg Kilkenny Castle). 

The OPW is responsible for managing visitor access to those sites in its care which are 
owned by the State only.   Certain National Monument sites in care are privately owned and the 
decision as to whether or not to permit general public access in those cases is a matter for the 
landowners involved.   If however owners are willing to facilitate access, it remains open to the 
OPW to measure that footfall using electronic means and this will sometimes be undertaken for 
conservation management reasons.

Notwithstanding the considerable extent of locations, both staffed and unstaffed sites, which 
are currently available, it is clear that further visitor potential exists within the portfolio of prop-
erties in State care and both the OPW and the Department of Culture Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
remain open to developing such possibilities, either directly themselves, through engagement 
with the Fáilte Ireland Tourism Capital Development Programme 2016 - 21, or in conjunction 
with community groups or other stakeholders in local communities.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-09-19_pq68-19-09-19_en.pdf”>National Monuments and National Heritage Proper-
ties Estate Visitor Data 2017.2018</a>]

19/09/2019WRD00500Estimates Process

19/09/2019WRD0060069. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the sup-
plemental expenditures in each year since 2012 by Department in tabular form; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38026/19]

19/09/2019WRD00700Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Supplemen-
tary Estimates are an important element of our expenditure management toolkit, allowing for 
the proper alignment of resources with allocations. Due to the scale of Government expenditure 
and the cash basis of Government accounting, the need for Supplementary Estimates can arise 
for a number of reasons, including policy decisions, timing issues and overspends.
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The attached document sets out the additional funding provided by way of Supplementary 
Estimates by Vote for each year from 2012 to 2018. The tables for each year reflect the Vote 
structure that was in place in that year. Where transfers of functions have occurred in the inter-
vening years, these have not been accounted for in the attached tables in the link below. 

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-09-19_pq69-19-09-19_en.docx”>Supplementary Estimates</a>]

19/09/2019WRD00800Office of Public Works Properties

19/09/2019WRD0090070. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Miesian Plaza Office of Public Works fit-out of offices has been completed; if not, when it is 
expected to be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38039/19]

19/09/2019WRD01000Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The fit-out of the offices at Miesian Plaza on behalf of  the Office of Public 
Works is complete.  The estimated cost of the fit out  is €20.5m plus VAT and €15.4m plus VAT 
has been spent to date.  The final account is the subject of ongoing discussions with the devel-
oper.

19/09/2019WRD01100Flood Relief Schemes Status

19/09/2019WRD0120071. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Skibbereen flood relief scheme has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; 
the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38040/19]

19/09/2019WRD0130072. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Bandon flood relief scheme has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; 
the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38041/19]

19/09/2019WRD0140073. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Bray flood relief scheme has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38042/19]

19/09/2019WRD0150076. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the En-
niscorthy flood relief scheme capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38072/19]

19/09/2019WRD0160078. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Arklow flood relief scheme capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38074/19]

19/09/2019WRD0170079. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the stage 
the Lower Lee Cork city flood relief scheme project is at; when the project will go out for tender; 
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when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of 
the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38090/19]

19/09/2019WRD0180080. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the stage 
the Clonakilty flood relief scheme project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the proj-
ect; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38091/19]

19/09/2019WRD01900Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): I propose to take Questions Nos. 71 to 73, inclusive, 76, and 78 to 80, inclu-
sive, together.

The information requested by the Deputy is provided in the following table. 

Flood Relief 
Scheme   

Current 
Stage   

Expected 
date for 
Project to go 
to tender for 
construction*   

Expected date 
for Construc-
tion com-
mencement*   

Expected 
date for 
Construc-
tion comple-
tion   

Estimated total 
project cost**
€m    

Expenditure to 
date    
 €m   

Clonakilty Con-
struction 
(Com-
menced 
Q2 
2018)

N/A N/A Q2 2020 €24.1 €14.2

Bandon Substan-
tially 
Com-
plete

N/A N/A Q3 2020 €28.4 €24.2

Lower 
Lee (Cork 
City)

Detailed 
design 

Mid to late 
2020 

2021 Anticipat-
ed con-
struction 
period   of 
5-6 years

 €140m (cur-
rently under 
review to 
take account 
of design   
changes 
since Public 
Exhibition) 

Approx 
€9m. (this 
includes 
Site  In-
vestigation 
works, sur-
veys, Con-
sultants’ fees 
and Invasive 
Species   
treatment)

Bray Com-
plete

N/A N/A Complete €43 €42.6

Arklow Design 2021 2021 2023 €28 €0.9  
Enniscor-
thy

Detailed 
Design

2020 2020 2023 €44.5 €3.57

Skibber-
een

Substan-
tially 
complete

N/A N/A Q4 2019 €34.5 €25.4

* Dates given for projects to go to tender and for construction commencement are best esti-
mates at this stage and are subject to planning approval or Ministerial Confirmation

**These are current best estimates of cost based on information available at this time and 
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are subject to change.  

19/09/2019WRD02200Office of Public Works Properties

19/09/2019WRD0230074. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Hawkins House capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the proj-
ect is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will 
be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38070/19]

19/09/2019WRD02400Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The OPW took possession of the vacated Hawkins House from the Dept. of 
Health on 24 June, 2019 and has appointed a multi-disciplinary team to progress the ‘demoli-
tion phase’ of this project.  It is anticipated that following the tender process and award of con-
tract, demolition works will commence on site in 2020. This demolition phase is expected to 
take approximately 12-14 months to complete.

Planning permission was secured for an office development on this site and the OPW is cur-
rently considering a number of options that includes potential future investment, in consultation 
with a range of stakeholders.

19/09/2019WRD02500Office of Public Works Projects

19/09/2019WRD0260075. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
Leeson Lane redevelopment capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38071/19]

19/09/2019WRD02700Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Office of Public Works (OPW) is managing the delivery of the Leeson 
Lane Office Building project.

Planning permission for this project was granted on 10th October, 2017.  At present the de-
tailed design and tender documentation are being finalised and are expected to be published in 
Q3 2019 with a view for construction to commence in early 2020 . It will take approximately 
two years to complete on site.

  Question No. 76 answered with Question No. 71.

19/09/2019WRD02900National Concert Hall

19/09/2019WRD0300077. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if the 
children’s science museum National Concert Hall project has commenced; if so, the stage the 
project is at; when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will com-
mence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent 
to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38073/19]

19/09/2019WRD03100Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): Within the context of Project Ireland 2040 plan, the Government launched in 
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2018 a major investment plan in our Culture, Language and Heritage for the period 2018 to 
2027.   As part of this plan, the Government has provided funding of €78m for a major refur-
bishment and extension of the National Concert Hall’s facilities at Earlsfort Terrace. The Office 
of Public Works has already appointed a Design Team in order to progress this prestigious proj-
ect. It is expected that works will commence next year and will be carried out on a multi phased 
basis over the life time of the plan, subject to the receipt of any necessary statutory, planning 
approvals.

Planning permission for the proposed new National Children’s Science Museum, which is 
currently estimated to cost €37m,  was received from An Bord Pleanála in September 2016. A 
design team is progressing into the detail design stage and it is anticipated that tenders will issue 
in 2020 with construction starting  in the latter half of 2020, which will take approximately two 
years to complete. Expenditure to date for the two projects totals €400,000.

  Questions Nos. 78 to 80, inclusive, answered with Question No. 71.

19/09/2019WRD03500Project Ireland 2040 Administration

19/09/2019WRD0360081. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if he has 
considered adding a column to the capital tracker to indicate whether a project has been delayed 
or not; the reason for not including such a column; if he has considered inserting a column to 
indicate when construction of a project is set to commence and if this expectation has been 
met in addition to the reason it has not been met; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38102/19]

19/09/2019WRD03700Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Invest-
ment Projects and Programmes tracker is currently being revised and updated. It focuses mainly 
on projects with estimated costs greater than €20 million. The updated version of the tracker 
will be published in autumn 2019. 

It will contain information on the current status of projects and also columns detailing ex-
pected project construction commencement and completion dates. The updated version will 
contain more granular information on delivery scheduling including milestones for key stages 
in the project lifecycle.  The updated version of the tracker will also include dashboards and 
other information to aid interpretation of the data.

19/09/2019WRD03800Fiscal Data

19/09/2019WRD0390082. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the pre-
committed expenditure which is committed to demographics in each of the years 2020 to 2024 
by vote. [38116/19]

19/09/2019WRD04000Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Mid-
Year Expenditure Report, published in July of this year, set out baseline current expenditure 
ceilings on a Ministerial level to 2022. These ceilings are inclusive of pre-committed expen-
diture of €0.5 billion per annum for demographics in the areas of Health, Social Protection 
and Education. These are primary areas of current expenditure that are particularly impacted 
by demographic pressures. These demographic projections are informed by the Irish Govern-
ment Economic and Evaluation Service (IGEES) paper ‘Budgetary Impacts of Changing De-
mographics 2017 – 2027.’ The paper can be found on the IGEES website here:
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https://igees.gov.ie/budgetary-impact-of-changing-demographics-2017-to-2027/. 

This paper covers a number of areas of expenditure, including pensions, child benefit, edu-
cation provision and health schemes such as the Nursing Home Support Scheme. These pure 
demographic costs are factored in to Ministerial Expenditure Ceilings for Health, Social Protec-
tion and Education. The following table shows these costs for the period to 2022.

 2020
€m

2021
€m

2022
€m

Education & Skills 
Group

54 47 47

Employment Affairs 
& Social   Protection 
Group

260 260 260

Health Group 137 148 148
Total 451 455 455
Going beyond the period set out in the Mid-Year Expenditure Report, the paper suggests 

demographic costs of approximately €0.4 billion in 2023 and 2024. However, as part of the 
2019 Spending Review process, an update of this paper is due to be published. This forthcom-
ing paper will again look at the key areas of Health, Social Protection and Education and will 
examine demographic pressures in these areas over a ten year period. 

The Department of Finance publication ‘Population Ageing and the Public Finances in Ire-
land’ published in 2018, and which can be found on the gov.ie website here https://www.gov.
ie/en/publication/2e8463-population-ageing-and-the-public-finances/  , may also be useful in 
examining the area of demographics. There is also some demographic information presented in 
the Stability Programme Update, which was published in April, such as Table 24 in chapter 8, 
which outlines long-term spending projections of age-related expenditure as a share of GNI*.

19/09/2019WRD04100Public Service Stability Agreement

19/09/2019WRD0420083. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the out-
standing allocations for the public service stability agreement and other public pay agreements 
in each of the years 2020 to 2024 by vote, Department and agency. [38117/19]

19/09/2019WRD04300Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Public Ser-
vice Stability Agreement 2018-2020

The cost of the Public Service Stability Agreement (PSSA) was estimated at €339m in 2020 
with carryover costs of €227m in 2021.

In addition a number of other costs have arisen in respect of the PSSA including the follow-
ing:

New Entrants under the PSSA

Under section 4 of the PSSA there was a commitment to examine remaining salary scale is-
sues in respect of Post 2011 recruits at entry grades. In September 2018 agreement was reached 
with the Public Services Committee of ICTU. Costs associated with the agreement are estimat-
ed at: €46.6m in 2020; €31.8m in 2021; €22.9m in 2022; €15m in 2023; and €18.5m in 2024.

Public Service Pay Commission Recommendations under the PSSA
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Under Section 3 of the Public Service Stability Agreement, the Public Service Pay Commis-
sion was tasked with examining certain areas of identified recruitment and retention difficulties. 
In fulfilment of this mandate the PSPC made a recommendation with a full year cost of approxi-
mately €20m in respect of Nurses and Midwives and a further recommendation with a full year 
cost of approximately €10m in respect of the Defence Forces.

Labour Court Recommendations under the PSSA

Within the Public Service Stability Agreement the Labour Court issued recommendations 
on both the Nursing and Midwifery dispute and Health Support Grade Dispute. Costs associ-
ated with these recommendations are currently being examined through the estimates process.

A break out by Vote for 2020, taking account of all pay factors, will be published as part of 
the Budget.

19/09/2019WRD04400Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRD0450084. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years 
who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private 
sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38157/19]

19/09/2019WRD0460085. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years 
who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the pri-
vate sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38173/19]

19/09/2019WRD04700Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 84 and 85 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Section 22 of the Act provides that 
specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-
off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, 
or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific 
circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. A list 
of the current DPOs in my Department is maintained on the departmental website.

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.
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The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the ac-
ceptance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or re-
tirement (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers occupying “designated positions” below Assistant Secretary 
level must apply for this approval to the Secretary General or Head of Office in which they are 
serving, or have last served before retirement or resignation. No requests for such approval 
have been received from officers occupying “designated positions” since the foundation of my 
Department in July 2011. Officers occupying “designated positions” at and above Assistant 
Secretary level must apply for this approval to the Outside Appointments Board.

19/09/2019WRD04900Public Spending Code

19/09/2019WRD0500086. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform when 
the revised public spending code will be released; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38198/19]

19/09/2019WRD05100Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As part of the 
ongoing reform of Ireland’s public investment management systems, the Department of Public 
Expenditure and Reform is updating the Public Spending Code.  The purpose of this update 
is to strengthen the existing guidance to better align with the realities of project delivery and 
with a particular focus on improved appraisal, cost estimation and management.  The Office of 
Government Procurement is conducting a review of construction procurement which will align 
with the updated Public Spending Code.

The updated Public Spending Code will include the following reforms:

-   Strengthened and harmonised capital appraisal guidance;

- Greater clarity on governance  and roles and responsibilities;  

- New mechanisms to improve the accuracy of cost estimates;

- Improved project life cycle to better reflect the realities of project delivery; and

- Increased transparency through publication of business cases and evaluation reports.  

The revised central elements of the Public Spending Code relating to the appraisal and man-
agement of public capital projects will be published this Autumn. Further technical guidance 
building upon these central elements will follow later in 2019 and in 2020.

19/09/2019WRD05200Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme

19/09/2019WRD0530087. Deputy Catherine Connolly asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
details of the appropriate assessment report made pursuant to the provisions of Directive 92/43/
EEC as amended for the dredging project being carried out by Waterways Ireland on behalf of 
the Office of Public Works in a section of the River Shannon close to Meelick weir, County 
Galway; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38202/19]
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19/09/2019WRD05400Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Shannon Flood Risk State Agency Co-ordination Working Group was es-
tablished by the Government in early 2016 to enhance the on-going co-operation across all of 
the State Agencies involved in the River Shannon.

The Group is focused on ensuring the best possible level of co-ordination between all of 
these statutory bodies.  It is solutions focused and designed to deliver the highest level of ef-
ficiencies to add value to the Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management (CFRAM) 
Programme.

In 2017, targeted maintenance activities were identified for seven locations along the River 
Shannon.  This work includes the removal of reeds and vegetation from the area immediately 
upstream of Meelick Weir on the Shannon, on the boundary between Counties Galway and Of-
faly.  

The Office of Public Works applied for a license to carry out this work and it was granted 
by the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht under Regulation 30 of the European 
Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011, SI No. 477 of 2011.  As part of the 
assessment process, a screening for appropriate assessment was carried out by National Parks 
and Wildlife Service (NPWS).  The assessment determined that there were no likely significant 
effects from the work on Natura 2000 sites.  

The removal of reeds and vegetation from Meelick Weir is currently being undertaken as 
part of the works required for the refurbishment of Meelick Weir and its Walkway for which 
planning consent was received by Waterway Ireland.

19/09/2019WRD05500School Accommodation Provision

19/09/2019WRD0560088. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Education and Skills when he ex-
pects a school building to be put in place for a special needs school (details supplied) in County 
Cork; the process and timeline in this regard; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37963/19]

19/09/2019WRD05700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I can inform the Deputy that 
discussions are ongoing with the relevant stakeholders in relation to providing a new building 
for the school in question.

In the meantime, my Department is currently considering an application from the school un-
der the Emergency Works Scheme to carry out necessary repair works to their existing building.

19/09/2019WRD05800Compensation Schemes

19/09/2019WRD0590089. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to com-
pensate victims of sexual abuse in day schools in view of the findings of the report of a per-
son (details supplied) published in July 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37967/19]

19/09/2019WRD06000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Compensation payments are 
being made to a number of victims of child sexual abuse in day schools on foot of the assess-
ments made by the person referred to by the Deputy. The current position is that sixteen offers 
of payment have been made and, to date, seven have been accepted.   I am hopeful that the 
remaining applicants would also accept a payment from the existing scheme.
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The existing scheme of compensation, the Ex Gratia Scheme, is currently being reviewed 
by my Department.

19/09/2019WRD06100Student Universal Support Ireland Administration

19/09/2019WRD0620090. Deputy John Brassil asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parliamen-
tary Question No. 79 of 8 November 2018, the outcome of the debate and or discussions with 
his officials; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37994/19]

19/09/2019WRD06300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The Deputy will be aware 
that the Programme for Government contains a commitment to increase financial supports for 
postgraduate students with a particular focus on those from low income households. In meeting 
this commitment, additional funding of €7m was secured in Budgets 2017 and 2018 to facilitate 
the reinstatement of full maintenance grants from September 2017, for the most disadvantaged 
postgraduate students. This benefitted circa 1,000 postgraduate students who met the eligibil-
ity criteria for the special rate of maintenance grant and reversed the budgetary cut that was 
imposed on this cohort of students in 2012.

The statutory based Student Grant Scheme and Student Support Regulations are reviewed 
annually by my Department, following consultation with various stakeholders. 

The Student Grant Scheme and Student Support Regulations for the 2019/20 academic year, 
were published on 11 April 2019. 

With regard to the application of the distance criterion, the measurement criteria have not 
changed for the 2019/20 academic year. The measurement of the distances relating to the award 
of adjacent or non-adjacent rates of student grant is a matter for the relevant grant awarding 
authority. The distance measurement for student grant rates is governed by Article 27(3)(a) and 
(b) of the Student Grant Scheme 2019. This provides that the relevant distance will be measured 
in line with agreed guidelines. 

The guidelines require that the shortest most direct route between the applicant’s normal 
residence and the institution being attended should apply. In determining the shortest most di-
rect route, the relevant awarding authority shall establish:

- the method for measuring a route; and

- the factors to be taken into account in establishing and measuring a route. 

SUSI has progressively introduced a number of measures that are intended to make the 
Student Grant Scheme more efficient for students. One of these measures is the introduction of 
Eircode which has helped to reduce processing times for applicants. 

However, the actual calculation of distance from a student’s home to college has not changed 
from previous years, and SUSI continues to use google maps to calculate distance.

19/09/2019WRD06400School Services Staff

19/09/2019WRD0650091. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to 
review the policy that even large schools are only allowed one Department-funded caretaker; if 
his attention has been drawn to the difficulties this presents for certain schools in relation to ex-
tracurricular activities and providing cover for holidays and illness; if exceptions can be made; 
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and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38022/19]

19/09/2019WRD06600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): My Department provides 
funding for Secretary, Caretaker and Cleaner posts in the Community, Comprehensive (C&C) 
and Education and Training Board (ETB) Sectors.

A recruitment moratorium was introduced in the Public Service in 2009. This applied to 
Secretary, Caretaker and Cleaner posts in both Sectors.

Alleviation measures were put in place which permitted schools to fill Clerical Officer and 
Caretaker vacancies so as to maintain staffing levels at a maximum of 1 Clerical Officer and 1 
Caretaker per school.  

I acknowledge the need to improve these arrangements, particularly for the larger schools  but 
I must be prudent in the context of ongoing budgetary pressures and prioritise where it is not 
possible to do everything that I would like to do in the education sector in any one year.

However in acknowledging the administrative burden on larger schools, I have relaxed the 
moratorium for those schools with enrolments of 700 and more to allow them employ an ad-
ditional Clerical Officer up to a maximum of 2 with effect from 1st   April this year.

Schools in the Community, Comprehensive and ETB Sectors are permitted discretion to use 
the School Services Support Fund (SSSF) in accordance with their own needs and priorities.  
However, the provision of the secretarial and maintenance services is a particular focus of this 
fund which is a significant resource for schools in regard to employing additional administra-
tive and maintenance staff.

19/09/2019WRD06700Third Level Facilities

19/09/2019WRD0680092. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the University 
College Dublin Confucius institute has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be com-
pleted; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38030/19]

19/09/2019WRD06900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The Confucius Institute of 
Ireland at University College Dublin was completed and opened for the commencement of the 
2018/19 academic year. The total cost of the project was €11.7m. The Exchequer contribution 
provided for the project was €3m and this amount has been fully drawn down.

19/09/2019WRE00200Public Private Partnerships

19/09/2019WRE0030093. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the school bundle 
5 public private project has been completed; the schools within the bundle that have been com-
pleted; the schools that have not been completed to date; the cost for the entire bundle; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38051/19]

19/09/2019WRE00400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The Schools Bundle 5 Public 
Private Partnership (PPP) programme comprises five school buildings and one further educa-
tion college across four sites in Bray, Wexford, Carlow and Kells.  Completion of these projects 
was delayed due to the liquidation of Carillion Construction Ltd in January 2018 and the exam-
inership and subsequent liquidation of Carillion’s sub-contractor, Sammon Contracting Ireland 
Ltd (SCIL).
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A replacement contractor was appointed in June 2018 and three of the six schools, Coláiste 
Raithín and Ravenswell Primary School in Bray and Loreto Secondary School in Wexford, 
achieved service commencement in 2018.  Eureka Secondary School in Kells achieved service 
commencement in June 2019 with the remaining two schools in Carlow, Tyndall College and 
Carlow Institute of Further Education, achieving service commencement in July and August 
2019 respectively.

The overall capital cost of Schools Bundle 5 was approximately €100 million.  These schools 
are paid for by way of a monthly Unitary Charge to the PPP Company over 25 years.

19/09/2019WRE00500Institutes of Technology

19/09/2019WRE0060094. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the capital project 
at Dundalk Institute of Technology has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the 
project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project 
will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38056/19]

19/09/2019WRE00700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The refurbishment of the 
North & South Blocks at DKIT will be delivered in phases over the period to 2023, with most 
work undertaken over the summer holiday periods.  It is anticipated to proceed to tender stage 
in Q2 2020 with work commencing in Q3 2020.

The total project cost is estimated in the region of €18.5m. No Exchequer funding has been 
drawn down to date.

19/09/2019WRE00800Institutes of Technology

19/09/2019WRE0090095. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the capital project 
at the Institute of Technology Tallaght has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when 
the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project 
will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38057/19]

19/09/2019WRE01000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Planning permission for the 
Sports Science, Health & Recreation Building at TU Dublin Tallaght Campus has been grant-
ed.  The Institute has recently received approval to proceed to tender.  Construction will com-
mence after the tender process has been completed.    

The total project cost is estimated in the region of €14.7m with €559,000 in exchequer fund-
ing drawn down to date.

19/09/2019WRE01100Third Level Facilities

19/09/2019WRE0120096. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills the stage the E3 
Trinity College Dublin project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construc-
tion will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the 
amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38085/19]

19/09/2019WRE01300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The project to which the Dep-
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uty refers is anticipated to proceed to tender stage in Q2 2020.  The project is approved in 
principle for an exchequer contribution of €15m. Subject to no unforeseen circumstances, it is 
envisaged that the project will be completed in Q3 2022. The total project cost is estimated in 
the region of €60m. No exchequer funding has been drawn down to date.

19/09/2019WRE01400Institutes of Technology

19/09/2019WRE0150097. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Education and Skills the stage the Limer-
ick Institute of Technology project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construc-
tion will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the 
amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38086/19]

19/09/2019WRE01600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I can advise that the enabling 
works element of phase 1 of the Coonagh Campus upgrade has been completed.   The fit out 
element of phase 1 is due to go to tender in Q4 2019.  The total project cost is estimated in the 
region of €11.6m with €4.75m of Exchequer funding drawn down to date.

19/09/2019WRE01700School Management

19/09/2019WRE0180098. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the cost of audits 
for schools will be reviewed with a view to reducing the burden of costs for small schools with 
a low number of transactions. [38119/19]

19/09/2019WRE0190099. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills if his attention has 
been drawn to the fact that the cost of an audit for a school can absorb a large portion of capita-
tion for a small school; if his Department monitors the cost of financial audits for small schools; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38120/19]

19/09/2019WRE02000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 98 and 99 together.

I hosted a Small Schools Symposium in June attended by CPSMA, Church of Ireland Board 
of Education, Gaeloideachas, National Association of Board of Management in Special Educa-
tion, An Foras Pátrúnachta, Educate Together, Muslim Primary Education Board, Education and 
Training Boards Ireland, Laois and Offaly ETB, INTO, IPPN,NPC,NCCA, Centre for School 
Leadership,DES, Association of Trustee Catholic Schools, TUI, Catholic Education-An-Irish 
Schools Trust CEIST and DRCD to discuss issues of concern to small schools securing the 
future of small schools is a priority for me as Minister for Education and Skills.  

It is important to ensure that appropriate governance arrangements are in place for transpar-
ency and accountability in the management of public money.

Therefore, all Boards of Managements of schools are obliged to comply with Section 18 of 
the Education Act 1998 and the arrangements set out in my Department’s circulars 0060/2017 
and 0002/2018 in relation to the operation of the Financial Services Support Unit (FSSU). This 
includes the submission of accounts to the FSSU by an external accountant/auditor who has a 
current Practising Certificate, Professional Indemnity Insurance and is registered with a pre-
scribed accountancy body in the State. 

The independence of an external accountant/auditor provides assurance to the Board and the 
State that the accounts are prepared in line with good accounting practice and standards. 
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With regard to school funding the minimum grants paid to Primary schools with enrolments 
of 60 pupils or less is €20,880. Schools are permitted to regard capitation and ancillary grants 
as a combined grant from which the Board of Management can allocate according to its own 
priorities.

Furthermore, a 5% increase in capitation funding was provided for Primary and Post-Prima-
ry schools that will apply from the start of the 2019/20 school year.  

Responsibility for procurement of an external accountant/auditor and payment of same rests 
with the Board of Management in respect of schools operated by them.  Boards of Management 
should take a proactive approach when it comes to sourcing accountancy services in order to 
ensure best value is obtained and to ensure compliance with public procurement procedures. 
Schools Procurement Unit which has a national remit is available to advise and assist schools in 
relation to procurement matters.  The FSSU also provides assistance for schools when sourcing 
accountancy services.

19/09/2019WRE02200Institutes of Technology Staff

19/09/2019WRE02300100. Deputy David Cullinane asked the Minister for Education and Skills the Waterford 
Institute of Technology staff members currently undertaking courses, degrees, masters or doc-
torates by the name of the course, the institution in which the staff member is undertaking the 
course, if the course is full-time or part-time and the amount the institute is paying for each 
course in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38142/19]

19/09/2019WRE02400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I attach in the link below the 
data collated by the Higher Education Authority on Waterford Institute of Technology staff 
members currently undertaking full, part-time and modular courses, degrees, masters or doctor-
ates by the name of the course and the institution in which the staff member is undertaking the 
course for the Deputy’s information.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-09-19_pq100-19-09-19_en.xlsx”>WIT Staff Members Undertaking Courses</a>]

19/09/2019WRE02500Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRE02600101. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number of 
civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were 
bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector 
by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38150/19]

19/09/2019WRE02700102. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number of 
civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were 
not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sec-
tor by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38166/19]

19/09/2019WRE02800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 101 and 102 together.

Civil Servants at my Department are subject to the terms of the Civil Service Code of Stan-
dards and Behaviour.  Section 20 of the said Code addresses the matter of officials engaging in 
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private sector employment or in consultancy work following resignation or retirement.

I trust the Deputy will appreciate that it would take an inordinate amount of official time 
to retrace resignations/retirements for a ten year period. Therefore, I would suggest that if the 
Deputy has a concern about a particular case, she should provide me with specific details and I 
will request officials at my Department to examine the matter.

19/09/2019WRE03000Schools Building Projects Status

19/09/2019WRE03100103. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Education and Skills if a school project 
(details supplied) will be expedited in view of recent events; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38196/19]

19/09/2019WRE03200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I am aware of the tragic cir-
cumstances of the project to which the Deputy refers which, as a Summer Works Scheme proj-
ect, has been devolved to the school for delivery. I share fully the Deputy’s concerns and his 
desire to progress this project as a matter of urgency. The school authority is, of course, of the 
same mind. 

In that respect, the school and its design team is working as efficiently as possible to ensure 
that the contractor has carried out the preparatory work necessary to proceed with the repair 
works. This includes preparing a method statement for the Health & Safety Authority (HSA) to 
allow it to carry out the first phase of these works. This work must be done while respecting the 
important job the HSA has to conclude its investigation.

19/09/2019WRE03300Naturalisation Certificates

19/09/2019WRE03400104. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the reason a person 
(details supplied) must pay €1,000 to become an Irish citizen in order to obtain an Irish pass-
port; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37995/19]

19/09/2019WRE03500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The fees to be paid by an 
applicant for a certificate of Naturalisation are governed by the provisions of the Irish Nation-
ality and Citizenship Regulations 2011 (S.I No. 569 of 2011). The application fee of €175 is 
payable on application for a certificate of naturalisation and a certification fee is set at €950. A 
reduced fee of €200 applies in the case of an application made on behalf of a minor or in certain 
cases where the application is made by a widow, widower or surviving civil partner of an Irish 
Citizen. 

A person born outside of Ireland with a parent who was also born outside Ireland and a 
grandparent who was born in Ireland may become an Irish citizen by registration in the Foreign 
Births Register, which is maintained by the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT). 
Persons who are registered on the Foreign Births Register are automatically Irish Citizens and 
do not need to apply for naturalisation. Further information for Citizenship by descent can be 
found on the DFAT website www.dfa.ie. 

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up-to-date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the parliamentary 
questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
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response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited. 

19/09/2019WRE03600Garda Strength

19/09/2019WRE03700105. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the estimated cost 
of doubling the number of dogs in the Garda dog unit; the estimated cost of doubling the number 
of horses in the Garda mounted unit; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37976/19]

19/09/2019WRE03800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The resources provided 
by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached unprecedented levels, with an allocation 
for 2019 of €1.76 billion, as well as €92 million in capital investment this year. As the Deputy 
will appreciate, the Garda Commissioner is responsible for managing and controlling the ad-
ministration and business of An Garda Síochána as well as for decisions in relation to the al-
location and management of Garda equipment and resources. As Minister, I have no direct role 
in these matters. 

I am informed by the Garda authorities that the Garda Mounted Unit is based at Áras an 
Uachtarain, Phoenix Park, Dublin 8. The unit has a national remit under the direction and 
control of the Assistant Commissioner, Roads Policing and Major Event Management and the 
operational control of the Superintendent, Operational Support Services. There are currently 
13 horses attached to the Garda Mounted Unit. 

I am informed by the Garda authorities that the cost of doubling the number of horses in 
the Unit, by increasing the number of horses to 26, would be approximately €78,000.  This rep-
resents the estimated cost for the purchase of the horses only and does not include other costs 
including those which would arise in relation to equipment, training or personnel. 

I have been advised by the Garda authorities that the Garda Dog Unit is based at Kilmain-
ham Garda Station, in the Dublin Metropolitan Region (DMR) and has a national remit. I am 
pleased to confirm that dog units have also been established in the Southern Region based at 
Togher Garda Station, Cork, and Henry Street Garda Station, Limerick. I understand that facili-
ties for a future regional dog unit have also been included in the Western Region Garda Head-
quarters, Galway. 

I am informed that there are currently 23 dogs attached to the Garda Dog Unit, comprising 
general purpose (search), drugs and explosive detection dogs. The cost of purchasing Garda 
Dogs vary from €1500 - €3000 in respect of a German Shepherd and from €1000 - €1500 for a 
Springer Spaniel.  I am advised by the Garda authorities that depending on the number of each 
breed involved, the cost up to €46,000 to double the number of dogs in the Unit by purchasing 
an additional 23 dogs. This represents I understand that the duration and cost of training for 
dogs in the Garda Dog Unit varies depending on what purpose the dog in question will be used 
for and that training of Garda dogs is provided in house.

While the costs set out above are an estimate of purchase price only, I am advised by the 
Garda authorities that doubling the number of dogs and horses in An Garda Síochána would 
require a significant increase in Garda personnel in both units and would also significantly raise 
the ongoing running costs of both units, including veterinary, feed and kennelling costs.  

I am further advised that the doubling of both units would also require capital investment in 
terms of accommodation, stables and kennels at each location. An Garda Síochána indicate that 
the stables at Áras An Úachtaráin are currently at maximum capacity, as are kennelling facilities 
at Kilmainham Garda Station.
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19/09/2019WRE03900Proposed Legislation

19/09/2019WRE04000106. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Justice and Equality when he plans 
to introduce the Family Law Bill; when he expects to have it enacted; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [37982/19]

19/09/2019WRE04100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I published the General 
Scheme of the Family Law Bill 2019 on 11 July 2019, following its approval by Government. 
The main purpose of the Family Law Bill will be to amend the law in relation to divorce fol-
lowing the enactment of the Thirty-eighth Amendment of the Constitution (Dissolution of Mar-
riage) Act 2019.  

The Bill will reduce the minimum living apart period specified in section 5 of the Family 
Law (Divorce) Act 1996 to two years during the previous three years. 

The Bill will provide that spouses whose judicial separation application is pending before 
a court may apply for a divorce if they have been living apart for at least two years during the 
previous three years.

The Bill will clarify the meaning of the “living apart” requirement for divorce applications 
by giving certainty to the interpretation that has been given by the Irish courts to the phrase 
“lived apart from one another” as including spouses who are living in the same dwelling but are 
otherwise living separate lives.

The Bill will reduce to one year the living apart period of three years that applies to judicial 
separation applications on the basis of living apart where the respondent does not consent to the 
decree of judicial separation being granted.

Finally, the Bill will ensure, in the event of a no-deal Brexit, that the recognition in Ireland 
of divorces granted in the United Kingdom after EU legislation in this area came into operation 
on 1 March 2001, will continue to be on the basis of habitual residence. This would be rather 
than the domicile requirement which applies to divorces granted in non-EU states. This provi-
sion will be brought into operation only if and when the UK withdraws from the EU without 
an agreement.

The General Scheme of the Bill has been submitted to the Oireachtas Committee on Justice 
and Equality for pre-legislative scrutiny and to the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel for 
drafting.

The Deputy will appreciate that it is not possible for me to predict the outcome of the leg-
islative process with regard to this or any other Bill.  However, my aim is that the Bill will be 
enacted as soon as possible this year.

19/09/2019WRE04200Visa Applications

19/09/2019WRE04300107. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if a visa will 
be issued on humanitarian grounds to a person (details supplied); and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38016/19]

19/09/2019WRE04400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am informed that the 
person referred to by the Deputy lodged a visa application at the Irish Embassy in Nairobi on 
18 September 2019.
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I am further informed that the Embassy will process the application under delegated sanc-
tion from my Department.  The Embassy has assured the applicant that his application will be 
processed in good time for his expected travel date.  

It is open to any visa required national to apply for a visa to travel to Ireland for any pur-
pose.  All visa applications must be made on my Department’s Automated Visa Application and 
Tracking System (AVATS).  The Immigration Service of my Department publishes comprehen-
sive information on the visa application process (www.inis.ie). The information provided on the 
website is intended to provide guidance only.  It does not limit the discretion of the visa officer 
in dealing with an individual application, which is assessed on its own merits.  The onus rests, 
at all times, with the applicant to satisfy the visa officer that the visa sought should be granted.

Queries in relation to the status of individual Immigration cases may be made directly to the 
Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has 
been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information on 
such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
Question process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.  

19/09/2019WRE04500Garda Transport Data

19/09/2019WRE04600108. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the num-
ber of Garda vehicles available within the Donegal division in each of the years 2009 to date; 
his views on recent media reports which indicate that the Garda car fleet within County Donegal 
is reduced by 25%; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38131/19]

19/09/2019WRE04700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The resources provided 
by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached unprecedented levels, with an allocation 
for 2019 of €1.76 billion, as well as €92 million in capital investment this year. 

Very significant capital investment is also being made in the Garda Fleet. Between 2016 
and 2021, a total of €46 million is being invested in the Garda fleet to ensure that An Garda 
Síochána can be mobile, visible and responsive on the roads and in the community to prevent 
and tackle crime.  

It is important to point out that in accordance with the Garda Síochána Act 2005, the Garda 
Commissioner is responsible for managing and controlling the administration and business of 
An Garda Síochána.  In addition, the allocation of Garda resources is a matter for the Commis-
sioner, in light of identified operational demands.  

This includes responsibility for the allocation of Garda vehicles among the various Garda 
divisions.  As Minister, I have no role in these matters.  I am assured, however, that Garda 
management keeps the distribution of resources under continual review in the context of crime 
trends and policing priorities, to ensure their optimum use.

The attached spreadsheet, provided to me by An Garda Síochána, sets out the number of 
vehicles allocated to the Donegal Divisions from 2009 to date (as at 18 September 2019), as 
requested by the Deputy. This information is broken down provided by Division and District 
for the years 2011 to 2019. For the years 2009 and 2010, the allocation of vehicles is available 
at Divisional level only. 

I would point out that a total of €10 million has been allocated by Government for invest-
ment in the Garda fleet in 2019. Garda management has informed me that this allocation will be 
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used to purchase and fit-out over 300 vehicles this year.  

I am informed by the Garda authorities that to date this year, the Northern Region has been 
allocated three unmarked cars and that a further nine marked cars are due to be allocated in the 
coming weeks. As I have noted, this allocation of Garda vehicles is entirely a matter for the 
Commissioner and not for me as Minister.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-09-19_pq108-19-9-19_en.xlsx  “>Garda Fleet</a>]

19/09/2019WRE04800Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRE04900109. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were 
bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector 
by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38156/19]

19/09/2019WRE05000110. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were 
not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector 
by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38172/19]

19/09/2019WRE05100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I propose to take Ques-
tions Nos. 109 and 110 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Section 22 of the Act provides that 
specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-
off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, 
or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific 
circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. A list 
of current DPOs is maintained on the website of my Department.

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the ac-
ceptance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or re-
tirement (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
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an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers below Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Secretary 
General or Head of Office in which they are serving, or have last served before retirement or 
resignation. Officers at and above Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Outside Appoint-
ments Board.

The specific data sought by the Deputy is not available. However, the Department has no 
record of receiving any recent application of the type referred to above.

19/09/2019WRE05300Deportation Orders Re-examination

19/09/2019WRE05400111. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if consider-
ation will be given to revoking the order to deport in the case of a person (details supplied); and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [38207/19]

19/09/2019WRE05500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am informed by the Im-
migration Service of my Department that the person concerned is the subject of a Deportation 
Order, signed on 11 March 2005.  Representations were received from the person concerned, 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 3(11) of the Immigration Act 1999 (as amended), request-
ing that the Deportation Order be revoked.  Following detailed consideration of the information 
submitted in support of the request, the Deportation Order was affirmed and notified to the per-
son concerned by letter dated 4 April 2019.  I am further advised that there are no outstanding 
applications or appeals for this applicant.  

The Deportation Order requires the person to remove themselves from the State and remain 
outside the State.  The enforcement of the Deportation Order is a matter for the Garda National 
Immigration Bureau. 

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose.  This service enables up to date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
Questions process.  The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

19/09/2019WRE05600Immigration Status

19/09/2019WRE05700112. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the procedure 
to be followed to update stamp 4 in the case of a person (details supplied); and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [38208/19]

19/09/2019WRE05800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am informed by the 
Immigration Service of my Department that permission to remain in the State for the person 
concerned expired on the 17 May 2018. This person should contact the Immigration Service in 
writing without delay to outline their current circumstances.

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
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Questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

19/09/2019WRE05900Residency Permits

19/09/2019WRE06000113. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the way in 
which persons (details supplied) can best regularise their residency and permission to remain; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38209/19]

19/09/2019WRE06100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am informed by the Im-
migration Service of my Department that the persons concerned are the subject of a Deportation 
Order signed on 27 June 2019. This Order requires the persons concerned to remove themselves 
from the State and remain outside the State. The enforcement of Deportation Orders are a mat-
ter for the Garda National Immigration Bureau.

It is open to the persons concerned to submit representations requesting that the Deporta-
tion Orders be revoked, pursuant to Section 3(11) of the Immigration Act 1999 (as amended).  
However, such applications would require substantial grounds to be successful. 

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
Questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited. 

19/09/2019WRE06200IDA Ireland Supports

19/09/2019WRE06300114. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
the number and exact values of State-funded grants provided to a company (details supplied) 
that supported the company from its opening to its recent announcement that it will close its op-
erations in Drogheda, County Louth; the details of grants provided to the company; if the funds 
were given on the provision of reaching employment targets; and if other details in relation to 
the matter will be provided. [37997/19]

19/09/2019WRE06400Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): I was 
disappointed to learn of the job losses at MTI Technologies in Drogheda earlier this summer, 
which I understand followed the loss by the company of a key contract. 

IDA Ireland worked closely with MTI since it established in Ireland. The Agency had also 
approved grant assistance for the firm. However, I understand that the grant was not drawn 
down by MTI prior to its closure.

While the news of MTI’s closure was regrettable, it is important to note that enterprise 
developments in Louth, on the whole, have been positive. This includes strong job creation by 
a number of IDA-supported firms. Since 2010 the number of staff at IDA-supported firms in 
Louth has almost trebled to over 3,900. Last year alone saw announcements from Almac, Wuxi 
and PCI which will result in the creation of over 700 jobs. The investment by Wuxi was particu-
larly significant, with construction beginning earlier this year on the company’s €325 million 
state-of-the-art facility in Dundalk.
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19/09/2019WRE06500Third Level Facilities

19/09/2019WRE06600115. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
the stage the upgrading of the Tyndall National Institute project is at; when the project will 
go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if she will make a statement on the 
matter. [38080/19]

19/09/2019WRE06700Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): Tyn-
dall National Institute (TNI) is a leading research centre in integrated ICT (Information and 
Communications Technology) hardware and systems. The institute was established in 2004 un-
der an agreement between the then Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment and Univer-
sity College Cork. My Department continues to provide core funding for TNI (€5.5m in 2019) 
which it uses to leverage a total research budget of approximately €38m per annum.

The upgrade and expansion of TNI is identified as a strategic investment priority under the 
National Development Plan, Project Ireland 2040 and Future Jobs Ireland 2019.

The proposed development would see Tyndall National Institute substantially  increase in 
size and capacity over the period to 2027, ensuring that the institute can stay at the forefront of 
new technologies, is positioned to avail of opportunities under European research programmes 
and can build on its successful industry engagement model in sectors such as health and life 
sciences, ICT, energy and agri-tech. 

I am aware that UCC and Tyndall are undertaking preparatory actions for the upgrade and 
expansion including a design study. My Department will engage with UCC and Tyndall on 
receipt of their proposal.

19/09/2019WRE06800National Development Plan

19/09/2019WRE06900116. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation the 
stage the National Design Centre project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the 
project; the amount spent to date; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38081/19]

19/09/2019WRE07000Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): One 
of my Department’s commitments under the National Development Plan is to develop plans for 
a National Design Centre (NDC) to support the potential of the design sector to drive innova-
tion and competitiveness and as a source of future job growth potential.

My Department officials are currently consulting with stakeholders and drafting a Request 
for Tender for the development of a business plan for a National Design Centre, setting out 
a business model, appropriate budget and funding requirements, management structures and 
drawing upon best practice and international precedents.  There has been no expenditure to 
date. The tenderer will be required to estimate the cost of the initiative, as part of the develop-
ment of the business plan. 

The Request for Tender will be published shortly.

19/09/2019WRE07100Regional Development Initiatives
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19/09/2019WRE07200117. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation the 
stage the e-hubs project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construction will 
commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount 
spent to date; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38082/19]

19/09/2019WRE07300Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): My 
Department and its agencies are actively engaged in the development of regional digital hubs / 
ehubs which provide the opportunity for relocation and for full-time or part-time remote work-
ing. A number of projects which have been offered funding under, for example, the Regional 
Enterprise Development Fund (REDF), are already prototype ehubs and should develop over 
time into more sustainable ehubs in their own right.  

In the context of the further development of ehubs, as envisaged in Project Ireland 2040, in 
support of efforts to expand entrepreneurship and start-ups in every region, Enterprise Ireland 
is addressing the need to expand and further develop co-working initiatives including through 
existing community enterprise centres. 

The relevant projects funded as part of the first and second calls of the REDF that I launched 
in December 2017 and December 2018 are set out in the tables below. In June 2019 I announced 
a further €45m to be made available under this fund. The third call is currently open for applica-
tions and closes on 25th   September 2019.

REDF funding for eHubs/Enterprise Spaces/Incubation/Food-Hubs/Co-Working 

Call 1

Name      Region      County/Counties      Funding Amount      
RDI Hub   CLG       South-West Kerry €3,614,669
Dublin Enterprise &   
Technology Centre

Dublin Dublin €3,226,776

BIA Innovator Cam-
pus CLG

West Galway €2,466,148

Ghala DAC Dublin Dublin €2,488,528
Donegal Digital In-
novation CLG

North-West Donegal €1,119,640

Leitrim County En-
terprise Fund

North-West Leitrim, Longford, 
Cavan

€1,284,000

Insurtech Network 
Centre DAC

South-East Carlow, Wexford €1,439,832

Cork Urban Enter-
prises 

West Cork €669,064

County Kildare 
Community     Net-
work                  

Mid-East Kildare €1,917,200

Monaghan County 
Enterprise Fund

North-East Monaghan €202,800

Sneem Innovation & 
Tech   Services

South-West Kerry €250,000

Mol Teic CLG South-West Kerry €189,144
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Name      Region      County/Counties      Funding Amount      
Social & Local 
Enterprise   Alliance 
DAC

Dublin Dublin €1,135,195

Call 2        

Name      Region      County/Counties      Funding Amount      
Galway City Innova-
tion District   CLG

West Galway €2,487,400

Midc Páirc Na Mara West Galway €2,000,000
Ludgate Operations     
CLG                    

South-West Cork €1,990,392

Vista Agri 4.0 Hub 
CLG

South-West Cork, Kerry, Water-
ford,   Tipperary

€1,865,215

National Design 
Innovation Hub       
DAC                  

South-East Kilkenny, Carlow €1,843,320

Boyne Valley Food 
Innovation   District

Mid-East Meath, Cavan, 
Monaghan, Louth

€1,580,640

Mountmellick 
Development     As-
sociation         

Midlands Laois €218,200

Offaly Innovation 
& Design   Centre   
CLG         

Midlands Offaly €458,600

Innovate Limerick 
T/A Hospital   Food 
Units DAC

Mid-West Limerick, Clare, Tip-
perary

€2,279,073

Innovate Dub-
lin Communities     
CLG            

Dublin Dublin €249,955

SPADE CLG Dublin Dublin €2,094,000
Leitrim Food Enter-
prise Zone   CLG

North-West Leitrim, Cavan, 
Sligo, Donegal

€953,640

Sligo County Enter-
prise Fund   CLG

North-West Sligo, Mayo, Leitrim €1,906,640

19/09/2019WRF00200Commencement of Legislation

19/09/2019WRF00300118. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation when 
the Companies (Amendment) Act 2019 will be commenced; and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [38118/19]

19/09/2019WRF00400Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Companies (Amendment) Act 2019 was enacted in April 2019. The purpose of the short two 
section Act is to amend section 343 of the Companies Act 2014 with respect to the time peri-
ods allowed for filing a company’s annual return and associated financial information. The Act 
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amends section 343(2) and 343(3) of the Companies Act 2014 to provide companies with a 
one-step 56 day period to complete the process of filing an annual return.  

The Companies Registration Office is engaged in an ICT systems upgrade. It is expected 
that the required ICT support for the change to the legislation will be in place by mid-2020. The 
commencement of the Companies (Amendment) Act 2019 will coincide with the go live of the 
ICT systems upgrade. 

19/09/2019WRF00500Advertising Regulation

19/09/2019WRF00600119. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
the position with regard to online influencers as advertisers; if sponsored content falls under the 
criteria of advertising; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38127/19]

19/09/2019WRF00700Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): Ad-
vertising directed at consumers by traders is regulated by the provisions of Part 3 of the Con-
sumer Protection Act 2007 on unfair, misleading and prohibited commercial practices that give 
effect to Directive 2005/29/EC on unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices. These 
provisions apply to  the activities of online influencers who advertise, endorse or review goods 
or services in return for payment or other consideration. The following provisions of the 2007 
Act are of particular relevance to the activities of online influencers:

- section 55(x) of the Act which prohibits a trader from ‘making a representation or  creating 
an impression that the trader

(i) is not acting for purposes related to the trader’s trade, business or profession, when the 
trader is so acting, or

(ii) is acting as a consumer when the trader is not;

- section 43(3)(e) and (h) of the Act which provide respectively that matters relating to the 
‘existence, extent or nature of any approval or sponsorship (direct or indirect) of the product 
by others’ and ‘the trader’s motives for the commercial practice’ may be the subject of false, 
misleading or deceptive information under sections 43(1) or (2) of the Act;

- section 46(2) of the Act which provides that a commercial practice is misleading under the 
provisions of section 46 on the omission or concealment of material information if the trader 
fails to identify the commercial intent of a commercial practice and the practice would be likely 
to cause the average consumer to make a transactional decision that he or she would not other-
wise make. 

These provisions are relevant also to sponsored content.  In addition, section 55(q) of the 
Act provides that the following is a prohibited commercial practice:

using editorial content in the media to promote a product (if a trader has paid for that promo-
tion) if it is not made clear that the promotion is a paid promotion, whether in the content itself 
or in any oral, written, visual or descriptive representation in the promotion.

In considering the application of the provisions of the 2007 Act to online influencers, it is 
relevant also to note that the definition of ‘trader’ at section 2(1) of the Act includes anyone 
acting on behalf of a trader.

19/09/2019WRF00800Departmental Staff Data
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19/09/2019WRF00900120. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innova-
tion the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from her Department in the past 
ten years who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in 
the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38145/19]

19/09/2019WRF01000121. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innova-
tion the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from her Department in the past 
ten years who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [38161/19]

19/09/2019WRF01100Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 120 and 121 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act provides restrictions and conditions on the taking up of 
certain employments by certain designated public officials (DPO) for a specified period of time 
where a possible conflict of interest arises.

In my Department the positions of Secretary General, Assistant Secretary, and grades equiv-
alent to Deputy Secretary and Director are prescribed as designated officials for the purposes 
of the Act.

Additionally, the cooling-off period applies to Ministers of the Government and Ministers 
of State and Special Advisors appointed under Section 11 of the Public Services Management 
Act 1997

Section 22 of the Act provides that designated officials are subject to a one-year cooling off 
period after leaving the Civil Service, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities or 
take up employment with a person who carries on lobbying activities as set out in the Act.  The 
purpose of this is to manage conflicts of interest between the public and private sectors.

The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term un-
less the relevant DPO applies to the Standards Commission for consent to waive or reduce their 
cooling-off period.  

It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek consent prior to taking up an offer of em-
ployment (or to provide services).   Statistics on the number of applications for consent under 
section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 are included in the annual Regulation of 
Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public Office Commission.

All Civil Servants in my Department are also required to read and note the contents of the 
Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour on appointment.  This provides further guid-
ance on the acceptance of an appointment of employment or particular consultancy project after 
retirement or resignation, where the nature and terms of such an appointment could lead to a 
conflict of interest or the perception of such and their obligations on obtaining approval for such 
an appointment.

Under the Code of Standards and Behaviour, civil servants who intend to engage with or be 
connected with any outside body that has potential conflicts of interest must declare their inten-
tion and apply to the Secretary General before accepting any position. 

My Department does not collect information relating to the prospective employment of staff 
retiring or resigning.
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19/09/2019WRF01300Work Permits Applications

19/09/2019WRF01400122. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innova-
tion if consideration will be given to an application for a work permit in the case of a person 
(details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38216/19]

19/09/2019WRF01500Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Employment Permits Section of my Department inform me that on 29th July 2019, an applica-
tion for a General Employment Permit was received in respect of the named individual.

On 27 August 2019, this application was refused as the it did not satisfy the qualification 
criteria. The decision to refuse the application, along with the refusal reasons, issued to both 
parties in writing.  They were also informed that the applicant had 28 days to request a review 
of this decision. My officials inform me that to-date, no such review has been requested.

A refusal to grant an employment permit does not preclude an applicant from submitting 
another application for an employment permit.  Such an application should comply with all of 
the legislative requirements for the particular employment permit type.

19/09/2019WRF01600National Children’s Hospital Status

19/09/2019WRF01700123. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the stage the national children’s 
hospital higher education elements project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the proj-
ect; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38084/19]

19/09/2019WRF01800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The new children’s hospital and satellite 
centres will provide the setting for educating upcoming generations of paediatricians, paedi-
atric-scientists, nurses and other paediatric healthcare professionals in Ireland. As the major 
centre for paediatric education and training in the Irish health service, the hospital and satellite 
centres will bring together existing paediatric education programmes into one academic health 
sciences network.  

The hospital will have associations with seven universities and will play a vital role in 
furthering professional education and this is reflected in the provision of dedicated education 
facilities. Education and training will include undergraduate and postgraduate campus train-
ing for medical, nursing and health and social care professional staff, continuous professional 
development of all clinical staff groups, acquisition and rehearsal of clinical skills, including 
simulated practice and delivery of educational programmes for students and visiting staff. There 
is also potential for international and cross-border education in, for example, certain disease 
areas where Ireland has particular expertise or high incidence, such as cystic fibrosis.

The Final Project Brief for the new children’s hospital includes the full cost of the third level 
education facilities as part of the Exchequer funding requirement. Education facilities will be 
located within the new children’s hospital and will be built as part of the core hospital build. The 
hospital school will be located in a central area within the hospital building with direct horizon-
tal and vertical links to the inpatient units. Higher education space will be integral to the main 
building and will include lecture theatres, seminar rooms and tutorial rooms.

In relation to the specific issues raised by the Deputy such as timelines etc as this is a opera-
tional matter, I have asked the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board (NPHDB) to 
respond to the Deputy directly.
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19/09/2019WRF01900Hospital Appointments Status

19/09/2019WRF02000124. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Health if an appointment will be expe-
dited for a person (details supplied). [37959/19]

19/09/2019WRF02100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

19/09/2019WRF02200Hospital Appointments Status

19/09/2019WRF02300125. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Health when a child (details supplied) 
will be rescheduled for surgery without delay. [37970/19]

19/09/2019WRF02400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

19/09/2019WRF02500Commencement of Legislation

19/09/2019WRF02600126. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Health when section 14 of the Public 
Health (Sunbeds) Act 2014 will come into force; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37978/19]

19/09/2019WRF02700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Officials from my Department recently com-
pleted an examination of the training requirements for sunbed businesses provided for in Sec-
tion 14 of the Public Health (Sunbeds) Act 2014).  Following this examination, it has been 
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decided not to commence Section 14. 

It should be noted that HSE compliance investigations highlight whether staff have been 
properly trained with regard to compliance issues in the legislation.

19/09/2019WRF02800Commencement of Legislation

19/09/2019WRF02900127. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the provisions of the Public 
Health (Alcohol) Act 2018 that have yet to be commenced; and when they will be commenced 
in tabular form. [37983/19]

19/09/2019WRF03000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The information requested is contained in 
the following table.

Section number and name Commencement
4 Applicant to provide written notice to 
Executive 

On the conclusion of current consultation with 
the Health Service Executive and the Courts 
Service 

10 Repeals On finalisation of the regulations under section 
23 which, along with other provisions of the 
Act, replicate the measures to be repealed. The 
relevant regulations have been notified to the 
EU   Commission for assessment.

11 Minimum Price of alcohol products On receipt of a revised Government Decision 
which will allow minimum pricing to be intro-
duced without its simultaneous introduction in 
Northern Ireland

12 Labelling of alcohol products and 
notices in licensed premises

Following the finalisation of the necessary reg-
ulations under the section. The regulations are 
currently being developed and must be notified 
to the EU Commission for assessment.

13 Content of advertisements Following the finalisation of the necessary reg-
ulations under the section. The regulations are 
currently being developed and must be notified 
to the EU Commission for assessment.

18 Advertisements in publications After all advertising sections of the Act have 
come into operation. 

19 Broadcast watershed On the conclusion of current consultation with 
the Minister for Communications, Climate Ac-
tion and the Environment and the Broadcast-
ing Authority of Ireland.   

21 Review of operation of section 13 to 
20

After all advertising sections of the Act have 
come into operation. 

19/09/2019WRF03100Hospital Waiting Lists Data

19/09/2019WRF03200128. Deputy Hildegarde Naughton asked the Minister for Health the number of patients 
waiting for elective surgery within the Saolta Hospital Group by county; the category of surgery 
for which they are waiting, that is, orthopaedic, ophthalmic and so on; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [37984/19]
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19/09/2019WRF03300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Reducing waiting time for patients for hos-
pital operations and procedures is a key priority for Government. In this regard, the Govern-
ment is committed to improving waiting times for hospital appointments and procedures.

Budget 2019 announced that the Government has further increased investment in tackling 
waiting lists, with funding to the National Treatment Purchase Fund (NTPF) increasing from 
€55 million in 2018 to €75 million in 2019. The joint Department of Health/HSE/NTPF Sched-
uled Care Access Plan 2019 was published in March and sets out measures to improve access 
for patients waiting for scheduled care this year. The plan places a strong focus on ten high-
volume Inpatient/Day Case procedures. 

The NTPF advise that over recent months they have placed a particular focus on engag-
ing with hospital groups and individual hospitals to identify waiting list proposals. The NTPF 
welcomes proposals from all acute hospitals for initiatives to improve access for patients on 
waiting lists.

The data requested by the Deputy is outlined in the attached document contained in the link 
below.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-09-19_pq128-19-09-2019_en.docx  “>Saolta IPDC</a>]

19/09/2019WRF03400Hospital Staff Data

19/09/2019WRF03500129. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the number of agency and 
staff nurses on duty on 13 September 2019 at Children’s Health Ireland at Connolly Hospital, 
Temple Street Children’s University Hospital, Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital and Tallaght 
Hospital, respectively; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37985/19]

19/09/2019WRF03600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Children’s Health Ireland to respond to you directly, as soon as possible.

19/09/2019WRF03700Hospital Staff Data

19/09/2019WRF03800130. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the way in which staff and 
agency nurses are allocated and or assigned by children’s hospital in Dublin; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [37986/19]

19/09/2019WRF03900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Children’s Health Ireland to respond to you directly, as soon as possible. 

19/09/2019WRF04000Hospital Complaints Procedures

19/09/2019WRF04100131. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health if his attention has been 
drawn to complaints regarding patient care and or patient conditions at Our Lady’s Children’s 
Hospital Crumlin to date in 2019; the nature of the issues brought to his attention regarding 
the hospital and patient care and or conditions; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[37987/19]

19/09/2019WRF04200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
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Children’s Health Ireland to respond to you directly, as soon as possible.

19/09/2019WRF04300Electronic Cigarettes

19/09/2019WRF04400132. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Health if he will introduce legislation 
to ban the advertisement of vaping; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37988/19]

19/09/2019WRF04500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): E-cigarettes are regulated under the Euro-
pean Union (Manufacture, Presentation and Sale of Tobacco and Related Products) Regulations 
2016 (S.I. 271/2016). These Regulations prohibit advertisements for e-cigarettes online and in 
printed publications except for those directed at persons in the e-cigarette industry or publica-
tions printed and published outside the EU and intended for markets outside the EU. In addi-
tion, advertisements for e-cigarettes are prohibited on television, on-demand television services 
and on radio. Finally, any form of contribution to an event, activity or person with the aim of 
promoting e-cigarettes and with a cross-border effect is also prohibited.

In addition to the EU regulations, my Department is currently developing a draft scheme 
for a Public Health (Tobacco Products and Nicotine Inhaling Products) Bill. The Bill will in-
clude provisions to prohibit the sale of nicotine inhaling products such as e-cigarettes by and to 
persons under the age of 18 and introduce a new licensing system for the retail sale of nicotine-
inhaling products such as e-cigarettes. 

19/09/2019WRF04600Disability Services Funding

19/09/2019WRF04700133. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Health if he will address a matter 
(details supplied) regarding funding; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37989/19]

19/09/2019WRF04800Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRF04900Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Data

19/09/2019WRF05000134. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health the number of persons on a 
waiting list for CAMHS by CHO, LHO, age category and time waiting. [37998/19]

19/09/2019WRF05100Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

19/09/2019WRF05200Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Staff
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19/09/2019WRF05300135. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health the number of posts in whole-
time equivalent terms employed by the HSE in the child and adolescent mental health services 
in each CHO and LHO. [37999/19]

19/09/2019WRF05400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

19/09/2019WRF05500Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRF05600136. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the national forensic mental 
health service, Portrane, has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38031/19]

19/09/2019WRF05700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the new National Forensic Mental Health Service Hospital at Por-
trane, which is currently under construction and is expected to become operational next year.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF05800Hospitals Building Programme

19/09/2019WRF05900137. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the National Rehabilitation 
Hospital redevelopment has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38032/19]

19/09/2019WRF06000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the redevelopment of the National Rehabilitation Hospital in Dún 
Laoghaire, which is currently under construction and is expected to become operational next 
year.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF06100Hospitals Building Programme

19/09/2019WRF06200138. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Cork University Hospital 
radiation oncology unit has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38033/19]

19/09/2019WRF06300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
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lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the new radiation oncology development at Cork University Hos-
pital, which is currently being equipped and commissioned and is expected to become opera-
tional by the end of this year.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF06400Hospitals Building Programme

19/09/2019WRF06500139. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Waterford University Hos-
pital ward block has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the estimated 
cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38034/19]

19/09/2019WRF06600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes a new ward block development at University Hospital Waterford, 
which is expected to be completed by the end of this year.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF06700Hospitals Building Programme

19/09/2019WRF06800140. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if phases 2 to 4 of the clinical 
decision unit (details supplied) at Our Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda has been completed; if not, 
when it is expected to be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38035/19]

19/09/2019WRF06900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes a number of developments at Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, 
Drogheda, which are expected to be completed and become operational by the end of this year.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF07000Hospitals Building Programme

19/09/2019WRF07100141. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Letterkenny University 
Hospital rebuild including radiology has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be com-
pleted; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38036/19]
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19/09/2019WRF07200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes a number of projects at Letterkenny University Hospital, which 
are currently under construction, including the replacement radiology department.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRF07300Public Private Partnerships

19/09/2019WRF07400142. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the primary care centres bundle 
public private project has been completed; the centres within the bundle that have been com-
pleted; the centres not completed to date; the cost of the entire bundle; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38052/19]

19/09/2019WRF07500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Public Private Partnership (PPP) pro-
gramme has delivered a bundle 14 Primary Care Centres (PCCs) at various locations across the 
country. All PCCs in the bundle have been completed and are now operational.

This Primary Care Centre project is being delivered as a design, build, finance, and operate 
model (DBFOM). The PPP Company is responsible for the design and build of the 14 PCCs 
(now completed) and is responsible for providing services, which include facilities  manage-
ment services, for the 25 year contract period during which the  HSE will pay the consortium a 
total annual unitary charge payment of  circa €17m per annum, in monthly instalments. At the 
end of this 25 year period  the centres will be handed over to the HSE who will be responsible  
directly for the facility management services provided previously by PPP company.

The costs for the construction phase of the project are estimated at €140 million. Up to half 
the construction cost is funded by the European  Investment Bank (EIB), the European Union’s 
strategic infrastructure  bank and funds both public and private sector projects that meet the key 
criteria of delivering a positive social impact. The other two funders are  commercial lenders - 
the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFG (BTMU) and Talanx Asset Management.

19/09/2019WRG00200National Maternity Hospital Status

19/09/2019WRG00300143. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the national maternity hospital 
capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the project is expected to 
go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38058/19]

19/09/2019WRG00400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the relocation of the National Maternity Hospital from Holles 
Street to the St Vincent’s University Hospital campus. 

The Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infrastruc-
ture projects and has advised that the enabling works for this project are currently underway, 
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including the construction of the decant facility comprising the new pharmacy block and an 
extension to the carpark at St Vincent’s Hospital. These works will facilitate the construction of 
the new hospital, which is expected to commence in late 2020 or early 2021.

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished.  The final decision to proceed with the construction of a project cannot be made until the 
tender process has been completed and the costings reviewed to ensure that the proposal deliv-
ers value for money and remains affordable, and that sufficient funding is available to fund the 
project to completion, including equipping and commissioning costs.

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.

The HSE actively manages the capital programme in order to ensure it has flexibility to 
progress as many projects as possible within the available funding, particularly in the event of 
any project not progressing as anticipated. 

The HSE has advised that the capital expenditure to date in 2019 for this project is €11.44m 
(as at August) and the expected full year spend for 2019 is estimated at €24m.

19/09/2019WRG00500Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRG00600144. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Naas General Hospital en-
doscopy suite capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the project 
is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be 
completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38059/19]

19/09/2019WRG00700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes a number of projects at Naas General Hospital, including the 
development of new units for endoscopy, day procedures, physical medicine and oncology, for 
which planning permission has been granted.

The Health Service  Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure  projects and has advised that this project is anticipated to go to  tender in 2020, with 
construction expected to commence in 2021 for completion in late  2022.

The Capital Plan also includes a new acute mental health unit, for which the design team 
been appointed and the design is being progressed with a view to making an application for 
planning permission in the first half of 2020.

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished.  The final decision to proceed with the construction of a project cannot be made until the 
tender process has been completed and the costings reviewed to ensure that the proposal deliv-
ers value for money and remains affordable, and that sufficient funding is available to fund the 
project to completion, including equipping and commissioning costs. 
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The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.  

The HSE actively manages the capital programme in order to ensure it has flexibility to 
progress as many projects as possible within the available funding, particularly in the event of 
any project not progressing as anticipated. 

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter. 

19/09/2019WRG00800Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRG00900145. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Sligo acute mental health 
capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the project is expected to 
go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the 
estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38060/19]

19/09/2019WRG01000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes a new acute mental health unit at Sligo University Hospital, 
which is currently under construction.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRG01100Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRG01200146. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Clonmel ward accommoda-
tion and outpatients department capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38061/19]

19/09/2019WRG01300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes new accommodation at South Tipperary General Hospital, Clon-
mel, which is nearing completion.

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRG01400Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRG01500147. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health if the Sligo central sterile services 
department has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the project is expected to 
go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the 
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estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38062/19]

19/09/2019WRG01600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the new central sterile services department (CSSD) at Sligo Uni-
versity Hospital, which is currently at design stage.

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished. 

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.

The HSE actively manages the capital programme in order to ensure it has flexibility to 
progress as many projects as possible within the available funding, particularly in the event of 
any project not progressing as anticipated. 

As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRG01700Hospitals Capital Programme

19/09/2019WRG01800148. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the stage the University College 
Hospital Galway, radiation oncology unit project is at; when the project will go out for tender; 
when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of 
the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38087/19]

19/09/2019WRG01900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021 outlining 250 projects to be progressed over the three-year 
period.

The Capital Plan includes the new radiation oncology unit at University Hospital Galway, 
for which enabling works are currently underway in anticipation that construction will com-
mence in 2020.

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished.  The final decision to proceed with the construction of a project cannot be made until the 
tender process has been completed and the costings reviewed to ensure that the proposal deliv-
ers value for money and remains affordable, and that sufficient funding is available to fund the 
project to completion, including equipping and commissioning costs.

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.

The HSE actively manages the capital programme in order to ensure it has flexibility to 
progress as many projects as possible within the available funding, particularly in the event of 
any project not progressing as anticipated. 
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As the Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infra-
structure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond to you directly in relation to this matter.

19/09/2019WRG02000Patient Transfers

19/09/2019WRG02100149. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health the reason a patient (details 
supplied) referred from Letterkenny University Hospital to St. James’s Hospital, Dublin was 
returned to Letterkenny University Hospital; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38104/19]

19/09/2019WRG02200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

19/09/2019WRG02300Patient Transfers

19/09/2019WRG02400150. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health the reason a person (details sup-
plied) was not informed of a decision to return their referral from St. James’s Hospital, Dublin 
to Letterkenny University Hospital; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38105/19]

19/09/2019WRG02500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

19/09/2019WRG02600Hospital Appointments Status
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19/09/2019WRG02700151. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health when a person (details sup-
plied) will receive an appointment for a procedure at St. James’s Hospital; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [38106/19]

19/09/2019WRG02800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

19/09/2019WRG02900Respite Care Services Provision

19/09/2019WRG03000152. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health the reason a respite care allo-
cation was reduced for a person (details supplied) in County Donegal; when a full respite care 
service will be reinstated; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38107/19]

19/09/2019WRG03100Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the ser-
vices they choose and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs 
and plan their lives. 

This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, which is guid-
ed by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for people with 
disabilities.  

The Programme for Partnership Government states that the Government wishes to provide 
more accessible respite care to facilitate full support for people with a disability.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRG03200Hospital Appointments Status

19/09/2019WRG03300153. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health when a person (details sup-
plied) in County Donegal can expect to receive an appointment for an assessment; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38108/19]

19/09/2019WRG03400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
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plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRG03500Rehabilitation Training Allowance Payments

19/09/2019WRG03600154. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health if he will reinstate the rehabili-
tation training allowance for new entrants; if his attention has been drawn to the difficulty the 
decision to terminate the payment is having on new entrants; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [38109/19]

19/09/2019WRG03700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): This Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives.  The commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

The payment of the Rehabilitative Training (RT) Bonus came into place on the transition 
of Rehabilitative / Training Programmes to the HSE following the dissolution of the National 
Rehabilitation Board in June 2000. 

The decision to phase out the Rehabilitative Training (RT) Bonus payment is designed 
to bring equity and consistency between people with a disability attending HSE funded rehabil-
itative training programmes who receive the payment, and those attending similar HSE funded 
Day Services or in other State schemes such as further education and training, who do not.  

This action will ensure all HSE funded Day Services are provided on an equitable basis and 
will also ensure that the use of finite resources is maximised. 

The Rehabilitative Training (RT) Bonus Payment is a historical payment, introduced in July 
2001, aligned with a similar FÁS Training Bonus. However, during 2011 the FÁS Training Bo-
nus was reduced to €20.00 and then eliminated the following year while to date the RT Bonus 
Payment has continued to be paid in the Health Sector  

It is worth remembering that:

- There is no cut in the number of RT places available

- there is no cut in payment of the bonus - those who have it will continue to receive it for 
the remainder of their RT Placement

- All participants continue to be eligible for Disability Allowance of €203 per week

- All participants continue to be eligible for a free travel pass

- No expectation of an additional RT bonus payment has been created by HSE for 2019 par-
ticipants

The redirected funding (€3.7 m over 4 years), which will be ring-fenced, will facilitate 148 
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full day placements or 370 enhanced day places nationally based on priority need.   

Each CHO will have the flexibility to redirect its own savings to address local service re-
quirements. The HSE will put in place a monitoring system and regularly report the additional 
placements realised to the Department of Health

19/09/2019WRG03800Alcohol Advertising

19/09/2019WRG03900155. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Health if online influencers are subject 
to the provisions of the Public Health (Alcohol) Act 2018; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38128/19]

19/09/2019WRG04000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Section 13 of the Public Health (Alcohol) 
Act regulates the content of alcohol advertisements including that such advertisements must 
contain only factual information about the product and must contain prescribed health warnings 
and details of a public health website on alcohol. 

Section 13 has not yet been commenced. It is my intention to commence it after the neces-
sary regulations under the section have been developed and assessed at EU level. Currently the 
regulations are the subject of a public consultation. 

After section 13 comes into operation it will ultimately be a matter for a court to decide 
whether a particular communication such as that from a social influencer constitutes an adver-
tisement under the Act.  

19/09/2019WRG04100Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Provision

19/09/2019WRG04200156. Deputy John McGuinness asked the Minister for Health the options and interventions 
being put in place for the long-term care by CAMHS of a person (details supplied); if family 
support will be provided in this case; and if he will expedite the matter. [38129/19]

19/09/2019WRG04300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

19/09/2019WRG04400Home Care Packages Provision

19/09/2019WRG04500157. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Health when home support assistance 
will be allocated to a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38141/19]

19/09/2019WRG04600Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

19/09/2019WRG04700Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRG04800158. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the number of civil servants 
who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were bound by a 
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cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector by grade, year 
and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38154/19]

19/09/2019WRG04900159. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the number of civil servants 
who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten years who were not bound by a 
cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private sector by grade, year, 
and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38170/19]

19/09/2019WRG05000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 158 and 
159 together.

Civil Servants at my Department are subject to the terms of the Civil Service Code of Stan-
dards and Behaviour.  Section 20 of the said Code addresses the matter of officials engaging in 
private sector employment or in consultancy work following resignation or retirement.

Section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, 2015 addresses the matter of Designated 
Public Officials engaging in employment and or consultancy work following resignation or 
retirement.

Under the Code of Practice and the Regulation of Lobbying Act, the onus is on the individu-
al former employee to inform and seek consent from the appropriate authority, i.e. the Secretary 
General of the Department or the Outside Appointments Board, as appropriate.  This consent is 
required if they intend to take up employment within one year of their retirement or resignation 
which could constitute a conflict of interest in the context of section 20 of the Code of Conduct.

19/09/2019WRG05200Home Care Packages

19/09/2019WRG05300160. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Health the measures he plans 
to take as part of the winter plan initiative to alleviate the backlog at present in allocating home 
help hours in County Donegal; if his attention has been drawn to the fact that the present wait-
ing times are the longest ever in duration and that the current length of time to obtain a home 
care package is up to 20 weeks before patients can avail of hours approved; if his attention has 
been further drawn to the fact that this is having an adverse effect on bed occupation in hospitals 
nationally; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38180/19]

19/09/2019WRG05400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The Department of 
Health is engaging extensively with the HSE in the context of planning for winter, including 
consideration of the response to dealing with current challenges such as the high level of de-
layed transfers of care. While this engagement continues the HSE has been authorised to un-
dertake immediate action to mitigate the challenges. Discussion will continue over the coming 
weeks having regard to the Estimates 2020 process.

I have asked the HSE to reply directly to the Deputy regarding the current challenges expe-
rienced in County Donegal in relation to home support hours.

19/09/2019WRG05500Hospital Overcrowding

19/09/2019WRG05600161. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Health if the short-stay unit 
consisting of 20 beds at Letterkenny University Hospital, County Donegal will be fully funded 
under the winter plan initiative; if the unit will be fully staffed and resourced in order that it 
can play its part in alleviating overcrowding at the hospital which is already exercising its full 
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capacity protocol; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38181/19]

19/09/2019WRG05700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I wish to acknowledge the distress over-
crowded Emergency Departments cause to patients, their families, and front-line staff working 
in very challenging conditions in hospitals throughout the country. My Department is engaging 
extensively with the HSE this year to identify mitigating actions to bring down trolley numbers 
and waiting times in the ED in the face of growing demand. 

The Health Service Capacity Review, published last year, was clear on the need for a major 
investment in additional capacity in both hospital and community – combined with a wide scale 
reform of the manner and the location of where health services are provided.

Since 2017, an additional 267 beds have been opened. The Capacity Programme for 2019 
provides for the following increases in capacity, as set out in the National Service Plan 2019:

- The provision of 75 acute beds and 70 community beds under the Winter Plan 2018/19 – 
the HSE has confirmed that all the acute beds and 59 community beds have opened to date. This 
includes 5 acute beds that opened in Letterkenny University Hospital in June 2019.

- 47 additional beds, including the 40-bed modular build in South Tipperary General Hospi-
tal (STGH), 3 HDU beds in the Mater Hospital and 4 HDU beds in Cork University Hospital.

- preparation of 202 beds, of which 16 are critical care, during 2019, with a view to bringing 
this extra capacity into operation in the first quarter of 2020.

- Commencement of works on a 60-bed modular ward in University Hospital Limerick

With regard to the specific questions the Deputy has asked, as this is a service matter, I have 
asked the HSE to respond directly.  

19/09/2019WRG05800Home Care Packages Provision

19/09/2019WRG05900162. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health when a home care package 
and or home help hours will be offered in the case of a person (details supplied); and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38188/19]

19/09/2019WRG06000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

19/09/2019WRG06100Speech and Language Therapy Provision

19/09/2019WRG06200163. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health if his attention has been drawn 
to the difficulties being experienced by users when trying to access speech and language ser-
vices at a hospital (details supplied) during the maternity leave of the post holder; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38191/19]

19/09/2019WRG06300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

19/09/2019WRG06400Disability Support Services Provision
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19/09/2019WRG06500164. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health if a vacant post for a special 
needs counsellor  (details supplied) in west County Donegal  has been filled; the reason for the 
delay in having a permanent post holder take up the position; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [38192/19]

19/09/2019WRG06600Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRG06700Disability Support Services Provision

19/09/2019WRG06800165. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Health if his attention has been drawn 
to the difficulties service users are encountering in having referrals to vital services, including 
respite, due to a special needs counsellor post (details supplied) in  County Donegal remaining 
unfilled; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38193/19]

19/09/2019WRG06900Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy

19/09/2019WRG07000Medical Card Applications

19/09/2019WRG07100166. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health when applications for med-
ical cards submitted will be awarded in the case of a person (details supplied); and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38210/19]

19/09/2019WRG07200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRG07300European Health Insurance Card

19/09/2019WRG07400167. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health if a person (details sup-
plied) has an entitlement to health insurance cover in respect of their attendance at Connolly 
Hospital, Blanchardstown; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38212/19]

19/09/2019WRG07500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The HSE informs me that if the EHIC for 
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which details were provided by the Deputy has a validity date which predates the time of the 
treatment in question being received,  then they should provide details of this card to the institu-
tion which treated them.  The institution will then be able in a position to process the charges 
under the EHIC scheme rather than charging the individual personally.

If, however, the EHIC which the Deputy refers to in his question has a date of issue which 
is later than the period in which the treatment was received, then the person concerned should 
contact the authority in their competent Member State which issued the EHIC.  The per-
son should request a temporary certificate verifying that they had cover for necessary health 
care during a temporary stay in another EU\EEA Member State for the period when they were 
receiving treatment in this State.  This temporary certificate may then be given to the institution 
of treatment who will then be in a position to process the charges under the EHIC scheme rather 
than charging the individual personally.

19/09/2019WRH00200Equine Data

19/09/2019WRH00300168. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the estimated cost of establishing a national equine database to record microchipped equine. 
[37958/19]

19/09/2019WRH00400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The establish-
ment of a central equine database became a requirement across the EU with the introduction of 
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/262 on 1st January 2016. However, my De-
partment established a central equine database well before the required date, in May 2013.  

Equine passports are issued in Ireland by a number of approved Passport Issuing Organisa-
tions (PIOs). My Department’s central equine database is populated by these organisations with 
relevant equine registration data dating back to 1st January 1990. 

The minimum information required to be recorded on the central equine database is set out 
at Article 38 of Regulation 262/2015. 

Given that my Department established a central equine database in 2013 that operates in 
accordance with EU and national legislation and records the microchip numbers of all equines 
required to be implanted with same, the database referred to by the Deputy already exists and 
there are no further costs involved.

19/09/2019WRH00500Organic Farming Scheme

19/09/2019WRH00600169. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
views on the organic farming scheme (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [37981/19]

19/09/2019WRH00700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Organic 
Farming Scheme (OFS) is part of Ireland’s Rural Development Plan and has met all targets for 
the present programming period in terms of intake and area.

A Strategic Review of the Organic Sector was carried out to assess the justification for re-
opening

the OFS, looking to best economic and environmental outcomes. Based on this assessment, 
the scheme was reopened in December 2018 for a limited period focusing on areas that are in 
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deficit, namely organic horticulture, tillage and dairy. 

I have no plans, therefore, to reopen the current Organic Farming Scheme for applications 
but will review this position in light of the next CAP.  In this regard, I would encourage all 
stakeholders to engage with the current consultation process on the next CAP to make their 
views known on which types of schemes should be included. 

19/09/2019WRH00800Fallen Animal Collection Scheme

19/09/2019WRH00900170. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of animals processed through the fallen animal scheme which was in place from 2001 
to 2009; the cost in this regard; the cost of the 48 month plus subsidy scheme; the number of 
animals processed since its inception; when he plans to recommence talks with the knackeries 
across the country; if his attention has been drawn to the impact this is having on farms due to 
the warm weather; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38020/19]

19/09/2019WRH01000176. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the number of animals processed under the fallen animal scheme in each of the years 2001 to 
2009; the cost of the scheme; the number of animals processed through the current TSE subsidy 
scheme since its inception; the cost involved; if his attention has been drawn to the environ-
mental implications of the non-collection of fallen animals during the current warm weather; 
his plans for engagement with an association (details supplied) to resolve the impasse; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38132/19]

19/09/2019WRH01100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 170 and 176 together.

The objective of the Fallen Animal Subsidy Scheme is to facilitate the collection and TSE 
testing of over 48 month fallen bovine animals and ovines where required by EU Regulations. 

The scheme was introduced on the 16th   April 2009, and to date over 624,000 bovines 
have been processed through the scheme at a cost of €73.6m. Under the earlier Fallen Animal 
Scheme (2001 to  April 2009), payment was made based on tonnage of animal collected rather 
than on an individual animal basis.  Expenditure under this scheme amounted to €166m.  

The potential environmental impact of non-collection of fallen stock is of great importance 
to my Department and, to that end, discussions have taken place between the Animal Collectors 
Association and my Department officials on the animal collection service.  

Following those intensive discussions, agreement has been reached that enables the collec-
tion of fallen animals to resume from 17th   September.  My Department has also issued cor-
respondence to ACA confirming the agreement reached at the meeting.  

Further discussions between my Department and the ACA are planned to progress issues 
relating to supports for the animal collection service.

19/09/2019WRH01200Regeneration Projects Status

19/09/2019WRH01300171. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if the 
remediation of Haulbowline Island has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be com-
pleted; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38027/19]
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19/09/2019WRH01400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): My Depart-
ment assumed responsibility for remediation works at Haulbowline Island on behalf of the Irish 
Government in 2012 with a particular focus on bringing about compliance with the terms of a 
CJEU judgment (Case C-494/01) under the Waste Framework Directive concerning the East 
Tip site.  Funding for the remediation project is currently provided to my Department, in accor-
dance with the specific conditions set out by the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, 
on an annual basis up to the completion date of the remediation works. 

Expenditure by my Department at the end of 2018 stood at €23m. This figure is comprised 
of expenditure on regularising the planning and licensing requirements for the East Tip reme-
diation, engaging in preparatory works, completing necessary site investigations amongst other 
elements and the remediation works on the East Tip itself.

The East Tip works are the most significant element of the remediation project.  In the pe-
riod up to 2017, expenditure was focussed on preparing for and securing the necessary planning 
and waste licence consents for the East Tip remediation and upgrading the island infrastructure 
in anticipation of works. Following the signing of contracts in July 2017, the remediation works 
commenced and, in December 2018, I visited the site to see that the works had been substan-
tially completed.  Activity in 2019 to date has involved the resolution of minor finishing works 
and the completion of the access road to the site.  

While the priority has been remediation of the East Tip, work on assessing a suitable solu-
tion for the former steelworks factory site has also been advanced in preparation for the next 
phase of the remediation project. Detailed site investigations have been undertaken and the 
preparation of an application for planning consent has also been advanced. The Government 
has decided that the Minister for Defence will be the ultimate owner of Haulbowline Island, 
in keeping with the main occupancy of the island being the headquarters for the Irish Naval 
Service.  Any remediation solution for these areas will need to be cognisant of their likely long 
term use.

The Department of Defence has advised that it has engaged specialist engineers to examine 
the areas in question in order to explore the potential of these areas for naval operations in the 
future which will inform and direct remediation works in the first instance.  Information from 
site investigation studies and assessments to date has been made available to the Department of 
Defence to assist in this work.

19/09/2019WRH01500Food Industry Development

19/09/2019WRH01600172. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if the 
national food innovation hub has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; 
the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38028/19]

19/09/2019WRH01700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): In line with 
the strategic recommendation in Food Wise 2025, Teagasc plan to construct a National Food In-
novation Hub at their Food Research Centre in Moorepark, Co. Cork. The principal objective is 
to create a business innovation network involving dairy companies and research institutes with 
a focus on food, health and nutrition. Teagasc is proactively working to progress the project in 
compliance with the Public Spending Code and Public Procurement requirements. 

I am advised by Teagasc that planning permission has been received and, following a com-
petitive tendering exercise, a main contractor has been selected. The development is expected to 
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be completed in the final quarter of 2020. The estimated cost is €8.8m, funded from my Depart-
ment’s capital allocation on a phased basis.  The amount allocated to date is €900,000.

19/09/2019WRH01800Food Industry Development

19/09/2019WRH01900173. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if the 
prepared consumer food innovation centre has been completed; if not, when it is expected to 
be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38029/19]

19/09/2019WRH02000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Prepared 
Consumer Foods (PCF) sector plays a pivotal role in the Irish agri-food sector. Prepared con-
sumer food exports increased by 30% from €2 billion in 2012 to over €2.6 billion in 2018. In 
2018, the UK accounted for 68% of PCF food and drink exports. The sector is, therefore, sig-
nificantly exposed to the impact of Brexit and is challenged by the fact that most PCF com-
panies are small and investment in research and innovation within the sector has traditionally 
been low.

Recognising the need to assist PCF companies to respond and adapt to these challenges, I 
announced in Budget 2018, the allocation of €5m for the development of a Prepared Consumer 
Foods Centre (PCFC) in Teagasc, Ashtown, under the National Development Plan for the pur-
chase of capital equipment which companies could pilot, with the assistance of Teagasc Food 
Technologists, with a view to scaling up their production, innovating or reformulating prod-
ucts.  The PCF Centre was officially opened on 18th   October 2018, ahead of schedule. 

I secured an additional €5 million in Budget 2019 to build on this investment by providing 
funding for incubation units, in addition to the purchase of equipment for nutritional measure-
ment and quality and sensory analysis.

The Centre has, to date, assisted 50 companies to innovate and diversify products and their 
market focus, in order to help mitigate the negative impact of Brexit and to grow the indigenous 
PCF sector. 

To date, €6.5 million of equipment has been purchased in total, and it is expected that the 
remaining €3.5 million, will be committed by the end of 2019. 

The further development of PCF centre will continue to be assessed in light of the demands 
of the sector and its performance.  Ultimately, the long-term vision is to develop a Centre of 
Excellence with world-class research and technological services, providing opportunities to 
develop greater value added, to integrate better into the agri-food value chain and to address the 
wider sustainability issues facing the sector.

19/09/2019WRH02100Hare Coursing Regulation

19/09/2019WRH02200174. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
views on correspondence from an organisation (details supplied) regarding the greyhound in-
dustry and licences; and the latest data regarding the questions raised in same in tabular form. 
[38123/19]

19/09/2019WRH02300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Coursing is 
regulated under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly by the Irish Coursing Club (ICC), 
subject to the general control and direction of Bord na gCon.
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 Hare coursing is managed and regulated by the ICC.  The organisation consists of 89 af-
filiated clubs from Ireland and Northern Ireland, all of whom must abide by the ICC’s rules 
and regulations.

 The granting of licenses for the netting and tagging of hares, is a matter for the Department 
of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht – National Parks & Wildlife Service.  One of the condi-
tions of these licenses is that hares can only be collected for coursing by those clubs which are 
affiliated to the ICC and must be done in strict accordance with the terms and conditions of 
these licenses.  

Due to the outbreak of the RHD-2 virus, the netting and tagging licences which had issued 
by the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht to the Irish Coursing Club for the 
2019/2020 coursing season remain suspended.   My Department will continue to offer labora-
tory services to support the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht in their monitor-
ing of the current outbreak.

19/09/2019WRH02400Brexit Staff

19/09/2019WRH02500175. Deputy Lisa Chambers asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of additional staff that are trained and in place to deal with Brexit; the number expected 
to be in place by 31 October 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38126/19]

19/09/2019WRH02600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): With respect 
to addressing Brexit contingencies, my Department continues to participate actively in the 
Whole-of-Government approach to preparedness and contingency planning for Brexit. The 
Government sanctioned in the region of €4m for the commencement of a phased process for 
the recruitment of additional staff to carry out increased volumes of import controls and export 
certification arising from Brexit.

These requirements are significant, and arise in relation to the carrying out of documentary, 
identity and physical checks on imports of animals, plants, and products of animal and plant 
origin, as set out in EU legislation. My Department had previously carried out an extensive 
analysis exercise to establish the potential volumes of controls that will need to be carried out. 
This exercise has been used, where appropriate, to guide relevant planning in relation to putting 
in place the staff that will be required. 

Regarding staffing requirements, at all stages, my Department has sought to use a combina-
tion of recruitment, redeployment and temporary flexible solutions, such as contracted veteri-
nary services, where appropriate and as necessary. Given the level of uncertainty surrounding 
Brexit, my Department’s approach has been to adopt, where possible, options that offer a degree 
of flexibility, such as internal short term redeployment and contracted services, whilst ensuring, 
in conjunction and cooperation with our recruitment partners, the Public Appointments Service 
(PAS), that avenues for more permanent recruitment are available and can be drawn from as 
necessary. This approach is with a view to being able to address requirements in the near to 
medium term across various possible contingencies, from the negative end of the spectrum in 
terms of a no deal-Brexit to more benign contingencies of a Brexit based on a deal between the 
EU and the UK. 

 Focussing on immediate initial requirements, in the area of East-West import and export 
controls for UK product into Ireland, in the event of a no-deal Brexit on October 31st, my De-
partment will have 240 staff resources available across a range of disciplines in both front line 
control and back up administrative spheres. This overall number will include recruits, rede-
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ployed staff and contracted Private Veterinary Practitioners (PVPs  )

Overall, the key grades where the majority of deployment will occur are in veterinary and 
portal inspector roles on the animals and products of animal origin side, as well as agricultural 
and forestry inspectors and portal inspectors on the plant health and forestry side. In terms of 
recruitment, engagement with PAS is ongoing

It is important to note that staffing estimates are provided on the basis of a disorderly Brexit 
using the infrastructure that is expected to be available in Dublin and Rosslare ports in October. 
The development of additional infrastructure has the potential to have a knock-on effect on the 
numbers of staff required, and this contingency is being actively examined. Estimates may also 
need to be revised in light of any new political developments or on foot of any changes to the 
UK’s requirements, particularly regarding export certification.

In the context of an initial uncertain period in the event of a no-deal Brexit, it will be nec-
essary to carefully observe how operational arrangements with respect to staffing are bedding 
down. Furthermore, it will also be necessary to observe how a no-deal Brexit might evolve, 
given the ongoing potential staffing effects.

I remain confident that my Department is in a position to deliver the services required in 
terms of both imports and exports at the appropriate time.

  Question No. 176 answered with Question No. 170.

19/09/2019WRH02800Weather Events

19/09/2019WRH02900177. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
assistance will be provided to farmers in the Shannon Callows who have lost fodder, aftergrass 
and to those that have been forced to house cattle early due to flooding; the engagement that 
he has had with Waterways Ireland and the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
regarding works at Meelick weir; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38136/19]

19/09/2019WRH03000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I am aware 
of the impact that recent bouts of unfavourable weather has had on farmers in certain regions 
including the Shannon Callows.   As you will be aware, the Minister of State for the Office of 
Public Works and Flood Relief, Mr. Kevin  Moran T.D., recently announced a range of mea-
sures to alleviate flooding in the affected area. 

In recognising the major challenges faced by the farming sector and the important role that 
various schemes operated by my Department play in underpinning the viability of many farms, 
last month I secured agreement from the European Commission that will allow for a higher 
rate of advance payments under the 2019 Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) and a number of Rural 
Development Schemes. 

In this regard, the rate of advance payment payable under the BPS from 16th   October 
has been increased from 50% to 70%.  In addition, the rate of advance payments under Rural 
Development schemes such as GLAS and the Sheep Welfare Scheme has been increased from 
75% to 85%.

Additionally, I have secured a funding increase to the Areas of Natural Constraints (ANC) 
Scheme which brings the total budget this year to €250m.  On foot of changes to EU Regula-
tions, payments under the ANC Scheme will be made in two instalments this year.  The initial 
instalment of 85% worth €168.5m is scheduled to commence this week, with the balancing 
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payments of 15% commencing in early December. These supports provides a major injection 
of funds to the farming community at an important time.

The Deputy will be aware that, broadly speaking, weather conditions have been favourable 
this year for farming and, given the significant availability of fodder countrywide, there are no 
plans to introduce fodder support measures this year.  

19/09/2019WRH03100Areas of Natural Constraint Scheme Payments

19/09/2019WRH03200178. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine when payment will issue to a person (details supplied) under the area based payment 
scheme for 2018; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38138/19]

19/09/2019WRH03300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The person 
named applied for the 2018 Areas of Natural Constraints Scheme on 15 May 2018.

Under the terms and conditions of the 2018 scheme, participants in the scheme are required 
to notify the Department of farm-to-farm movements of sheep.  In this case, the required noti-
fication was not completed and payment has thus not issued. 

Officials from my Department are in contact with the person named with a view to obtaining 
the outstanding information required in order to facilitate payment.

19/09/2019WRH03400Beef Industry

19/09/2019WRH03500179. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
outcome of the recent discussions with stakeholders relating to the difficulties facing the beef 
sector; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38140/19]

19/09/2019WRH03600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef stakeholders, facilitated by my Department, since 
early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on Sunday 15 
September. I have also had ongoing contacts with farming organisations, representatives and 
individual farmers to try to seek a resolution to this dispute.

 The parties to the Agreement reached on 15 September are:

- Meat Industry Ireland                                           

- Irish Cattle and Sheep Farmers Association

- Macra na Feirme                                                     

- Independent Farmers Organisation of Ireland

- Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers Association            

- Beef Plan Movement

- Irish Farmers Association                                        

- Irish Natura and Hill Farmers Association

The full text of the Agreement is available at:
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  https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15Sep-
tember170919.pdf

 The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

 As part of the deal, beef producers will benefit from an immediate   increase in a range of 
bonuses, as follows:

- an increase of 66% in the current in-spec bonus for steers and heifers from 12c/kg  to 20c/
kg;

- the introduction of a new bonus of 8c/kg for steers and heifers aged between 30 to 36 
months,  which meet all non-age related existing in-spec criteria, and which up to now  have 
not received any bonus; 

- the introduction of a new in-spec bonus of 12c/kg for steers and heifers under 30 months 
in the categories of grade O- and fat score 4+ , which currently do not qualify for any bonus.

- the in-spec 70 day residency requirement will be reduced to 60 days on the last farm.

These measures offer an immediate financial benefit for beef farmers. They both increase 
the level of bonus being paid and increase significantly the number of animals which are eli-
gible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of all steer and heifers slaughtered will 
now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid. 

A Beef Market Task Force will be established to provide leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability.  I will appoint an independent Chair for the Taskforce, which will include my 
Department, relevant State agencies and nominees from farm organisations and the meat indus-
try.  The Taskforce will provide for a robust implementation structure for commitments entered 
into in this Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the Beef 
Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stakeholders, 
including retailers and regulatory authorities.

My Department is proactively engaging with several potential beef Producer Organisations, 
which have the potential to strengthen the bargaining power of beef farmers in the supply chain. 
The first beef Producer Organisation was approved by my Department last week.

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. For example:

- an immediate scientific review of the Quality Payment Grid by Teagasc;

- an independent review of market and customer requirements, specifically in relation to the 
four in-spec bonus criteria currently in operation in the Irish beef sector;

The agreed measures set a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in 
the beef supply chain, primarily farmers.  The entry into force of the Agreement is contingent 
on the cessation of all protests and blockades.  All parties to the Agreement took responsibility 
for ensuring that this would happen, by recommending the Agreement to those they represent.  
I would appeal to all those still protesting to consider the agreement carefully and to give it a 
chance to take effect, in the interest of their fellow farmers and the future of the beef sector.
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19/09/2019WRH03700Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRH03800180. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten 
years who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the 
private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [38144/19]

19/09/2019WRH03900181. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department in the past ten 
years who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in 
the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [38160/19]

19/09/2019WRH04000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 180 and 181 together.

As Civil Servants, staff in my Department have a responsibility to ensure that their work is 
carried out to the highest possible standards at all times.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour, which was introduced in accordance 
with the Standards in Public Office Act 2001 sets out a framework within which all Civil Ser-
vants must carry out their duties.  The Code upholds the core values of honesty, integrity, equal-
ity, fairness, respect and impartiality. 

Under Section 20 of the Code, all Civil Servants must obtain approval from the Secretary 
General of the Department prior to taking up an offer of appointment or consultancy follow-
ing retirement or resignation from the Civil Service.   My Department has a strong culture of 
providing the best possible service to citizens and staff in my Department are aware of their 
obligations under the Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour, both during and post-
employment as Civil Servants. 

It has not been possible to ascertain, in the time available, the exact number of staff who 
have left the Department who were or were not covered by the cooling-off period.  This infor-
mation is being compiled and will be forwarded to the Deputy as soon as possible.

19/09/2019WRH04200Animal Carcase Disposal

19/09/2019WRH04300182. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine the interim measures taken to mitigate the issue of unburied animal carcasses that have 
been left on farms as a result of the ongoing knackery operators dispute in County Donegal; if 
he has considered relaxing the restrictions on farmers to carry out burials of such carcasses on 
a controlled basis on their own farms until normal services resume by the operators; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38179/19]

19/09/2019WRH04400183. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine when he 
will restart negotiations with an association (details supplied). [38197/19]

19/09/2019WRH04500184. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
if there are alternative actions the owners of fallen animals may take; and if so, the details of 
same. [38204/19]

19/09/2019WRH04600185. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
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views on the protest by an association (details supplied); and if his Department will provide 
funding to offset the anomaly of disposable costs for different aged fallen animals. [38205/19]

19/09/2019WRH04700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 182 to 185, inclusive, together.

Discussions have taken place between the Animal Collectors Association and my Depart-
ment officials on the fallen animal collection service. Following those intensive discussions, 
agreement has been reached that enables the collection of fallen animals to resume from the 
17th September. My Department has also issued correspondence to ACA confirming the agree-
ment reached at the meeting.  Further discussions between my Department and the ACA are 
planned to progress issues relating to supports for the animal collection service.

19/09/2019WRH05100Inland Fisheries

19/09/2019WRH05200186. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment if a project (details supplied) went before the local authority for planning. 
[37953/19]

19/09/2019WRH05300187. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment if a project (details supplied) went before the local authority for planning. 
[37954/19]

19/09/2019WRH05400188. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment if a project (details supplied) went before the local authority for planning. 
[37955/19]

19/09/2019WRH05500189. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment if a project (details supplied) went before the local authority for planning. 
[37956/19]

19/09/2019WRH05600Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 186 to 189, inclusive, together.

I am advised by Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) that they are not aware of a project with the 
reference no. NSADF-17-003.

Project no. NSADF-17-014 provided funding for equipment for a youth angling initiative 
designed to facilitate access to angling activity. The project involved no physical works and 
therefore did not require Planning Permission.  Applicants for works projects involving the dis-
bursement of public funds are, in the first instance, required to ascertain whether any proposed 
works require planning permission from the relevant Planning Authority. This can be done with 
relative ease via a pre planning meeting with the Planning Authority or appropriate certification 
from a professional Engineer.

In relation to projects SCF-17-0005 and SCF-17-0006, both the professional Engineers, act-
ing for the project applicants, certified that planning permission was not required.

I, as Minister, my Department or IFI have no function in the Planning Process and cannot 
set aside potential planning issues for applicants who basically refuse to meet the request of 
ascertaining whether their proposed works may require permission from a Planning Authority.

I again offer the Deputy a full briefing with Inland Fisheries Ireland in relation to fishery 
development project matters.
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19/09/2019WRH06000Energy Efficiency

19/09/2019WRH06100190. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the amount which will be spent in each county under the national programme to 
upgrade public lighting; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37964/19]

19/09/2019WRH06200Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The national project to upgrade our public lighting will greatly assist Local Authori-
ties in meeting their energy efficiency objectives under the Public Sector Energy Efficiency 
Strategy and the carbon and higher energy efficiency objectives set under the Climate Action 
Plan.    The Public Lighting Upgrade Project involves most of Irelands Local Authorities and is 
being steered by an advisory group chaired by a representative from the County & City Man-
agement Association (CCMA). Since the project has moved into the implementation phase it 
has been led by the RMO (Roads Management Office) a shared service for the Local Authori-
ties. I would point out that some local authorities are not participating in the national project but 
are progressing and resourcing the lighting upgrade individually. My Department is involved in 
helping to progress the project and is represented on the Advisory Committee. The project was 
also successful in the competitive process for funding support under the Government’s Climate 
Action Fund first call for proposals and was allocated €17.47million. The amount to be spent 
in each county will however be a matter for the RMO to determine in consultation with the rel-
evant local authorities. Given that data on county spend is not held by my Department, I would 
advise the Deputy to direct questions on county spend to the RMO. 

19/09/2019WRH06300Broadband Service Provision

19/09/2019WRH06400191. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment his plans to extend high-speed fibre broadband to a household (details supplied) 
in County Donegal; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37971/19]

19/09/2019WRH06500192. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment if his Department received an email from a person (details supplied) in County 
Donegal outlining the need for high-speed fibre broadband; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [37972/19]

19/09/2019WRH06600Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 191 and 192 together.

Every home, farm, school and business in Ireland will have access to high speed broadband 
– no matter where they are located – following the Government’s decision to approve the ap-
pointment of a preferred bidder to the National Broadband Plan. Under this plan, Ireland will 
become one of the first countries in the world to ensure that those in rural areas have the same 
digital opportunities as those in urban areas. 

Both questions referenced by the Deputy relate to one premises which is located in the 
AMBER area on the National Broadband Plan (NBP) High Speed Broadband Map, which is 
available on my Department’s website at www.broadband.gov.ie. The AMBER areas represent 
the target areas for the proposed State led Intervention under the NBP. 

I can confirm an email from the premises owner was received in my Department on 6th   
September and an acknowledgement was issued. A full reply will be issued shortly.

That email comments on the premises’ proximity to a commercial deployment of high speed 
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broadband. This deployment is part of eir’s commercial roll out of high speed broadband to 
300,000 predominantly rural premises, in line with a Commitment Agreement signed with my 
Department in April 2017. 

eir’s rural investment in high speed broadband is an entirely commercial undertaking, and 
not part of the planned State Intervention network. Although the deployment is monitored un-
der the terms of the Commitment Agreement, it is not funded by the State and it is not planned, 
designed or directed by my Department in any capacity. 

Decisions made by private telecommunication operators relating to the roll out and siting of 
infrastructure to provide high speed broadband services throughout Ireland are undertaken on a 
commercial basis. I have no statutory role or function in such commercial decisions of private 
operators, and therefore cannot direct operators regarding infrastructure installation or delivery 
of services

The State intervention is the subject of the procurement process to engage a company to 
build, operate and maintain the NBP State intervention network. In May of this year I brought 
a recommendation to Government to confer Preferred Bidder status on Granahan McCourt, the 
remaining bidder in the NBP procurement process and Government agreed to this. 

The Government Decision means that it is intended to award the State Intervention contract 
to the Bidder. This award is subject to contract close. The finalisation of financial closure and 
legal requirements are progressing towards contract award. Deployment of the NBP State Inter-
vention network will commence shortly after that. 

The Bidder has indicated that the NBP State intervention will take an estimated 7 years from 
the beginning of deployment.

A deployment plan will be made available by the Bidder once the contract is signed. In the 
first year of roll out, the Bidder will deploy approximately 300 Broadband Connection Points 
(BCPs) across all counties. It is anticipated that between 7 and 23 BCPs will be deployed in 
each county. BCPs will provide a community based high speed broadband service, enhancing 
online participation and allowing for the establishment of digital work hubs in these locations. 

The Bidder is aiming to pass 133,000 premises at the end of the second year, with 70-
100,000 passed each year thereafter until roll out is completed.

Work continues on finalising the contract and in parallel to this work, I am considering the 
recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas Communications Committee report which was pub-
lished recently. I will bring my deliberations of the report to Government in due course.

19/09/2019WRH06650Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRH06700193. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Depart-
ment in the past ten years who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new 
employment in the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38147/19]

19/09/2019WRH06750194. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from his Department 
in the past ten years who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new 
employment in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for 
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same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38163/19]

19/09/2019WRH06800Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 193 and 194 together.

Under Section 4 of the Official Secrets Act, 1963 each civil servant is prohibited from com-
municating official information unless they are authorised to do so in the course of, and in 
accordance with, their official duties, or where it is their duty in the interest of the State to 
communicate it. Every Civil Service employee signs their obligations under the Act upon com-
mencement of employment in the Service. On leaving employment in the Civil Service an indi-
vidual remains bound by the obligations on civil servants in relation to secrecy in the transac-
tion of official business as provided for in the Act, regardless of their subsequent employment. 

In addition, all Civil Servants are required to adhere to the Civil Service code Of Standards 
and Behaviour published by the Standards in Public Office Commission (SIPO) who oversee 
compliance with Standards and Ethics in Public Office.

19/09/2019WRJ00200Broadband Service Provision

19/09/2019WRJ00300195. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and En-
vironment when a property (details supplied) will be connected to efibre broadband. [38190/19]

19/09/2019WRJ00400Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): Every home, farm, school and business in Ireland will have access to high speed 
broadband – no matter where they are located – following the Government’s decision to ap-
prove the appointment of a preferred bidder to the National Broadband Plan. Under this plan, 
Ireland will become one of the first countries in the world to ensure that those in rural areas have 
the same digital opportunities as those in urban areas.    The premises referenced by the Deputy 
is located in the AMBER area on the National Broadband Plan (NBP) High Speed Broadband 
Map, which is available on my Department’s website at www.broadband.gov.ie. The AMBER 
areas represent the target areas for the proposed State led Intervention under the NBP. 

The State intervention is the subject of the procurement process to engage a company to 
build, operate and maintain the NBP State intervention network. In May I brought a recommen-
dation to Government to confer Preferred Bidder status on Granahan McCourt, the remaining 
bidder in the NBP procurement process and Government agreed to this. 

The Government Decision of 7 May 2019 means that it is intended to award the State In-
tervention contract to the Bidder. This award is subject to contract close. The finalisation of 
financial closure and legal requirements are progressing towards contract award. Deployment 
of the NBP State Intervention network will commence shortly after that. 

The Bidder has indicated that the NBP State intervention will take an estimated 7 years from 
the beginning of deployment.

A deployment plan will be made available by the Bidder once the contract is signed. In the 
first year of roll out, the Bidder will deploy approximately 300 Broadband Connection Points 
(BCPs) across all counties. It is anticipated that between 7 and 23 BCPs will be deployed in 
each county. BCPs will provide a community based high speed broadband service, enhancing 
online participation and allowing for the establishment of digital work hubs in these locations. 

The Bidder is aiming to pass 133,000 premises at the end of the second year, with 70-
100,000 passed each year thereafter until roll out is completed.
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Work continues on finalising the contract and in parallel to this work, I am considering the 
recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas Communications Committee report which was pub-
lished recently. I will bring my deliberations of the report to Government in due course.

19/09/2019WRJ00500Capital Expenditure Programme

19/09/2019WRJ00600196. Deputy Maurice Quinlivan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
capital expenditure of his Department from 1 January 2019 to 31 August 2019 under the head-
ing of B8 Sustainable Transport; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37962/19]

19/09/2019WRJ00700Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As the Deputy is 
aware, funding provided under this subhead is part of a multi-annual funding programme. 

The timing of expenditure on programmes such as this are by their nature dependent on a 
number of variables and therefore monthly, quarterly or periodic expenditure must be viewed 
within that context.

It is the case that each year the majority of funding is drawndown toward the year end and 
overall reporting on programme expenditure is then made available through the Department’s 
publicly available annual Appropriation Accounts and related reports to, and appearances be-
fore, the Oireachtas.

19/09/2019WRJ00800Road Projects Status

19/09/2019WRJ00900197. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the rea-
son Transport Infrastructure Ireland, TII, requested Louth County Council to review the Ardee 
bypass scheme project; if all available resources will be made available to progress the review 
as soon as possible; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37992/19]

19/09/2019WRJ01000Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism & Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and funding in relation to the 
national roads programme.  Under the Roads Acts 1993-2015, the planning, design and con-
struction of individual national roads is a matter for Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) in 
conjunction with the local authorities concerned. 

Noting the above position, I have referred the question to TII for a direct reply.  Please ad-
vise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

19/09/2019WRJ01100Road Projects Status

19/09/2019WRJ01200198. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the status 
of the planned upgrades to the N4 road at Ballinalack and Rathowen, County Westmeath; if a 
preferred route option has been identified; and if so, the details of same. [37996/19]

19/09/2019WRJ01300Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism & Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and funding in relation to the 
national roads programme.  Under the Roads Acts 1993-2015, the planning, design, upgrading 
and construction of individual national roads is a matter for Transport Infrastructure Ireland 
(TII) in conjunction with the local authorities concerned.  
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 Noting the above position, I have referred the question to TII for a direct reply.  Please ad-
vise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

19/09/2019WRJ01400Light Rail Projects Expenditure

19/09/2019WRJ01500199. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the cost of 
the Luas cross-city project; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38043/19]

19/09/2019WRJ01600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for 
Transport, Tourism and Sport I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to 
public transport. The National Transport Authority (NTA) has statutory responsibility for the 
planning and development of public transport infrastructure in the Greater Dublin Area, includ-
ing Luas Cross City. 

Noting the NTA’s responsibility in the matter I have referred the Deputy’s question to the 
NTA for a direct reply. Please contact my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 
days. 

19/09/2019WRJ01700Road Projects Status

19/09/2019WRJ01800200. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the N56 
Dungloe to Glenties project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; 
the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [38044/19]

19/09/2019WRJ01900201. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the N56 
Mountcharles to Inver Road project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be com-
pleted; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38045/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02000207. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the M11 
Gorey to Enniscorthy motorway public private project has been completed; if not, when it is 
expected to be completed; the cost of the PPP; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38053/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02100209. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the N25 
New Ross bypass public private project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be 
completed; the cost of the PPP; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38055/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02200210. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the N22 
Ballyvourney to Macroom capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38075/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02300213. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the Lis-
towel bypass capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when the project 
is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project will be 
completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38078/19]
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19/09/2019WRJ02400215. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the M8/N4/N25 Dunkettle interchange project is at; when the project will go out for tender; 
when construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of 
the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38092/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02500216. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the N4 Collooney to Castlebaldwin project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the proj-
ect; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38093/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02600217. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Ardee bypass project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construction will 
commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount 
spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38094/19]

19/09/2019WRJ02700Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 200, 201, 207, 209, 210, 213, 215 to 217, inclusive, together.

As Minister for Transport, Tourism & Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and 
funding in relation to the national roads programme.  Under the Roads Acts 1993-2015, the 
planning, design and construction of individual national roads is a matter for Transport Infra-
structure Ireland (TII), in conjunction with the local authorities concerned.  

Noting the above position, I have referred the questions to TII for a direct reply.  Please 
advise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

19/09/2019WRJ02900Sports Facilities Provision

19/09/2019WRJ03000202. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
National Indoor Arena phase 2 project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be 
completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38046/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03100Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): Sport Ireland, which 
is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility for the development of 
sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards, including the development of 
the Sport Ireland National Sports Campus at Abbotstown.

Work commenced in July 2017 on the development of Phase 2 of the National Indoor Arena. 
The overall cost of the project was €26m, €6m provided in 2017, €18m in 2018 and the balance 
of €2m in 2019.

The project was completed and handed over to Sport Ireland on 31st May 2019. Phase 2 saw 
the construction of full-sized and half-sized covered synthetic pitches, primarily for soccer and 
rugby but capable of accommodating all field-sports, together with changing facilities, strength 
and conditioning facilities, offices and meeting rooms.

19/09/2019WRJ03200Road Projects Status

19/09/2019WRJ03300203. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
Grange Castle business park project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be com-
pleted; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a state-
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ment on the matter. [38047/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03400204. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
Portlaoise southern distributor road  project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to 
be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38048/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03500205. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
Laytown to Bettystown link road project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be 
completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [38049/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03600206. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
Dingle relief road has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be completed; the estimated 
cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38050/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03700212. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the 
Coonagh to Knockalisheen capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; 
when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the 
project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38077/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03800218. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Garavogue River project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construction 
will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the 
amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38095/19]

19/09/2019WRJ03900219. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Sligo western distributor road project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the proj-
ect; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38096/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04000220. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the R498 Latteragh realignment project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when con-
struction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; 
the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38097/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04100221. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Shannon crossing project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construction 
will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the 
amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38098/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04200222. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Tralee northern relief road project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when con-
struction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; 
the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38099/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04300223. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Laytown to Bettystown link road project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when 
construction will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the proj-
ect; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38100/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04400224. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the stage 
the Dingle relief road project is at; when the project will go out for tender; when construc-
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tion will commence; when the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the 
amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38101/19]

19/09/2019WRJ04500Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 203 to 206, inclusive, 212, and 218 to 224, inclusive, together.

The improvement and maintenance of regional and local roads is the statutory responsibil-
ity of the relevant local authority in accordance with the provisions of Section 13 of the Roads 
Act 1993. Works on those roads are funded from the Council’s own resources supplemented by 
State road grants.  Each local authority is the contracting authority for the purpose of implemen-
tation of regional and local road improvement projects.

Under Project Ireland 2040 my Department is committed at present to providing grant fund-
ing towards the cost of 12 significant capital road improvement schemes. The table below re-
flects the current position regarding my Department’s funding of these regional and local road 
schemes. 

As regards grant expenditure to date on these schemes, the Regional and Local Road pay-
ment booklets available in the Oireachtas library provide details of grant payments made by my 
Department to the end of 2018.  The 2019 Regional and Local Road allocation booklet outlines 
the allocations for these schemes this year and the table below outlines grants paid out to the 
end of August this year.  I would point out that cost estimates for road improvement schemes are 
reviewed at project development milestones and allowing for cost inflation and project imple-
mentation risks can be subject to change.

Name of   Project Spend to end August 
2019
€

Total Estimated Cost 
to DTTaS

Estimated Project 
Completion Date

R407 Sallins By Pass 3,646,262 57,000,000 2020
Coonagh to Knocka-
lisheen

1,675,744 52,000,000 2022

Athy Southern Dis-
tributor Road

617,778 34,000,000 2023

Adamstown and 
Nangor Road   Up-
grade

3,769,578 18,000,000 Construction Com-
plete

Eastern Garavogue 
Bridge and   Ap-
proach Road

50,000 20,000,000 2022

Sligo Western Dis-
tributor Road 

 5,943,498 15,000,000 2020

R498 Latteragh Re-
alignment

 0 15,000,000 2022

Tralee Northern Re-
lief Road

 0 11,000,000 2021

Portlaoise Southern 
Distributor   Road

2,505,615 7,000,000 2019

Laytown to Bettys-
town Link Road

38,606 8,000,000 2020

Dingle Relief Road 821,867 4,000,000 Construction Com-
plete
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Name of   Project Spend to end August 
2019
€

Total Estimated Cost 
to DTTaS

Estimated Project 
Completion Date

Shannon Crossing/
Kilalloe   Bypass/
R494 Upgrade

1,505,815 62,000,000 2023

The bulk of the funding available under the NDP for regional and local roads is earmarked 
for maintenance and renewal work. In this context grants are provided on an ongoing basis to 
local authorities under a range of programmes operated by the Department with the allocations 
for individual programmes determined on an annual basis within the overall capital envelope.

  Question No. 207 answered with Question No. 200.

19/09/2019WRJ05000Road Projects Status

19/09/2019WRJ05100208. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the N17/
N18 Gort to Tuam public private project has been completed; if not, when it is expected to be 
completed; the cost of the PPP; the amount spent to date; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38054/19]

19/09/2019WRJ05200Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The N17/N18 Gort to 
Tuam public private project was completed and opened on the 27th September 2017.  Under the 
Roads Acts 1993-2015, the construction cost of individual national roads is a matter for Trans-
port Infrastructure Ireland (TII) in conjunction with the local authorities concerned. 

Noting the above position, I have referred the question to TII for a direct reply.  Please ad-
vise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

  Questions Nos. 209 and 210 answered with Question No. 200.

19/09/2019WRJ05500Rail Network

19/09/2019WRJ05600211. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the na-
tional train control centre capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project is at; when 
the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when the project 
will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38076/19]

19/09/2019WRJ05700Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to public 
transport.  As the Deputy is aware the National Transport Authority (NTA) has a statutory re-
sponsibility for the planning and development of public transport infrastructure in the Greater 
Dublin Area.

Under the Public Spending Code there are certain Government approvals required of cer-
tain projects with an expected cost of €100million or more.  In line with the requirements of 
the Code, Government recently approved the National Train Control Centre project and noted 
the roles of the National Transport Authority as Sanctioning Authority and Iarnród Éireann as 
Sponsoring Agency responsible for delivery of the project.

 Noting the NTA’s responsibilities in the matter raised, I have referred the Deputy’s question 
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to the NTA for a more detailed reply.  Please advise my private office if you do not receive a 
reply within 10 working days.

  Question No. 212 answered with Question No. 203.

  Question No. 213 answered with Question No. 200.

19/09/2019WRJ06000Sports Facilities Provision

19/09/2019WRJ06100214. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if the velo-
drome and national badminton centre capital project has commenced; if so, the stage the project 
is at; when the project is expected to go out for tender; when construction will commence; when 
the project will be completed; the estimated cost of the project; the amount spent to date; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [38079/19]

19/09/2019WRJ06200Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): Sport Ireland, which 
is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility for the development of 
sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards, including the development of 
the Sport Ireland National Sports Campus at Abbotstown.

Under the National Development Plan 2018-2027, €16m has been committed over the two 
year period of 2020 and 2021, for the development of a National Velodrome and Badminton 
Centre at the Campus. It is expected that the proposed facility would comprise a 250-metre 
cycling track, between 12 and 16 Badminton Courts in the in-track area, some spectator seating 
and ancillary facilities including office space.

In July 2019, Sport Ireland appointed project managers and a design team to work on the 
project. Initial work is focussing on matters relating to planning permission and ensuring the 
end product is designed to be state-of-the-art and fully fit for present and future purposes.  
Thereafter, a tender package will be prepared with a formal tender expected to take place in dur-
ing 2020.  It is expected that, subject to the tendering process producing an acceptable tenderer, 
construction would commence before the end of 2020.

  Questions Nos. 215 to 217, inclusive, answered with Question No. 200.

  Questions Nos. 218 to 224, inclusive, answered with Question No. 203.

19/09/2019WRK00700Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRK00800225. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the past ten years 
that were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private 
sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38159/19]

19/09/2019WRK00900226. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the past ten years 
that were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the pri-
vate sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38175/19]

19/09/2019WRK01000Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
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Questions Nos. 225 and 226 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 applies to designated officials in the Department.  
The designated officials in the Department are myself, Minister Brendan Griffin TD, the spe-
cial advisors and the Management Board comprising the Secretary General and six Assistant 
Secretaries.  All of the above are affected by the specific cooling-off period set out in the lob-
bying legislation.

Additionally, as outlined in the Department’s Corporate Governance Framework every 
member of staff of the Department operates to a defined set of standards as set out in legislation 
and Codes.  Under the Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour, any civil servant, fol-
lowing resignation or retirement, who intends to be engaged in or connected with (i) any out-
side business with which he or she had official dealings or (ii) any outside business that might 
gain unfair advantage over its competitors by employing him or her must inform the appropriate 
authority in the Department of such intention.

The Ethics in Public Office legislation places additional obligations on civil servants who 
hold “designated positions” of employment in terms of their acceptance of appointments within 
12 months of resignation or retirement where conflict of interest issues might arise.  Those civil 
servants must obtain the prior approval of the appropriate authority before accepting any ap-
pointments.  

With the exception of the clerical and executive officer grades all staff appointed in this 
Department hold “designated positions” under the Ethics legislation.  Consequently there are 
very few staff who have left or retired from the Department who are not bound by one or other 
of the requirements outlined.

Staff are provided with the Code of Standards and Behaviour on appointment and staff in 
“designated positions” of employment are asked to make the appropriate declarations under the 
Ethics legislation throughout their career and in the 12 month period following their retirement.

19/09/2019WRK01200Childcare Services Funding

19/09/2019WRK01300227. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the 
amount of funding withdrawn from childcare subvention programme, CCSP, services via Pobal 
compliance visits during the full contract year from 2018 until the end of August 2019; and the 
number of services nationwide that have had funding cut during that timeframe accordingly. 
[38018/19]

19/09/2019WRK01400228. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the 
number of children that have had their childcare subvention programme, CCSP, funding cut 
either partially or fully via Pobal compliance visits in the past full contract year 2018 up until 
the end of August 2019. [38019/19]

19/09/2019WRK01500Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 227 and 228 together.

The Deputy will be aware that investment in childcare has increased by an unprecedented 
117% over the last four budgets, now totalling €575m per year. Given the large amount of public 
money that is used in funding Early Learning and Care and School Age childcare programmes, 
there needs to be an appropriate level of oversight and accountability. Ensuring that this money 
is properly accounted for, and that as many children as possible benefit from it, is a core re-
sponsibility of the Department of Children and Youth Affairs. Pobal assists the Department in 
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the administration of the funding and in ensuring that services are compliant with the clearly 
documented rules of the various early learning and care and school age childcare schemes.

 The Public Accounts Committee on June 13 paid significant attention to this matter and 
highlighted the importance of compliance with scheme rules. The Department of Children and 
Youth Affairs’ approach to compliance, and supporting services, strikes a necessary and ap-
propriate balance. The approach involves setting out the rules for the receipt of State funding, 
supporting providers to deliver services, and at the same time, the approach offers assurances 
to the taxpayer that the funding assigned is being spent as it was intended through a strong 
compliance function.

Part of Pobal’s role in overseeing compliance with programme rules is to carry out unan-
nounced visits to services to check their compliance with programme rules. Subsidies for the 
Early Learning and Care and School Age childcare programmes are paid based on child atten-
dance, which is a vital governance component of the funding for which the Department is re-
sponsible. Where Pobal discover that the actual pattern of attendance of a child does not match 
registrations for that child on Pobal’s Programme Implementation Platform (IT system) they 
will calculate the amount of funding that has been overclaimed. The service will be advised by 
Pobal to make the necessary corrections to PIP registrations to ensure that the total amount of 
funding received for the programme year is correct. 

There is an appropriate amount of flexibility applied to this corrections process and Pobal 
works with services on a case by case basis. Attendance rules and their application do not pe-
nalise parents who occasionally pick up or drop off children early. Pobal, when determining 
a pattern of attendance during a compliance visit, aim to apply the rules in a manner which 
maximises the amount payable to providers. However, the recovery of overclaimed funds is an 
integral part of ensuring that public money is properly accounted for.

From September 2018 to June 2019 (the latest available figures) Pobal identified 277 CCS 
services and 712 CCSP services with overclaims. It should be noted that some services have 
both a CCS and CCSP contract.

The total amount of overclaimed funding identified by Pobal for the same period was €3.2 
million in CCS and €2.5 million in CCSP. It is important to note that these overclaim figures are 
calculated at the time of the compliance visit but cover the full period of children’s registration. 
They calculate any discrepancies up to the compliance visit date plus the amount that would 
have been overclaimed if the incorrect registration had persisted to the end of the programme 
year. In addition, an assumption is made that the level of attendance at the time of the visit 
will continue for the rest of the cycle (or duration of the registration if less). Overclaim figures 
therefore estimate the total amount that would have been overclaimed across the year had the 
compliance visit not occurred. Whilst the above amounts of overclaim were identified, some 
services made the case that they had registered children under the wrong scheme and hence cor-
rections were accepted by Pobal, lessening the amount of overclaim significantly. 

It is important to reiterate that the subvention for CCS and CCSP is paid to a service based 
on the actual attendance of a child. As such, no child should have had their provision cut as a 
result of a compliance visit; rather the service makes corrections to ensure that they are claim-
ing for the actual time that the child is in attendance. It is important to note that the compliance 
activity should result in the service provider only claiming from the Department for the hours 
the child is attending. Data available to the Department shows that the number of children ac-
cessing Government subsidies continues to increase and has doubled in recent years.  

The Department oversees a Case Management process through which local City / County 
Childcare Committees and Pobal work together to assess and provide support to early learning 
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and care services in difficulty. This can include help with completing and interpreting analysis 
of staff ratios, fee setting and cash flow, as well as more specialised advice and support appro-
priate to individual circumstances. Financial supports, which may also be accessed through the 
Case Management process, are available for community services presenting with sustainability 
issues and following a financial assessment by Pobal. This includes a strand of funding targeted 
at community services requiring support to sustainably regularise their registrations.

The existing targeted childcare schemes will be replaced later this year with the National 
Childcare Scheme. Its attendance rules will seek to reflect the reality of children and parents’ 
lives and the need for services to operate as businesses. The attendance rules will reflect a cer-
tain degree of flexibility whilst honouring the requirement to ensure that Exchequer funding is 
used for the purposes it was intended. 

The National Childcare Scheme will mark another significant milestone for early learning 
and care and school age childcare in this country, creating an infrastructure from which Govern-
ment can further increase investment in services over the next decade. This is in line with the 
commitment made in First 5, the Whole of Government Strategy for Babies, Young Children 
and their Families, which was published last November.

19/09/2019WRK01700Maternity Leave

19/09/2019WRK01800229. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the esti-
mated cost of introducing an additional one, two and six weeks respectively, of maternity leave. 
[38112/19]

19/09/2019WRK01900Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): The Depart-
ment of Justice and Equality has policy responsibility for maternity leave which is provided for 
in the 1994 and 2004 Maternity Acts. Any decision to extend the duration of maternity leave, 
including that for families with multiple births, would be the responsibility of my colleague the 
Minister for Justice and Equality.

The Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection has responsibility for the 
payment of maternity benefit which is provided for in the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 
2005 (as amended).

The costs of salary top-ups for public/civil servants on maternity leave would be a matter for 
my colleague the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform. Decisions around the extension 
of this benefit would have to be considered in a budgetary context.

19/09/2019WRK02000Parental Leave Expenditure

19/09/2019WRK02100230. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the esti-
mated cost of introducing one, two, three and six weeks respectively, of paid parental leave to 
be taken by either parent. [38113/19]

19/09/2019WRK02200Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): Currently, any 
employee who is a parent is entitled to unpaid Parental Leave for each child born or adopted, to 
care for a child or make arrangements for the child’s welfare.

As of 1st September 2019, the unpaid Parental Leave entitlement is 110 days (22 weeks) 

The Department of Justice and Equality has policy and legislative responsibility for parental 
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leave.

19/09/2019WRK02300Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRK02400231. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the 
number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from her Department in the past ten years 
that were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the private 
sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if she will make a statement on the 
matter. [38146/19]

19/09/2019WRK02500232. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the 
number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from her Department in the past ten years 
that were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the pri-
vate sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [38162/19]

19/09/2019WRK02600Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 231 and 232 together.

Since its establishment in June 2011, a total of 41 civil servants have resigned or retired 
from my Department.

 No designated civil servant, or civil servant holding a designated position under the Ethics 
in Public Office Acts, sought approval to take up a position or engagement which led to a con-
flict of interest within one year of their resignation or retirement. 

My Department has not been advised by the Standards in Public Office of any Designated 
Public Official who has sought a waiver under the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 to engage 
in lobbying within one year of their resignation or retirement from my Department.

Civil servants who were not designated officials or did not hold designated positions under 
the Ethics Acts or the Regulation of Lobbying Act prior to their departure were not subject to 
the one year cooling off period and could take up any subsequent post in either the public or 
private sector without the sanction or approval of the relevant authority.

The following table shows all civil servants in my Department who have resigned or retired 
by their grade, year and reason for departure.  

Year Grade Number Reason For Depar-
ture

2011 Assistant Principal 1 Retirement
2012 Principal Officer 2 Retirement
2012 Higher Executive Officer 2 Retirement
2012 Higher Executive Officer 1 Resignation
2012 Assistant Principal 1 Retirement
2012 Staff Officer 1 Retirement
2012 Clerical Officer 2 Retirement
2013 Assistant Principal 1 Resignation
2013 Administrative Officer 1 Retirement
2014 Higher Executive Officer 2 Retirement
2014 Executive Officer 1 Retirement
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Year Grade Number Reason For Depar-
ture

2015 Principal Officer 3 Retirement
2015 Assistant Principal 1 Retirement
2015 Clerical Officer 1 Resignation
2016 Principal Officer 2 Retirement
2016 Higher Executive Officer 1 Retirement
2017 Executive Officer 1 Retirement
2017 Clerical Officer 5 Retirement
2017 Principal Officer 1 Retirement
2018 Executive Officer 2 Retirement
2018 Principal Officer 1 Retirement
2018 Assistant Principal 1 Retirement
2018 Clerical Officer 2 Retirement
2018 Clerical Officer 1 Resignation
2019 Director 1 Retirement
2019 Assistant Principal 1 Retirement
2019 Executive Officer 2 Retirement

19/09/2019WRK02800Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRK02900233. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Rural and Community Develop-
ment the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the past 
ten years that were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in the 
private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [38158/19]

19/09/2019WRK03000234. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Rural and Community Develop-
ment the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the past 
ten years that were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [38174/19]

19/09/2019WRK03100Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 233 and 234 together.

The Department of Rural and Community Development was established on the 19th July 
2017 to provide a renewed and consolidated focus on rural and community development in 
Ireland.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour provides the framework regarding the 
acceptance of outside appointments for those who have left or retired from the Department.  

The Code provides that Civil servants shall not within twelve months of resigning or retir-
ing from the Civil Service, accept an appointment, or particular consultancy project, where the 
nature and terms of such appointment could lead to a conflict of interest or the perception of 
such, without first obtaining the approval of the Outside Appointments Board or the Secretary 
General or Head of Office as appropriate. Additionally, civil servants who hold positions which 
are “designated positions” for the purposes of the Ethics Acts must, within twelve months of 
resigning or retiring, obtain the approval of the Outside Appointments Board or the Secretary 
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General or Head of Office as appropriate before taking up any outside appointment.

To date, no applications seeking approval have been received by the Department of Rural 
and Community Development, in this context.

19/09/2019WRK03300Social Insurance Rates

19/09/2019WRK03400235. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion the estimated amount it would cost if the entry threshold for class A PRSI increased from 
€38 to €100; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37974/19]

19/09/2019WRK03500Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): In-
creasing the entry threshold for PRSI Class A from €38 to €100 would cost an estimated €11.8m 
in a full year and affect approximately 109,600 employments.

This estimate is based on PRSI Class A contributions. It uses the latest available data and 
reflects macro-economic indicators for 2020. 

It should be noted that this estimate does not take into account any possible changes in em-
ployer or employee behaviour arising from changing the rates of contribution.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK03600Treatment Benefit Scheme Eligibility

19/09/2019WRK03700236. Deputy Paul Kehoe asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
if consideration will be given to persons (details supplied) being given access to the treatment 
benefit scheme; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38002/19]

19/09/2019WRK03800Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Carer’s allowance (CA) is a means-tested social assistance payment made to a person who is 
habitually resident in the State and who is providing full-time care and attention to a child or 
an adult who has such a disability that as a result they require that level of care. You may be 
entitled to credited social insurance contributions (PRSI) while you are getting CA.

The Treatment Benefit Scheme is available to insured workers, the self-employed and re-
tired people who have the required number of PRSI contributions. 

In order to qualify for credits wile in receipt of CA, a person must first have entered insur-
able employment - he or she must have paid at least one reckonable PRSI contribution at Class 
A, B, C, D, E, H or P.

If, at any stage since starting work, a person has no reckonable PRSI contributions paid or 
credited for 2 full tax years in a row, that person cannot get credits until they return to employ-
ment and pay reckonable PRSI contributions for 26 weeks. Contributions paid at Class S, i.e. as 
a self-employed person, cannot be used to satisfy this condition.  

 Any changes to the Treatment Benefit Scheme would need to be considered in the overall 
policy and budgetary context.  

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.
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19/09/2019WRK03900Maternity Leave

19/09/2019WRK04000237. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the estimated full combined cost of increasing maternity benefit by €20, €30, €40 
and €50 per week, respectively, while extending maternity benefit by two, three, four, five and 
six weeks, respectively, based on most recent maternity leave uptake numbers in tabular form. 
[38017/19]

19/09/2019WRK04100238. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection the estimated cost of introducing an additional one, two and six weeks, respectively, of 
maternity leave; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38110/19]

19/09/2019WRK04200Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 237 and 238 together.

Maternity Benefit is paid for 26 weeks at a rate of €245 per week. The 2019 Estimates for 
the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection provide for expenditure of ap-
proximately €256 million on Maternity Benefit. The estimated additional cost of extending the 
duration of maternity benefit is approximately €9.7 million for each extra week.

The following table estimates the full year cost of increasing the duration of maternity 
benefit by €20, €30, €40 and €50 per week respectively while extending maternity benefit by 
two, three, four, five and six weeks, respectively based on most recent maternity leave uptake 
numbers in tabular form.

 Annual Cost 
(€m) of ad-
ditional   weeks 
at current rate 
€245

Annual Cost 
(€m) of addi-
tional weeks at 
€265/week

Annual Cost 
(€m) of addi-
tional weeks at 
€275/week

Annual Cost 
(€m) of addi-
tional weeks at 
€285/week

Annual Cost 
(€m) of addi-
tional weeks at 
€295/week

Current 26 
weeks Mater-
nity Benefit

                             
256 

                             
277 

                             
287 

                             
297 

                             
308 

Extending ben-
efit by 1 week

                             
265 

                             
287 

                             
298 

                             
309 

                             
320 

Extending ben-
efit by 2 weeks

                             
275 

                             
298 

                             
309 

                             
320 

                             
331 

Extending ben-
efit by 3 weeks

                             
285 

                             
308 

                             
320 

                             
331 

                             
343 

Extending ben-
efit by 4 weeks

                             
295 

                             
319 

                             
331 

                             
343 

                             
355 

Extending ben-
efit by 5 weeks

                             
304 

                             
329 

                             
342 

                             
354 

                             
367 

Extending ben-
efit by 6 weeks

                             
314 

                             
340 

                             
353 

                             
366 

                             
378 

These estimates are based on the cost for a full year and assume that any increase in dura-
tion is implemented from the beginning of the year. This costing is subject to change over the 
coming months in the context of emerging trends. 

There would also be additional costs for employers including substitution and public sec-
tor pay costs which would be a matter for my colleague the Minister for Public Expenditure 
and Reform.  Decisions around the extension of this benefit would have to be considered in a 
budgetary context.  

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.
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19/09/2019WRK04400Parental Leave Expenditure

19/09/2019WRK04500239. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection the estimated cost of introducing one, two, three and six weeks, respectively, of paid 
parental leave to be taken by either parent. [38111/19]

19/09/2019WRK04600Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): In 
Budget 2019 I announced the introduction of a new social insurance based parent’s benefit 
scheme to take effect in late 2019. The Department of Justice and Equality has policy respon-
sibility for the new parent’s leave and my Department is responsible for the associated parent’s 
benefit. 

The new scheme will provide two weeks leave to both parents, including those who adopt a 
child, who are employees or self-employed and who take parent’s leave from their employment 
to care for their child. This is in addition to existing maternity, paternity and adoptive leave 
entitlements. The scheme will support parents during the first year of the child’s life, in line 
with the Programme for Government commitment. Child development outcomes are strongest 
when parents are facilitated to provide extended care for their children within the home during 
this first year. 

The cost of providing the benefit to both parents for 1 week is €15.8m. The costs in-
crease to €31.6m, €47.4 or €94.8m for 2, 3 or 6 weeks benefit respectively. This assumes the 
benefit will be paid at the same rate as existing maternity and paternity benefits at €245 per 
week. There will also be additional costs for employers covering substitution pay costs. Public 
service pay costs is a matter for my colleague the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform. 

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK04700Community Employment Schemes Review

19/09/2019WRK04800240. Deputy John Brady asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
when the interdepartmental review into the future of the community employment scheme will 
be completed and published; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38114/19]

19/09/2019WRK04900Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): As 
the Deputy will be aware, the Government agreed to establish an Interdepartmental Group 
(IDG) to explore how social inclusion schemes might best be organised into the future includ-
ing which Department should hold lead responsibility for sponsoring CE schemes focused on 
social Inclusion, the Rural Social Scheme and the Job Initiative scheme.  

Meetings of the IDG have taken place along with bilateral meetings with appropriate De-
partments.  There has also been a consultative process with relevant stakeholders and their sub-
missions were considered as part of the deliberation process.  I expect to have the final report 
shortly.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK05000Community Employment Schemes Supervisors

19/09/2019WRK05100241. Deputy John Brady asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of plans to progress the provision of an occupational pension for community employ-
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ment supervisors and assistant supervisors; the timeline for same; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38115/19]

19/09/2019WRK05200Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I am 
currently engaging with representatives of CE supervisors and assistant supervisors to discuss 
issues arising following the 2008 Labour Court Recommendation.  All parties to the engage-
ment process have agreed that the detail of the discussions should remain confidential while the 
engagement is ongoing and I would ask Deputies to respect these wishes and allow the talks to 
continue free from speculation which might prove unhelpful. I expect that it will take a number 
of weeks to reach a conclusion.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK05300Disability Allowance Payments

19/09/2019WRK05400242. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion when a person (details supplied) will receive arrears due to them; and if she will make a 
statement on the matter. [38134/19]

19/09/2019WRK05500Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): This gentleman was in receipt of another social welfare payment 
at the same payment rate as disability allowance (DA), during the period 2 May 2018 to 9 July 
2019.  Consequently, the amount of social welfare already paid required calculation and was 
deducted from any arrears due.  

This process was completed by my Department as quickly as possible. A letter issued to the 
person concerned on 16 September 2019 informing him of the decision on his arrears of DA.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK05600Public Services Card Data

19/09/2019WRK05700243. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the number of meetings she has had with her officials regarding the public services 
card in the past three years to 16 September 2019; the staffing structure and management lines 
in her Department that are responsible for the public services card; the grades of the officials; 
the grade of the person with overall budgetary control and responsibility for the card; and if she 
will make a statement on the matter. [38135/19]

19/09/2019WRK05800Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I 
meet with my officials, on an on-going basis, to discuss all matters relating to my Department, 
including the Public Services Card (PSC).

The Client Identity Services Unit of the Department has policy and operational responsi-
bility for public service identity issues, including the PSC.  That area is structured in a similar 
fashion to areas in all Government Departments, with a Principal Officer, Assistant Principal 
Officers, Higher Executive Officers, Executive Officers and clerical staff. The Principal Officer 
reports to an Assistant Secretary who also has responsibility for other business areas within the 
Department.

The Secretary General, who is the Accounting Officer, has overall budgetary control and 
responsibility for the work of the Department, including the PSC. 
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I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRK05900Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRK06000244. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from her Department in the 
past ten years that were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38151/19]

19/09/2019WRK06100245. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from her Department in the 
past ten years that were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employ-
ment in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38167/19]

19/09/2019WRK06200Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 244 and 245 together.

Civil servants taking up new employment following retirement or resignation from my De-
partment are regulated under Section 20 of The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour.  
This states that any civil servant intending to be engaged in or connected with (i) any outside 
business with which he or she had official dealings or (ii) any outside business that might gain 
an unfair advantage over its competitors by employing him or her must inform the appropriate 
authority of such an intention. Additionally, civil servants who hold positions which are “des-
ignated positions” for purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning 
or retiring from the service

- accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or

- accept an engagement in a particular consultancy project, where the nature and terms of 
such appointment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest.

Officers below the grade of Assistant Secretary who intend to be engaged or connected with 
any business as described above must seek approval from the Secretary General of their prior 
Department before accepting employment.  In the case of officers at or above the grade of As-
sistant Secretary, approval must be sought from the Outside Appointments Board.

All members of my Department’s Management Board are Designated Officers.  The fol-
lowing table details, additionally, the number of current Designated Officers in my Department 
across all grades from Principal who would be bound by the one year cooling-off period. 

    Designated Officers

Grade Number
Principal Officer 93
Assistant Principal 54
Higher Executive Officer 237
Executive Officer 16
Total 400
My Department has no record of former Designated Officers seeking approval from the 

Secretary General to take up new employment within a year of their retirement or resignation 
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and records are not maintained of an officer’s subsequent employment.

19/09/2019WRL00300State Pension (Contributory) Eligibility

19/09/2019WRL00400246. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the pension entitlement of a person (details supplied); if a bilateral or other pension 
arrangement exists between Ireland and Lithuania which may address the issue; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [38213/19]

19/09/2019WRL00500Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): It 
is understood that the pensioner in question fell seriously ill while visiting her daughter who is 
residing in Ireland and that she now requires full-time care and attention.  Her daughter, who is 
providing full-time care and attention, initially qualified for Carer’s Benefit in June 2017 and 
following completion of the period of entitlement to that benefit, has qualified for Carer’s Al-
lowance with effect from 6 June 2019. 

It is not clear from the details provided whether the pensioner had been in receipt of a social 
security pension from the Lithuanian authorities at the time she came to Ireland.  If she is en-
titled to a contributory social security pension from the Lithuanian authorities, then this pension 
can be exported to Ireland in accordance to the EU rules on the coordination of social security 
systems.  However, if the person concerned was getting a non-contributory or means-tested 
social security pension from the Lithuanian authorities, this pension may not be exportable 
under the EU rules.  Instead, it would be subject to the national Lithuanian rules relating to the 
payment of such pensions while the person is abroad.  

If the pensioner in question has no other income or pension, she should apply for State Pen-
sion (Non-Contributory) while she continues to be resident in Ireland.  This pension is subject 
to a means-test.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRL00600Working Family Payment Eligibility

19/09/2019WRL00700247. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection if the working family payment continues to remain payable in the case of a person 
(details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38214/19]

19/09/2019WRL00800Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Working Family Payment (formerly Family Income Supplement) is a weekly tax free payment 
which provides additional income support to employees on low earnings with children.

Working Family Payment for the person concerned will continue in payment until the  9 
October 2019, when working family payment is due for renewal. A renewal form issued to the 
person concerned on 31 July 2019.  When the person concerned is returning the application 
form a fulltime education certificate should be provided from the college/university for the 
dependent daughter.

I trust this clarifies the matter.

19/09/2019WRL00900Homeless Accommodation Provision
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19/09/2019WRL01000248. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment further to Parliamentary Question Nos. 1947 and 1977 of 6 September 2019, if another 
approved housing body or other organisation has been in touch with his Department to date in 
2019 through the Dublin Regional Homeless Executive to inquire in relation to funding under 
the capital assistance scheme or the capital advance leasing facility in respect of a building (de-
tails supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [37968/19]

19/09/2019WRL01100Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
Further to my reply to Question Nos 1974 and 1977 of 6 September 2019, I can confirm that 
my Department has not received any correspondence from any other approved housing body or 
organisation in relation to funding under the capital assistance scheme or the capital advance 
leasing facility in respect of the property referred to by the Deputy.

19/09/2019WRL01125Unfinished Housing Developments

19/09/2019WRL01150249. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the reason an unfinished housing estate (details supplied) in County Kerry was not 
included in the 2013 list of unfinished housing estates; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [38103/19]

19/09/2019WRL01175Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government(Deputy Eoghan 
Murphy): My Department conducted Unfinished Housing Developments surveys with assis-
tance from all local authorities between 2010 and 2017. The initial and consequent surveys were 
focused on a particular period of time from 2007 onwards (during the economic downturn). A 
Progress Report was prepared each year based on the data and analysis from each survey. All 
reports and auxiliary data are available on my Department’s website at the following link:

https://www.housing.gov.ie/search/archived/current?query=unfinished%20housing.

Approximately 3,000 developments were surveyed in 2010.  Since then, as outlined in the 
2017 Report, the number of unfinished housing developments reduced by 91% to 256 develop-
ments.  In addition, the 2017 Report shows that 74% of local authority areas now contain less 
than 10 unfinished developments, with four local authority areas having no occupied unfinished 
developments.

The Department’s Unfinished Housing Developments scheme is now closed and I have no 
current plans to allocate additional public funds in relation to unfinished developments.

In relation to the housing estate referenced, there is no record of it on the list of ‘unfinished’ 
estates within the aforementioned survey and it appears from consultation with Kerry County 
Council that the original planning application was submitted in 1997 with final approval granted 
in 1999 thereby predating the 2007 and onwards criteria for developments to be included in the 
Unfinished Housing Development Survey. Therefore, this particular development fell outside 
the remit of the ‘unfinished housing developments survey’ and consequently was not included 
in the 2013 list of unfinished housing estates. 

For reference, a list of unfinished housing estates can also be found under the ‘unfinished’ 
tab layer on the MyPlan website available at the following link: www.myplan.ie .

Local authorities will continue to assess the best options for resolution of unfinished de-
velopments and/or developments that are to be taken in charge. In this regard, Kerry County 
Council are best placed to provide further guidance on the above specified development.
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19/09/2019WRL01200Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRL01300250. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the 
past ten years that were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38155/19]

19/09/2019WRL01400251. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the number of civil servants that have left and-or retired from his Department in the 
past ten years that were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employ-
ment in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38171/19]

19/09/2019WRL01500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 250 and 251 together.

The Regulation of Lobbying Act was enacted in 2015. Section 22 of the Act provides that 
specific categories of Designated Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-
off” period, during which they cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, 
or be employed by, or provide services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific 
circumstances.

The relevant DPOs for whom a “cooling-off” period applies are Ministers of the Govern-
ment and Ministers of State, Special Advisers appointed under section 11 of the Public Services 
Management Act 1997 and public servants prescribed as a DPO by the Minister for Finance and 
Public Expenditure & Reform under section 6(2) of the Regulation of Lobbying Act, such as 
Secretary General, Second Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Assistant Secretary or Director. A list 
of current DPOs is maintained on my Department’s website and can be viewed at the following 
link : 

 https://www.housing.gov.ie/corporate/compliance/regulation-lobbying/regulation-lobby-
ing-designated-public-officials. 

 The cooling-off period is a statutory requirement and applies for the full one-year term 
unless the relevant DPO applies to the Standards in Public Office Commission for consent to 
waive or reduce their cooling-off period. It is the responsibility of the relevant DPO to seek 
consent prior to taking up an offer of employment (or to provide services). Statistics on the 
number of applications for consent under section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015 
are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards in Public 
Office Commission.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the accep-
tance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or retire-
ment (Section 20). Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for the 
purposes of the Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the 
service, accept an offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept 
an engagement in a particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appoint-
ment or engagement could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval from 
the appropriate authority. Officers below Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Secretary 
General or Head of Office in which they are serving, or have last served before retirement or 
resignation. Officers at and above Assistant Secretary level must apply to the Outside Appoint-
ments Board.
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One DPO, a former Special Adviser, applied to the Standards in Public Office Commission 
in April 2017, under Section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act 2015, for a waiver of the 
“cooling off period” in order to take up a post in public relations.

19/09/2019WRL01700Building Energy Rating Compliance

19/09/2019WRL01800252. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the policy in relation to standard BER ratings for new social housing units; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38186/19]

19/09/2019WRL01900Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy Damien English): New social housing, in common with all new dwellings, must 
comply with building regulations and current regulations require a typical dwelling to have a 
Building Energy Rating (BER) of A3.  Some 98% of all new dwellings are built to this stan-
dard. The Nearly Zero Energy Building (NZEB) performance for new dwellings represents an 
improvement in energy and carbon dioxide emissions performance of 70% over 2005 standards 
and requires renewables on all new dwellings. This is typically equivalent to a BER of A2. 
These regulations were published in May 2019 and will apply to all new dwellings from 1 No-
vember 2019.

19/09/2019WRL02000Local Authority Housing Standards

19/09/2019WRL02100253. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the policy in relation to the use of fossil fuel burning boiler systems in new build local 
authority housing units; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38187/19]

19/09/2019WRL02200Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): In 
line with Part L of the Building Regulations, the use of fossil fuel (e.g. gas) boilers is permitted 
in new social housing with a photovoltaic installation to achieve compliance with Part L 2019. 
Alternatively, heat pumps or district heating may be used where appropriate. Oil boilers with 
photovoltaic may be acceptable, subject to specific conditions and where cost effective relative 
to renewable heating systems. The use of solid fossil fuel boilers is not supported in new social 
housing dwellings, given the focus on better air quality, the health of occupants, and the need to 
reduce carbon emissions and the cost of construction and maintenance.

With the introduction of Nearly Zero Energy Building Regulations for new dwellings from 
1   Nov 2019, it is expected that the use of renewable heating systems will continue to increase 
in the specifications for all new dwellings, including social housing homes.

19/09/2019WRL02300Local Authority Housing Maintenance

19/09/2019WRL02400254. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if approval will issue without delay for housing projects (details supplied); and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [38189/19]

19/09/2019WRL02500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The management and maintenance of local authority housing stock, including pre-letting re-
pairs to vacant properties, the implementation of planned maintenance programmes and carry-
ing out of responsive repairs, are matters for each individual local authority under the Housing 
Act 1966.  Local authorities return vacant properties to use through their own resources, but 
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my Department also provides some level of exchequer support under the voids programme, for 
properties that require significant investment prior to re-letting.    

Cavan County Council originally submitted 5 properties for inclusion in the 2019 voids 
programme for which funding was approved, subject to the provision of pre and post-works 
BER Assessments. Last week, the Council submitted a proposal seeking funding for a further 
23 homes under the voids programme. This is currently being reviewed and a decision will be 
notified to the Council as soon as possible.

While my Department will examine further proposals that Cavan County Council is making 
under the voids programme, it would be of concern if there is any reduction in the Council’s 
own budget and capacity to maintain their own stock and fund more standard re-lets. The sup-
port of Councillors to make adequate budgetary provision for this important work is a key ele-
ment in ensuring that local authorities can re-let social homes as soon as possible to those on 
their waiting lists.

19/09/2019WRL02600Social and Affordable Housing Data

19/09/2019WRL02700255. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the number of single stage approval process applications for social housing projects 
received per annum since its inception by county; the number approved by county; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [38199/19]

19/09/2019WRL02800256. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the value threshold of the single stage approval process applications for social housing 
projects; his plans to review the threshold level; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[38200/19]

19/09/2019WRL02900257. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment his plans to review the four stage approval process for social housing projects; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [38201/19]

19/09/2019WRL03000Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 255 to 257, inclusive, together.

There are currently 36 local authority social housing construction projects that have been 
or are being advanced through the single-stage approval process, which covers projects with 
an all-in budget up to €2 million and up to 15 homes. The breakdown of these projects by local 
authority and year received, is set out in the following table.  All projects have been approved, 
apart from 6 received recently, which are shown below as ‘2019 Project Applications’ and 
which are now being assessed.

LA 2016 2017 2018 2019Projects 
Approved

2019Project 
Applications

Carlow   3 5  
Clare    2 1
Cork County   1 3 2
Kerry   1 4  
Kilkenny   1 2  
Laois   3   
Louth 1    3
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LA 2016 2017 2018 2019Projects 
Approved

2019Project 
Applications

Mayo   1 5  
Meath  1 1   
Sligo   1   
Tipperary    1  
The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform is currently leading a review on the Pub-

lic Spending Code (PSC). This is the critical framework for the control and governance of all 
public expenditure activities and it, in turn, determines the approach for publicly-funded con-
struction projects which is set out in the  Government’s Capital Works Management Framework 
(CWMF), the objectives of which are to ensure cost certainty, value for money and financial 
accountability.

Social housing construction projects, whether implemented via the single stage or four stage 
process, must comply with the CWMF and the PSC, similar to publicly-funded construction 
projects in other sectors. When the PSC review is complete, my Department will be in a posi-
tion to consider its implications, if any, for social housing projects. 

In concentrating the 9 review stages of the CWMF to 4 for most social housing construction 
projects, as well as operating a single stage process for projects up to €2 million, my Depart-
ment has already streamlined the approval arrangements, while still ensuring appropriate over-
sight and control arrangements in relation to public funds.  

It is also the case that most of the time required to advance social housing construction 
projects to site arise from local authority activities such as design, planning, procurement and 
engagement with contractors. The time involved in approving projects is a small element only 
of the overall period for advancing the projects.

19/09/2019WRL03300Anti-Social Behaviour

19/09/2019WRL03400258. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment his plans to bring forward legislation to allow councils to conduct antisocial behaviour 
checks on HAP tenants; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [38203/19]

19/09/2019WRL03500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): In 
order for a household to qualify for the Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) scheme, the house-
hold must first be assessed as eligible for social housing support by their local authority. Any 
household assessed as eligible for social housing is immediately eligible for HAP. 

The application form for social housing support, prescribed by the Social Housing Assess-
ment Regulations 2011, requires applicants to provide details of any convictions under a num-
ber of specified statutes relating to anti-social behaviour and public order offences.

In respect of the HAP scheme, under section 45(6) of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provi-
sions) Act 2014, local authorities may refuse to provide, or cease providing, housing assistance 
in respect of a qualified household where the local authority considers that any household mem-
ber is or has been engaged in anti-social behaviour.

Similarly, under this section, the local authority may also refuse to permit a person who 
proposes to take up or resume residence or enter or be in a dwelling the subject of housing as-
sistance where the local authority considers that the person is or has been engaged in anti-social 
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behaviour.

Under HAP, a tenant sources their own accommodation in the private rented market. The 
tenancy agreement is between the tenant and the landlord and is governed by the Residential 
Tenancies Act 2004 (as amended). The Residential Tenancies Board (RTB) was established as 
an independent statutory body under the Act to operate a national tenancy registration system 
and to facilitate the resolution of disputes between landlords and tenants.

19/09/2019WRL03600National Concert Hall

19/09/2019WRL03700259. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
amount of capital and current funding her Department has provided to the National Concert Hall 
in 2018 and 2019, in tabular form; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37980/19]

19/09/2019WRL03800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The fol-
lowing table sets out the annual funding that has been allocated to the National Concert Hall in 
2018 and 2019:

Year Current   Capital   Total
2018 €2,569,000 €260,000 €2,829,000
2019 €2,788,000 €260,000 €3,048,000
In addition under Project 2040 –”Investment in our Culture, Language & Heritage 2018-

2027” the Government intends to invest €460 million in significant capital projects in our Na-
tional Cultural Institutions over the next 10 years.  A total investment of €78 million is planned 
for the redevelopment of the National Concert Hall over this period.

19/09/2019WRL03900National Parks and Wildlife Service

19/09/2019WRL04000260. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if 
the National Parks and Wildlife Service require planning permission for salmon conservation 
fund projects (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [37990/19]

19/09/2019WRL04100261. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the reason the National Parks and Wildlife Service require planning permission for salmon 
conservation fund projects (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[37991/19]

19/09/2019WRL04200Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 260 and 261 together.

Ireland is bound by the EU Habitats and Birds Directives, as transposed into National law 
by the European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats Regulations) 2011.  As such, Ireland 
has designated 439 sites as special areas of conservation (SACs) under the Habitats Directive 
and classified 154 sites as special protection areas (SPAs) under the Birds Directive.  Under 
national legislation, SACs and SPAs are collectively termed ‘European sites’.

To protect the habitats and species in the European sites for which they are designated, and 
to avoid accidental or deliberate damage in these sites, it is necessary to have in place a system 
by which potentially damaging activities require consent before they can be carried out. 

‘Activities Requiring Consent’ are specific activities which must not be carried out on a 
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European site unless prior consent is given by me, as Minister for Culture, Heritage and the 
Gaeltacht, or by another relevant public authority.  This safeguard ensures that the potential 
effects of the activity on the European site are assessed before works are carried out. Also that 
consent is granted only after having determined that the activity will not adversely affect the 
integrity of the European Site.

The Salmon Conservation Fund is an initiative of Inland Fisheries Ireland, launched in 
2007, in order to fund rehabilitation, protection and conservation projects, all of which must 
focus on salmon. The fund was expanded in 2019 to include sea trout.

If a project under this fund (or indeed any other project) is to take place within a European 
Site and includes activities which are listed as Activities Requiring Consent for that European 
Site, then my prior consent, or that of another relevant authority, is required before the activity 
is carried out. 

In some cases, planning permission may be required for activities that are listed as ‘exempt-
ed development’ under the Planning and Development Regulations.  This occurs in cases where 
I have received an application to carry out an activity requiring consent on a European Site but, 
following screening for appropriate assessment of the activity by officials of my Department, it 
is determined that the activity is likely to have a significant effect on a European Site and there-
fore requires a full appropriate assessment. In such cases the ‘exempted development’ status of 
the activity is dis-applied and planning permission under the Planning and Development Acts 
is required.

With regard to the specific cases referred to by the Deputy, the staff of my Department 
considered an application for an Activity Requiring Consent for one of these cases, and follow-
ing consideration of the potential implications for the Special Area of Conservation in which 
the project was located, my staff recommended that the local group involved should contact 
the County Council Planning Department in order to determine if Planning Permission was 
required.

19/09/2019WRL04400Hare Coursing Regulation

19/09/2019WRL04500262. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht if full protection will be granted to the Irish hare; if all forms of hare hunting and coursing 
will be banned; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38000/19]

19/09/2019WRL04600Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): EU Di-
rective 92/43/EEC (the Habitats Directive) requires Ireland to make a detailed report every six 
years on the conservation status of all listed species, including the hare. Ireland’s most recent 
report in 2019 included a comprehensive assessment of the range, population status, habitat and 
threats for the Irish hare. The report can be downloaded at https://www.npws.ie/publications/
article-17-reports/article-17-reports-2019. 

The 2019 report states that the Hare is found throughout the country from coastal habitats 
to upland heath and bog. The Hare is widespread and common in Ireland with a broad habitat 
niche and its overall conservation status at that time was assessed as favourable.  

In addition to the reporting requirements of the EU Habitats Directive, data on the distribu-
tion of the hare is being collected continuously by the National Biodiversity Data Centre and 
the recent Atlas of Mammals in Ireland 2010-2015   provided a summary of the species’ range, 
demonstrating that it remains widespread across the country. 
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My Department commissioned a new assessment of the status of hare’s population in Ire-
land which took place using camera traps, over the winter of 2018/2019, before RHD2 was 
known to occur in the wild in Ireland.  I hope that this report will be available for publication 
next month. 

Given the outbreak of the RHD2 virus which was first confirmed in the wild in Ireland only 
last month and based on what we have been able to establish in that period,  RHD2 appears to be 
relatively widespread. The virus is known to be highly contagious and easily spread and envi-
ronmental contamination presents significant difficulties in terms of any biosecurity responses.  
I made the decision last month to suspend the licences issued to the Irish Coursing Club on 
behalf of its affiliated clubs to capture and tag hares for the 2019/20 hare coursing season which 
were due to come into effect on 10 August until a clearer understanding of the extent, spread 
and implications of the RHD2 virus emerges.  I am keeping this mater under continuous review.  
I am reflecting too on the implication of this disease for the upcoming open season and I will 
make a decision in that regard shortly.

19/09/2019WRL04700Wildlife Protection

19/09/2019WRL04800263. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which corncrake numbers still exist at specific sites nationally; the preserva-
tion actions in place or proposed in this regard; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[38003/19]

19/09/2019WRL04900Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Al-
though the global population is considered stable, in Ireland the Corncrake is a species of high 
conservation concern in Ireland  due to long-term declines. The population of Corncrakes in 
Ireland has been monitored annually since 1993 (by recording how many male birds are calling 
at night-time) and is critically low, with 151 calling males recorded in 2018. Donegal remains 
the national stronghold, with 90 confirmed calling males. West Connacht, which comprises 
the western seaboards of counties Mayo and Galway, held 59 males. Two calling males were 
recorded in  Co. Sligo.

Restoration of the Corncrake population is an important component of my Department’s 
overall work on species protection. Measures to protect the Corncrake include the designation 
of 9 Special Areas of Protection (SPAs) for the protection of breeding corncrake populations 
in Ireland. The offshore islands, particularly off Donegal, are of critical importance.  Conserva-
tion measures in 2018 included habitat management and the administration of grant schemes to 
promote beneficial land management for the species.

The National Parks & Wildlife Service Farm Plan Scheme for Corncrakes offers incentives 
to landowners to create and manage habitat for Corncrakes. Landowners nominate plots they 
would like to work on and receive payment for habitat creation and putting management mea-
sures in place for Corncrake. In 2018, there were 10 farmers in the NPWS Farm Plan Scheme 
delivering 63.52ha of habitat for Corncrake.

The NPWS also operates the Corncrake Grant Scheme, where landowners who have Corn-
crake calling on or near their land receive a grant for adopting Corncrake friendly mowing 
practices. In 2018, 125 participants entered the Corncrake Grant Scheme (CGS), covering an 
area 352.78ha nationally.

The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine operates a Green Low-Carbon Agri-
Environmental (GLAS) Corncrake Measure, which aims to create and maintain cover and nest-
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ing shelter for Corncrakes during breeding season (April to September).  Farmers undertaking 
the measure are required to commit to provision of early cover dominated by broad-leaved plant 
species e.g. Iris or nettle, and grazing, mowing, topping and/or other field operations requiring 
the use of machinery are not permitted from 10 March to 10 August annually.

In 2018, there were 64 GLAS participants with 209ha of land planned for delivering Corn-
crake habitat.

Following decades of decline, the breeding population of corncrakes has stabilised, albeit 
at low numbers. My Department will continue to work with farmers and landowners towards 
the conservation of this species in Ireland and I look forward to seeing improved population 
numbers as a result of these measures.

19/09/2019WRL05000Wildlife Protection

19/09/2019WRL05100264. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the number of red grouse still in existence here; the extent to which preservation or resto-
ration provisions are made or can be made in this respect; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter. [38004/19]

19/09/2019WRL05200Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Red 
Grouse is a species found only in Ireland and Scotland that lives entirely on heather moorland 
and bogs. In recent decades, it has suffered from the continued decline of its habitats and the 
condition and extent of our bogs. Red Grouse require large areas of natural and semi-natural 
habitat; the destruction and fragmentation of these habitats have been identified as major threats 
to Red Grouse populations.  

The last comprehensive survey was carried out in 2006/2008, which found just under 2,000 
breeding pairs of Red Grouse in Ireland. Since 1980, the population is considered to have de-
clined by up to 40%. Additionally, there has been a decline of over 50% in their breeding range 
from 1972 to 2018.  

In 2012, the NPWS carried out survey of Red Grouse in the Owenduff/Nephin Complex 
Special Protection Area (SPA) in County Mayo, an SPA which had previous declines in grouse 
populations due to changes in habitat quality and extent, largely caused by overgrazing.  This 
survey showed the population had almost doubled since an earlier survey in 2002.  This in-
crease in grouse numbers is attributed to beneficial management of the land  in the intervening 
period. Off-wintering of livestock from 2006 has allowed an improvement in the habitat condi-
tion within the Owenduff/Nephin SPA. 

A Red Grouse Species Action Plan (https://www.npws.ie/sites/default/files/publications/
pdf/2013_RedGrouse_SAP.pdf) was completed in 2013 by the National Red Grouse Steering 
Committee, supported by my Department.  This national plan sets out the background to the 
species decline, the challenges facing conservation efforts, the pressures the population is under 
and a framework for action to deliver conservation measures for Red Grouse in Ireland. 

Since the plan was published, there have been a range of positive conservation measures 
undertaken to maintain and improve the existing habitat for Red Grouse and to support breeding 
pairs, through habitat management and other measures. These measures have been particularly 
successful where farmers, hunters and ecologists have cooperated together.

The national Species Action Plan lists a number of locally-led management projects such 
as the Ballydangan Bog Red Grouse Project, Co. Roscommon, which started in 2009 and which 
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supports active management of grouse habitat which has also benefitted other threatened spe-
cies including breeding Curlew.

19/09/2019WRL05300Cultural Policy

19/09/2019WRL05400265. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the degree to which she is actively involved in supporting cultural events at various loca-
tions nationally directly or through bodies under her aegis in each of the past two years to date; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38006/19]

19/09/2019WRL05500Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): While it 
would be a significant underrating to provide the Deputy with full details of all cultural events 
in which my Department is directly involved, It is my hope that the reply that follows will 
provide sufficient information regarding some of my Department’s output in this area.  More 
details of are available on my Department’s website at https://www.chg.gov.ie/

In addition to activities funded by my Department, events are also arranged by individual 
National Cultural Institutions and bodies under the aegis of my Department. These are  day-to-
day matters for each specific body in which I do not have an operational role. 

Culture Night

My Department is also responsible for Culture Night, organised in conjunction with local 
authorities and partners.

Culture Night has grown from a relatively small scale cultural event staged only in Dublin 
in 2006 to the significant national cultural event it now is, with over 400,000 people visiting 
Museums, galleries, historic houses, artists’ studios and cultural centres across the country on 
the night. In 2018, 1,606 venues across the island of Ireland participated in Culture Night, with 
an attendance of 420,000.  Events are run in partnership with local authorities. It is anticipated 
that 2019 will be a bigger event again and full details of events are available at www.culturen-
ight.ie

Details of other projects and events previously funded directly can be seen at  https://www.
chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/grants-and-funding/cultural-projects-funding/

Creative Ireland

Through the Creative Ireland Programme, my Department provides significant support to 
local authorities to enable them curate a programme of local events and activities each year.  
This year, as in 2018, my Department allocated a sum of €2m (along with €1m allocated by 
the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government) to all 31 local authorities – or 
€96,000 each approximately – to enable them support an extensive programme of activities, 
events and initiatives.  As well as this core support for local Creative Ireland programmes, each 
local authority is also provided with additional funding to support activities on Cruinniú na nÓg 
– the national day of creativity for children and young people which takes place in June.  This 
year each local authority was provided with €15,000 (and in the case of each of the four Dublin 
local authorities, a sum of €75,000 reflecting their larger populations) to activate Cruinniú na 
nÓg in their respective administrative areas. 

Cumulatively, the above funding streams supported over 1200 projects nationally in 2018 
and it is expected they will fund a similar amount of projects this year - to date 780 Cruinniú 
na nÓg projects alone were funded this year. The types of projects supported include arts proj-
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ects, grant schemes, concerts, conferences, exhibitions, festivals, outreach projects, publica-
tions, research programmes, and workshops among other activities. They cover topics such as 
archaeology, architecture, biodiversity, crafts, heritage, dance, film, history, literature, music, 
photography, poetry, storytelling, theatre and the visual arts. Further information is available on 
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/creative-communities 

Small Scale Local Festivals and Summer Schools Scheme

Department this year ran the Small Scale Local Festivals and Summer Schools fund for 
which the closing date for applications was 19th April.  A total of €111,000 was allocated to 
50 events under this scheme in 2019, with a maximum funding of €5,000 per grant available 
through a competitive application process.

Full details of this scheme are available at https://www.chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/grants-and-
funding/small-scale-local-festivals-summer-schools/. It is currently envisaged that this funding 
scheme will run again in 2020, subject to available funding.  In this context, it may be useful 
to monitor the Department website next year and apply upon the announcement of the scheme. 

The Arts Council provides financial supports many multidisciplinary arts festivals, where  
those festivals have  programmes across different artforms, including literature, music, street 
arts, theatre, visual arts and different areas of arts practice.  The Festivals Investment Scheme 
operated by the Arts Council  will open for applications on 15th October for events that will take 
place between July and December 2020.  These applications close on Thursday 14th November 
and details may be found at http://www.artscouncil.ie/Funds/Festivals-Investment-Scheme/.

 Cooperation with Northern Ireland Scheme 

Eighteen projects are benefitting from funding under my Department’s 2019 Cooperation 
with Northern Ireland Scheme  Projects range from exhibitions, workshops and cultural events 
and involve bodies on both sides of the border cooperating in a cultural context.  

Some examples of the projects being funded include the Smashing Times Theatre & Film 
Company which are producing an arts-based project using creative processes of theatre, film 
and new digital technologies to promote peace building and positive community relations be-
tween people and traditions in Northern Ireland and on the island of Ireland today.

Further details of these allocations can be seen at https://www.chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/grants-
and-funding/co-operation-with-northern-Ireland/   

Commemorations

The State Ceremonial strand of the commemorative programme for the remainder of the 
Decade of Centenaries (2019 – 2023) will be augmented with a rich diversity of commemora-
tive activities designed to encourage authentic historical enquiry about this period and broad 
public engagement.  Initiatives will be developed in collaboration with a range of State partners, 
including the National Cultural Institutions, (institutions of learning, local authorities, creative 
communities, trade unions and other stakeholders).  

The National Cultural Institutions will have a significant role in creating opportunities for 
people of all ages and traditions to explore and reflect upon this divisive period in our his-
tory.  In its Second Statement of Principles, published in 2017, the Expert Advisory Group on 
Centenary Commemorations recommended that ‘the opportunity to encourage scholarship at 
national and local level must be used as fully as possible, with particular emphasis on archival 
investment and development.  The Group recommended also that we ensure that ‘Irish cultural 
institutions that house material most relevant to the period ... continue to play a central role in 
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exploring and explaining the history of the period’.

Our National Cultural Institutions have an important role as custodians of our history and 
culture.  By conserving, protecting and sharing their extensive collections of authentic archive 
material, layers of meaning are added to the historical events that took place.  One such example 
is the National Library’s latest cultural digitisation project – Towards a Republic – which runs 
over the remainder of the Decade of Centenaries and will see the digitisation of some of the per-
sonal papers of the signatories of the Treaty in preparation for the centenary of the foundation 
of the State.  A wealth of new material will be made freely accessible, including the personal 
papers of John Devoy, Arthur Griffith, Rosamond Jacob, Annie O’Farrelly, John Redmond and 
the Sheehy Skeffingtons, amongst many others.  These will provide invaluable and new insights 
into the political, social and cultural context of the period.

  Question No. 266 answered with Question No. 31.

19/09/2019WRL05600Arts Funding

19/09/2019WRL05700267. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which she has provided financial support to the arts nationally in the past 
three years; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38008/19]

19/09/2019WRL05800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The al-
locations across my Department are published in the Revised Estimates Volume at www.per.
gov.ie.  My Department secured additional funding of over €36 million in 2019, an increase of 
12% on the 2018 allocation and allowing for total expenditure of some €339 million on culture, 
language and heritage in 2019. As part of that overall funding I am glad to advise the Deputy 
that budget figures announced over the last three years in respect of my Department   has seen 
increased financial provision for the arts as  it relates to the Arts Council, Screen Ireland and 
National Cultural Institutions outlined in the following table.    

 2017 Current Capital Total %
Arts Council 65057 93 65150 52%
Screen Ireland 3786 12702 16488 13%
NCIs 39068 3712 42780 34%
Total 107911 16507 124418  

2018 Current Capital Total %
Arts Council 67920 293 68213 52%
Screen Ireland 3820 14202 18022 14%
NCIs 41625 3712 45337 34%
Total 113365 18207 131572  

 2019 Current Capital Total %
Arts Council 73957 1045 75002 53%
Screen Ireland 3840 16200 20040 14%
NCIs 43771 3712 47483 33%
Total 121568 20957 142525   
The additional funding of over €36 million for my Department in 2019 included €21 million 

in capital expenditure.  This included Arts and culture funding up by €22.6m or 13.5% – com-
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prising €10.6m (7.7%) increase in current funding and €12m (or 14%) in capital. Also included 
in this was Arts Council funding which was increased by up by 10% to €75m as well as an ad-
ditional €2 million for Screen Ireland. 

Project Ireland 2040 is the Government’s long-term overarching strategy to make Ireland a 
better country for its entire people. The plan changes how investment is made in public infra-
structure in Ireland, moving away from the approach of the past, which saw public investment 
spread too thinly and investment decisions that didn’t align with a well-thought-out and defined 
strategy. Alongside the development of physical infrastructure, Project Ireland 2040 supports 
business and communities across all of Ireland in realising their potential.

 €1.2 billion as part of Project Ireland 2040 is broken down as follows:

- €460 million for our National Cultural Institutions.

- €265 million for cultural and creativity investment programme

- €285 million for natural and built heritage

- €178 million for the Gaeltacht. The Irish language and the islands.

 A Cultural and Creativity investment programme comprising €265 million will be closely 
aligned with the cultural infrastructure, creative communities and creative industries pillars of 
the Creative Ireland Programme.

- €200 million will be invested in our vibrant media production and audio visual  industries 
which will have a positive impact  right across the country

- A €40 million  programme of investing in cultural infrastructure across all regions will see 
support for the maintenance and development of regional arts centres, theatres, regional muse-
ums, galleries, archives, multi-use facilities, artist studios etc.

- A €10 million national digitisation investment programme will see national collections 
digitised over the course of the plan supporting the conservation,  preservation and dissemina-
tion of the  national collections;

- Galway as EU Capital of Culture will receive €15 million funding for its cultural  pro-
gramme under the Plan.

19/09/2019WRL05900Film Industry

19/09/2019WRL06000268. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which she continues to support the film industry with particular reference to 
the need to encourage the use of Ireland as a favoured location; and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [38009/19]

19/09/2019WRL06100269. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which she has identified development goals for the film industry here; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [38010/19]

19/09/2019WRL06200Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 268 and 269 together.

As set out in the Government’s ‘Global Ireland 2025’ initiative, which was launched last 
year, film is a high-impact way of promoting Ireland on the global stage.  Screen Ireland is the 
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national development agency for Irish film making and the Irish film, television and anima-
tion industry.   Its statutory remit is to assist and encourage the making of film in the State and 
the development of a film industry in Ireland.  Screen Ireland supports writers, directors and 
production companies across these sectors by providing investment loans for the development, 
production and distribution of film, television and animation projects. It has a vision for a vi-
brant, creative and sustainable Irish film, television and animation industry, with diverse voices, 
talent and opportunities which speaks to and connects Irish film culture with audiences at home 
and abroad. 

Screen Ireland also works in conjunction with the enterprise agencies to support the de-
velopment of the film sector to make a substantial contribution to inward investment. It pro-
motes Ireland as a location for international production by providing advice and support for 
international companies seeking to locate production activity to Ireland, organising inward and 
outward trade missions on an annual basis and working in partnership with EU counterparts on 
co-productions. In April 2018, I joined with the Taoiseach and Minister for Finance and Public 
Expenditure and Reform, in launching my Department’s capital investment plan: ‘Investing in 
our Culture, Language and Heritage 2018 - 2027’. This plan incorporated an amount of €200m 
to be invested in media production and the audiovisual industry over the next 10 years and 
represented a first step in the Government’s ambitions to enable Ireland to become a global hub 
for the production of film, TV drama and animation. The investment will be delivered through 
Screen Ireland whose budget for 2019 was increased to €20 million. 

Government policy also supports the sector through Section 481 tax relief, international film 
co-production treaties, an annual international programme of Irish film festivals, and through 
engaging high-profile talent to project a positive image of Ireland and reflect Ireland as a cre-
ative place. Earlier this year, I was pleased to welcome EU Commission approval in respect of 
two aspects of Irelands tax credit: the extension of the Section 481 credit until 2024 provides 
certainty for film production companies on the future availability of the credit, ensuring the 
continued growth of our film industry. It is a key recommendation in the Audiovisual Action 
Plan, the industry-wide, long-term plan, under the Creative Ireland Programme. A further key 
measure under the Plan saw the introduction of the Regional Film Development Uplift which 
offers an additional tapered tax credit over a period of 4 years. This is an important step in sup-
port of this Government’s ambition to make Ireland a global hub for the production of Film, TV 
Drama and Animation in supporting creative talent in Ireland and helping to develop a vibrant 
creative audio-visual sector throughout the country. 

I will continue to work to support the development and expansion of the film and television 
production sector. In that regard my Department will continue to work with Screen Ireland to 
ensure that Ireland is maximised as a location for both indigenous and international film pro-
duction.

19/09/2019WRL06400Cultural Policy

19/09/2019WRL06500270. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which she has offered assistance towards specific developments in the arts 
such as music and drama events at local or community level; and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [38011/19]

19/09/2019WRL06600Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Support 
for the arts is a key focus of the supports provided by my Department and its agencies.  My 
Department is involved in a very wide range and cultural events numbering several thousand 
each year and I will try to give a flavour of these in this reply. 
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Culture Night takes place tomorrow 20th September 2019 all over Ireland and it is run by 
my Department in conjunction with local authorities and other partners.   Culture Night is now 
in its 14th year.  It has grown from a relatively small scale cultural event staged only in Dublin 
in 2006 to the significant national cultural event it now is, with over 400,000 people visiting 
Museums, galleries, historic houses, artists’ studios and cultural centres across the country on 
the night. I myself was very impressed at the variety of events which I was able to attend in-
cluding reading poetry in the Seanad Chamber, exploring artists’ studios in Temple Bar and 
experiencing the crowds attending the RTÉ event at the National Museum in Collins Barracks.

In 2018, 1,606 venues across the island of Ireland participated in Culture Night, with an at-
tendance of 420,000.  Events are run in partnership with local authorities. It is anticipated that 
2019 will be a bigger event again and full details of events are available at www.culturenight.ie

The Creative Ireland Programme is now in its third year and it provides significant support 
to Local Authorities to enable them curate a programme of local events and activities each year.  
This year, as in 2018, my Department allocated a sum of €2m to all 31 local authorities.  The 
Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government allocated a further €1m to the pro-
gramme.  These monies enabled local authorities to support an extensive programme of activi-
ties, events and initiatives.  As well as this core support for local Creative Ireland programmes, 
each local authority is also provided with additional funding to support activities on Cruinniú 
na nÓg – the national day of creativity for children and young people which takes place in June.  
This year each local authority was provided with €15,000 (and in the case of each of the four 
Dublin local authorities, a sum of €75,000 reflecting their larger populations) to activate Cruin-
niú na nÓg in their respective administrative areas. 

Cumulatively, the above funding streams supported over 1,200 projects nationally in 2018 
and it is expected they will fund a similar amount of projects this year - to date 780 Cruinniú na 
nÓg projects alone were funded this year. The types of projects supported include arts projects, 
grant schemes, concerts, conferences, exhibitions, festivals, outreach projects, publications, re-
search programmes, and workshops among other activities. They cover topics such as dance, 
film, music, poetry, storytelling, theatre and the visual arts. Further information is available on 
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/creative-communities 

Also under the Creative Ireland Programme, the Creative Youth Plan commits to specific 
actions to increase and enhance access to a range of creative and cultural activities and practices 
for young people, including drama and music. As part of this commitment, my colleague the 
Minister for Education and Skills has in 2019 increased funding to Music Generation aimed at a 
national roll-out of the programme, while only last month I announced the provision of funding 
to Youth Theatre Ireland to assist them in developing a bespoke training programme for youth 
theatre facilitators and the establishment of new theatre groups in 3 pilot areas.

Further details of the Strategic Plans, Reports and Research Papers and news relating to 
Creative Ireland including annual reports can be viewed on the Creative Ireland website www.
creativeireland.gov.ie.  

In addition to the above, the following initiatives supported by my Department are targeted 
towards support for music.

- The National Folk Theatre, Siamsa Tíre receives annual funding from my Department, 
brings to life Irish folklore through music, song and dance.

- My Department provides funding for the purchase of equipment under the Music Capital 
Scheme to performing groups and individual talented musicians on an annual basis throughout 
the country.  The Scheme is managed by Music Network  on behalf of my Department.
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- Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann (CCÉ)   is the largest group involved in the preservation and 
promotion of Irish traditional music both at community and national level.  Annual funding is 
provided by my  Department  to CCÉ  for its work in the protection and promotion of Irish tra-
ditional music and culture They promote traditional music dance  in the following ways:

- Thousands of children and young people develop their musical performance (instrumenta-
tion and vocal) skills and appreciation skills at these mentored weekly classes, where the em-
phasis is oral transmission in an appropriate context. Over 1,500 Classes are delivered weekly 
in community settings. 

- With over 400 branches, 18 centres, 7 Regional centres and 11 Outreach centres throughout 
Ireland, Britain, North America and worldwide, a wide variety of formal and informal perfor-
mance opportunities are provided through the Comhaltas structures and Centres. Each Centre 
has a local performance group which provides appropriate opportunities for young traditional 
artists (aged 16 upwards) to participate in formal stage performances.

- Fleadh Cheoil na hÉireann which is run by CCÉ, has record attendance of 500,000 annu-
ally with over 6,000 participating in its competitions.

The Department provides annual funding to the Cross-Border Orchestra Peace Proms in 
which 20,000 children from 250 schools across the island of Ireland participate. The Proms 
provide a vital platform for young people to showcase their musical talent.

My Department ran the Small Scale Local Festivals and Summer Schools fund earlier this 
year under the scheme, a total of €111,000 was allocated to 50 events under this scheme in 
2019, with a maximum funding of €5,000 per grant available through a competitive applica-
tion process. Full details of this scheme are available at https://www.chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/
grants-and-funding/small-scale-local-festivals-summer-schools/. It is currently envisaged that 
this funding scheme will run again in 2020, subject to available funding. Eighteen projects are 
benefitting from funding under my Department’s 2019

Cooperation with Northern Ireland Scheme Projects range from exhibitions, workshops and 
cultural events and involve bodies on both sides of the border cooperating in a cultural con-
text.  Some examples of the projects being funded include the Smashing Times Theatre & Film 
Company which is producing an arts-based project using creative processes of theatre, film and 
new digital technologies to promote peace building and positive community relations between 
people and traditions in Northern Ireland and on the island of Ireland today.

 Further details of allocations can be seen at https://www.chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/grants-and-
funding/co-operation-with-northern-Ireland/   . Details of other projects and events previously 
funded directly can be seen at  https://www.chg.gov.ie/arts/culture/grants-and-funding/cultural-
projects-funding/

 The Arts Council which is funded by my Department also has a number of schemes and ini-
tiatives around the support of music and drama. Details of these can be accessed on its website 
at the following link: www.artscouncil.ie. Funding for the Arts Council has increased in recent 
years and now stands at €75 million in 2019, an increase of €6.8m or 10% over 2018. Much of 
this is invested by the Council through its Strategic Funding programme which includes grants 
to key arts organisations across the country. Additional funding is invested in projects and pro-
grammes, including Arts Grant Funding, Project Awards, Open Call, and grants for hundreds of 
productions, touring and festivals nationwide and details can be viewed on the Arts Council’s 
website on its funding webpages. 

The Festivals Investment Scheme operated by the Arts Council will open for applications on 
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15th October for events that will take place between July and December 2020.  These applica-
tions close on Thursday 14th November and details may be found at http://www.artscouncil.ie/
Funds/Festivals-Investment-Scheme/.

 The National Concert Hall (NCH)   has a wide and varied programme for Musicians and 
Music Students that offers a variety of initiatives to develop young musicians as well as lifelong 
learning through engagement with people of all ages and all sectors of society.   Further details 
of these can be viewed in its website under its Learning and Participation webpage. 

The State Ceremonial strand of the commemorative programme for the remainder of the 
Decade of Centenaries (2019 – 2023) will be augmented with a rich diversity of commemora-
tive activities designed to encourage authentic historical enquiry about this period and broad 
public engagement.  Initiatives will be developed in collaboration with a range of State partners, 
including the National Cultural Institutions, (institutions of learning, local authorities, creative 
communities, trade unions and other stakeholders).  

 The National Cultural Institutions will have a significant role in creating opportunities 
for people of all ages and traditions to explore and reflect upon this divisive period in our his-
tory. Our National Cultural Institutions have an important role as custodians of our history and 
culture.  By conserving, protecting and sharing their extensive collections of authentic archive 
material, layers of meaning are added to the historical events that took place.  One such ex-
ample is the National Library’s latest cultural digitisation project – Towards a Republic – which 
runs over the remainder of the Decade of Centenaries and will see the digitisation of some of the 
personal papers of the signatories of the Treaty in preparation for the centenary of the founda-
tion of the State

More details of are available on my Department’s website at https://www.chg.gov.ie/.  It 
should be noted that events arranged by individual National Cultural Institutions and bodies 
under the aegis of my Department are a day-to-day matter for each specific body in which I do 
not have an operational role.

19/09/2019WRL06700Built Heritage Investment Scheme

19/09/2019WRL06800271. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the extent to which restoration and repairs have been initiated or are ongoing in respect of 
damaged historical buildings; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [38014/19]

19/09/2019WRL06900Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): My role 
with regard to the protection and management of our built heritage is set out in the provisions 
of relevant legislation, as are the roles of local authorities and the responsibilities of owners.

In this instance I understand that the Deputy is asking about supports provided by my De-
partment for properties in private ownership. My Department provides financial support for the 
protection of heritage buildings and historic structures through the Built Heritage Investment 
Scheme (BHIS) and the Historic Structures Fund (HSF), administered by local authorities. Full 
details of the schemes, including projects being funded this year are available on my Depart-
ment’s website and on the websites of individual local authorities. 

On 28 March this year I announced funding of €4.3 million to 478 projects under these 
schemes and work on these projects is ongoing. 

Under the Built Heritage Investment Scheme (BHIS) 2019 Kildare County Council was al-
located €79,000 to support 13 projects as per the attached table.  Under the Historic Structures 
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Fund 2019 Kildare County Council was allocated €25,000 to support a project at Newbridge 
College. 

In the context of a particular building or historic structure, the best advice is generally to 
contact the Heritage Officer or Architectural Conservation Officer in the local authority who is 
well placed to advise on the various types of funding available to assist with its renovation or 
conservation.

Under the Built Heritage Investment Scheme (BHIS) 2019 Kildare County Council was al-
located €79,000 to support 13 projects as follows:

    BHIS, Kildare 2019

Project Allocation
Church of Ireland Kilberry €7,000 
St. Michaels Church, Athy €7,000 
Johnstown Graveyard & Church, Johnstown €5,000 
Sean Chill, Donaghcumper, Celbridge €3,000 
Church of the Holy Saviour Narraghmore €5,000 
Ard Na Greine, Canal View, Sallins €7,000 
7 Canning Place, Newbridge €8,000 
Leixlip Boathouse, Leixlip €8,000 
Pebble Hill House, Maynooth €7,000 
Riverstown House, Kildangan €10,000 
Grattan Vault, Tea Lane Graveyard, Cel-
bridge 

€3,000 

Mill Cottage, Millicent South, Sallins €4,000 
Thatch cottage Tomastown €5,000 
Total €79,000 

19/09/2019WRM00200Inland Waterways Maintenance

19/09/2019WRM00300272. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the engagement that she has had with Waterways Ireland and its contractors regarding the man-
agement of water levels in the vicinity of works at Meelick weir; the impact these works are 
having on the flooding experienced by farmers in the Shannon Callows; and if she will make a 
statement on the matter. [38137/19]

19/09/2019WRM00400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Water-
ways Ireland is operationally independent in regard to its management of the inland waterways 
under its remit and therefore, I have no function in regard to this matter.

The management of flooding risk on the Shannon is led by the Office of Public Works 
(OPW), working in partnership with other state agencies, including Waterways Ireland.

In relation to the works at Meelick Weir, Waterways Ireland has informed my Department 
that the ongoing works to the weir has had no effect on the management of the water levels in 
the Shannon.

It should be noted that rainfall throughout the Shannon catchment during the summer up to 
the end of July was generally less than or about average. In early August the level in Lough Ree 
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was at the bottom of normal operating range for the time of year.  However rainfall throughout 
August was over one and half times the average.

In advance of the forecasted heavy rainfall, Waterways Ireland opened all sluice gates at the 
new cut in Marlborough Weir on the 7th of August, and all sluice gates at Meelick Weir on the 
10th of August.

The ESB, which manages the level at Lough Ree, closed all gates at Athlone Weir on the 
8th of August. Waterways Ireland removed 77 weir boards from Meelick weir on the 11th of 
August with a further 18 removed on the 14th of August. These actions where undertaken to 
mitigate the effects of rising levels in the Callows south of Athlone and were in accordance with 
the Guidelines for control of water levels on the River Shannon.

However, as a result of the prolonged and heavy rainfall in August, levels in both Lough Ree 
and the Callows have risen. Current levels in Lough Ree and the Callows are in a range that is 
exceeded about 20% of the time on average.

The water level in the Callows is approximately 0.9m above the level at which flooding of 
the Callows commences. The level in Lough Ree is approximately 0.7m above the minimum 
target level for Lough Ree at the end of August.

19/09/2019WRM00500Brexit Issues

19/09/2019WRM00600273. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the outcome of discussions she has had with her counterpart in the UK Government and with 
departments and agencies in Northern Ireland on issues that will arise with Brexit; and if she 
will make a statement on the matter. [38143/19]

19/09/2019WRM00700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): As I 
have previously advised the House in my response to Dáil Question No. 592 of 11 December 
last, negotiations on both the EU-UK Withdrawal Agreement and political declaration on the 
framework for the EU-UK future relationship, were conducted on behalf of the EU27 by the 
EU’s Chief negotiator, Michel Barnier, and the Commission’s Article 50 Taskforce. Ratifying 
the Withdrawal Agreement, including the backstop, remains the only viable solution on the 
table that avoids any physical infrastructure and related checks and controls, fully protects 
the Good Friday Agreement, safeguards North-South Cooperation, and preserves the all-island 
economy, as well the integrity of the EU Single Market and Ireland’s place in it. Responsibility 
for avoiding a no deal outcome lies with the UK.

Brexit remains a priority issue for this Government, and the Taoiseach, my cabinet colleagues 
and I continue to engage with EU partners and the UK to advance Ireland’s priorities. Extensive 
Brexit preparedness and contingency planning has been undertaken across Government. The 
Brexit Contingency Action Plan Update, published on 9 July, reflects the extensive work which 
has taken place at EU level and on a whole-of-Government basis, including the Brexit Omnibus 
Act, to prepare for a no-deal Brexit.  It sets out the next steps to be taken between now and 31 
October.

As I have previously advised, in the course of my visit to London last year, in connection 
with the GB 18 Programme, I met with Matt Hancock MP, the then UK Secretary of State 
for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.  I also met with Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary 
for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs in the course of my visit to Glasgow in connection 
with GB18.  At all of these meetings, while noting that Brexit negotiations are conducted be-
tween the EU and the UK, Brexit related matters were discussed in addition to other matters 
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of mutual interest.  While I again met with Fiona Hyslop MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Culture, 
Tourism and External Affairs earlier this year in Dublin, this was related to the launch of the 
Words that Bind Us project and did not include a discussion on Brexit or other policy matters.

In the interests of completeness I would also like to advise that following the visit of the 
then Aire Stáit, Joe McHugh T.D. to Glasgow in May 2018, Údarás na Gaeltachta has at the 
end of 2018, in recognition of, and in preparation for Brexit, agreed a Trade Office arrangement 
with the Scottish Chambers of Commerce.  The arrangement, under which, reciprocal trade of-
fices are being to provide business support services to companies and facilitate investment and 
trade opportunities, will act as a valuable resource for SME’s looking to expand their interna-
tional business to business partnerships.

19/09/2019WRM00800Departmental Staff Data

19/09/2019WRM00900274. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from her Department in the past 
ten years who were bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment in 
the private sector by grade, year and sector the staff moved on to; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [38148/19]

19/09/2019WRM01000275. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the number of civil servants who have left and or retired from her Department in the past 
ten years who were not bound by a cooling-off period in respect of taking up new employment 
in the private sector by grade, year, and sector the staff moved on to; the reason for same; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [38164/19]

19/09/2019WRM01100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 274 and 275 together.

Section 22 of the Regulation of Lobbying Act  provides that specific categories of Designat-
ed Public Officials (“DPOs”) are subject to a one-year “cooling-off” period, during which they 
cannot engage in lobbying activities in specific circumstances, or be employed by, or provide 
services to, a person carrying on lobbying activities in specific circumstances.   

A list of current DPOs is maintained on the website of my Department at the following ad-
dress

https://www.chg.gov.ie/about/organisation-structure/designated-public-officials/.

I understand that statistics on the number of applications for consent to waive this cooling 
off period are included in the annual Regulation of Lobbying report published by the Standards 
in Public Officer Commission.  My Department does not keep a separate record of such appli-
cations.

The Civil Service Code of Standards and Behaviour sets out further guidance on the accep-
tance of outside appointments and of consultancy engagement following resignation or retire-
ment.  Civil Servants who hold positions which are “designated positions” for purposes of the 
Ethics Acts shall not, within twelve months of resigning or retiring from the service, accept an 
offer of appointment from an employer outside the Civil Service or accept an engagement in a 
particular consultancy project where the nature and terms of such appointment or engagement 
could lead to a conflict of interest, without first obtaining approval.  Staff are provided with the 
Code of Standards and Behaviour on appointment and staff in “designated positions” are asked 
to make the appropriate declarations under the Ethics legislation throughout their career.  I am 
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not aware of any application to my Department by a former employee for approval to accept an 
appointment.

19/09/2019WRM01300Creative Youth Plan

19/09/2019WRM01400276. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
details of the expansion of the creative schools programme; and the status of the programme in 
Limerick city and county. [38183/19]

19/09/2019WRM01500Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Cre-
ative Schools pilot is one of the flagship projects of the Creative Youth Plan, which seeks to 
enable the creative potential of every child and young person. This Plan is led by my Depart-
ment, with the Departments of Education and Skills, and Children and Youth Affairs and the 
Arts Council, all working in partnership.

Creative Schools aims to understand, develop and celebrate the arts and creativity as a core 
aspect of school life. It strives to foster children and young people’s creativity, potential and 
participation in the arts as an integral part of their education. The initiative recognises that the 
arts are a powerful means through which children and young people can explore communica-
tion and collaboration, stimulate their imaginations to be inventive, and harness their boundless 
curiosity.

Schools selected to participate in the programme do so on a two-year cycle - the first to sup-
port them in developing a feasible creative plan for the school, and the second to enable them to 
implement this plan.  Each participating school is provided with access to a Creative Associate, 
who are essential in embedding inspirational and sustainable creative practices in teaching and 
learning.  Creative Associates are a mixture of practising artists and teachers with an under-
standing of creativity and its potential to transform the lives of children and young people. In 
addition, each school is allocated an annual grant of €2,000 to implement their plans.

There was significant interest in the pilot when launched in 2018 - with some 400 schools 
applying for 150 places.  Given this level of interest, and the positive feedback from partici-
pants, total investment in the initiative for 2019 has increased to €2.36m - funded by my own 
Department as well as the Department of Education and Skills and the Arts Council. A second 
round of applications was opened in 2019 and just last week, the Minister for Education and 
Skills and I announced the details of a further 150 schools which have been selected to partici-
pate from this month. 

The participating schools in Creative Schools from Limerick are:

- Ardscoil Mhuire, Corbally, Co Limerick

- Coláiste Mhuire, Askeaton, Co Limerick

- Corpus Christi National School, Moyross, Co Limerick

- Garrydoolis National School, Pallasagreen, Co Limerick

- Our Lady Queen Of Peace School, Janesboro, Co Limerick

- Scoil Cnoc Loinge B, Knocklong, Co Limerick

- Scoil na mBráithre, Doon, Co Limerick
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- Scoil Náisiúnta Cathair Chinn Lis, Main Street, Caherconlish, Co Limerick

- Scoil Naomh Mhuire, Cnoc Uí Coileain, Abbeyfeale, Co Limerick

- Shanagolden Youthreach, Main Street, Shanagolden, Co Limerick

19/09/2019WRM01600Culture Night

19/09/2019WRM01700277. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
events planned for Culture Night 2019 in Limerick city and county. [38184/19]

19/09/2019WRM01800Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Culture 
Night has grown from a relatively small scale cultural event staged only in Dublin in 2006 to 
the significant national cultural event it now is, with over 400,000 people visiting museums, 
galleries, historic houses, artists’ studios and cultural centres across the country on the night. I 
have been very impressed at the variety of events which I have been able to attend on Culture 
Night as Minister.  In 2018, 1,606 venues across the island of Ireland participated in Culture 
Night, with an attendance of 420,000. It is anticipated that attendance figures will increase in 
2019.  Nationally, events are run in partnership with local authorities. Events were also held 
throughout Northern Ireland and overseas.    

Culture Night 2019 will take place on Friday September 20th from 4pm to11pm. Details 
of events in every area are available on www.culturenight.ie. This year my Department has al-
located Limerick City and Council funding of €16,000 to assist with the cost of events.  This 
funding is provided on a matched funding basis through the local authority. In 2018, Limerick 
City and County hosted 93 events in 84 venues and welcomed 21,600 visitors.  

Limerick City and County are replete with cultural activity and offerings. Some of the inno-
vative events in the Culture Night Programme for 2019 include ‘Ocean Rhythms’ Paintings and 
Music to Soothe the Soul in the Red Door Gallery in Newcastle West, traditional music in the 
Old Library in Kildimo, an exhibition and events considering the role of villages in Kilmallock 
Library, and a huge array of events throughout the City including events at St. John’s Castle, 
Arthur’s Quay and Limerick City School of Art and Design.

It should be noted that my Department, in partnership with the Department of Housing, 
Planning and Local Government, has allocated a further €220,000 to projects in the Limerick 
area through the Creative Ireland programme in 2018 and 2019 to support over 110 projects 
including arts projects, grant schemes, concerts, exhibitions, festivals and workshops among 
other activities. They cover topics such as archaeology, architecture, biodiversity, crafts, heri-
tage, dance, film, history, literature, music, photography, poetry, storytelling, theatre and the 
visual arts. Further information is available on https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/en/creative-
communities

19/09/2019WRM01900Animal Diseases

19/09/2019WRM02000278. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if 
consideration will be given to appointing an independent assessor to determine the impact of 
the rabbit haemorrhagic disease. [38185/19]

19/09/2019WRM02100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Rabbit 
Haemorrhagic Disease 2 (known as RHD2) was first confirmed in the wild in Ireland in July 
2019. The first two records came from rabbits – one in Wicklow, the other in Clare. The first 
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report from an Irish hare came on the 9th August. Since these initial incidents a request for 
public involvement has led to further confirmation of the disease. To date the disease has been 
confirmed from six different counties – Cork, Clare, Leitrim, Offaly, Wicklow and Wexford. 

In all cases a post mortem of the dead animal was carried out by qualified personnel in the 
Regional Veterinary Laboratories of the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine. Tissue 
samples have then been sent to that Department’s specialist virology lab in Backweston where 
RHD has been confirmed. 

I am grateful to the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine’s laboratories for their 
professional and expert work on this issue to date. 

RHD2 is known to be density dependent. The virus is also known to be highly contagious 
and environmental contamination presents significant difficulties in terms of any biosecurity 
responses. 

Both Departments  are continuing to monitor wild rabbit and hare deaths and a fuller un-
derstanding of the extent and impact of this disease in Ireland will emerge. At this early stage, I 
have no plans to appoint an independent assessor to supplement the work being undertaken by 
both Departments.

19/09/2019WRM02200Hare Coursing Regulation

19/09/2019WRM02300279. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
when the next meeting will be scheduled between her Department and the National Parks 
Wildlife Service with clubs (details supplied) to discuss the issue of hare coursing licences. 
[38206/19]

19/09/2019WRM02400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The Na-
tional Parks and Wildlife Service of my Department met the Club in question on 24 June this 
year. More recently my Department met the Club on 14th August, 12th September and again 
yesterday 18th September.  

My Department maintains regular contact with the Club in question and I envisage that this 
will engagement will continue.


